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ABSTRACT

In this thesis, I study two different methods for improving multilingual automatic cyberbullying
detection. First, I study the effectiveness of Feature Density (FD) using different linguistically-
backed feature preprocessing methods in order to estimate dataset complexity, which in turn is
used to comparatively estimate the potential performance of machine learning (ML) classifiers
prior to any training. I hypothesize that estimating dataset complexity allows for the reduction
of the number of required experiments iterations, making it possible to optimize the resource-
intensive training of ML models which is becoming a serious issue due to the increases in available
dataset sizes and the ever rising popularity of models based on Deep Neural Networks (DNN).
The problem of constantly increasing needs for more powerful computational resources is also
affecting the environment due to alarmingly-growing amount of CO2 emissions caused by training
of large-scale ML models. I use cyberbullying datasets collected for multiple languages, namely
English, Japanese and Polish. The difference in linguistic complexity of datasets allows me to
additionally discuss the efficacy of linguistically-backed word preprocessing.

Second, I study the selection of transfer languages for automatic abusive language detection.
I demonstrate the effectiveness of cross-lingual transfer learning for zero-shot abusive language
detection. This way it is possible to use existing data from higher-resource languages to build
better detection systems for languages lacking data. The datasets are from eight different languages
from three language families. I measure the distance between the languages using several language
similarity measures, especially by quantifying the World Atlas of Language Structures. I show
that there is a correlation between linguistic similarity and classifier performance, making it
possible to choose an optimal transfer language for zero shot abusive language detection.

Next, I demonstrate that this method is also generally applicable to multiple Natural Language

Processing tasks, specifically sentiment analysis, named entity recognition and dependency parsing.

I show that there is also a correlation between linguistic similarity and zero-shot cross-lingual

transfer performance for these tasks, allowing me to select an ideal transfer language in order to

aid with the problem of dealing with languages that do not currently have a sufficient amount

of data. Lastly, I show that the World Atlas of Language Structures can be quantified into an

effective linguistic similarity method.
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ABSTRACT IN JAPANESE (論文内容の要旨)

本論文では，多言語におけるネットいじめの自動検出の性能を向上させるため，2つの方法に
ついて検討を行う．まず，データセットの複雑性を推定するために，特徴量となる言語 学的

素性(そせい)を用いた特徴密度(Feature Density, 以下:FD,素性密度とも)の有効性について研究
する．FDは，学習前の機械学習（ML）分類器の潜在性能を対照的に想定するために用いら
れる．近年，利用可能な公開データセットの数及びサイズが増加じ，さらにディープニュー

ラルネットワーク（DNN）に基づくモデルの人気の上昇により，最適なモデルを選抜するの
に多大な実験の反復回数を繰り返さなければならないことが深刻な問題となっている．デー

タセットの複雑性を推定することで，必要な実験の反復回数を減らすことができ，リソー

ス集約的なMLモデルの学習を最適化できることを仮設する．さらに，大規模なMLモデルの
学習によって発生するCO2排出量が増加し，環境にも影響を与えていることが指摘されてい
る．実験では，英語，日本語，ポーランド語という多言語で収集されたネットいじめのデー

タセットを使用し，データセットの言語的複雑さの違いに伴い，単語の言語学的前処理方法

の有効性について考察を行う．

次に，ネットいじめの自動検出のための移転言語の選択について調査を行う．具体的に

は，ゼロショット多言語間ネットいじめの自動検出における言語間移転学習の有効性の実証

を行う．ゼロショット多言語間移転学習では，多資源の言語において収集された既存のデー

タを用いて，データが不足している少資源の言語向けのより良い検出システムを開発するこ

とが可能である．データセットは3つの言語族からなる8つの言語からなるものである．いく
つかの言語類似性指標を用い，特にWorld Atlas of Language Structuresを定量化することで
言語間の距離を測定する．言語類似度と分類器の性能の間に相関があることを示し，ゼロ

ショットでのネットいじめ検出に最適な移転言語を選択することが可能であることを示す．

そして，移転学習用の最適な言語選抜手法を複数の自然言語処理の課題，特に感情極性解

析，固有表現抽出，構文解析に一般的に適用できることを示す．また，これらの課題におい

て，言語類似性指標とゼロショット多言語間移転学習の性能の間に相関があることを示し，

十分なデータ量がない言語を扱う問題を支援するために，最適な移転言語を選択することが

できることを示す．最後に，World Atlas of Language Structuresが効果的な言語類似性計算手
法に定量化できることを示す．
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The rise of communication between people through Internet during the last
decades has brought massive amounts of information to the reach of everyone
and forever changed the ways we communicate through instant messaging and
social media. Unfortunately, this has not come without problems brought by the
anonymity and openness.

The negative and abusive behaviour encountered online, known as cyberbullying
(CB), is defined as the exploitation of open online means of communication, such
as Internet forum boards, or social network services (SNS) to convey harmful and
disturbing information about private individuals, often children and students [1].
Users’ realization of the anonymity of online communications is one of the factors
that make this activity attractive for bullies since they rarely face consequences of
their improper behavior. The problem was further exacerbated by the popularization
of smartphones and tablet computers that enable almost continuous usage of SNS
anywhere, at home, work/school or in motion [2].

Messages that can be identified as cyberbullying usually ridicule someone’s
personality, body type or appearance, or include slandering or spreading rumors
about the individual. This may drive its victims to even as far as self-mutilation
or suicide, or, on the contrary, to a retaliation assault on their perpetrators [3].
Global spike in cyberbullying cases1 opened a world wide discussion about whether
such messages should be identified early to deter harm, and on freedom of speech
on the Internet.

1https://cyberbullying.org/summary-of-our-cyberbullying-research

1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

Harmful language in online communication can cause serious consequences to
its victims. In the worst cases, it can lead to self-mutilation or suicide, or, on the
contrary, to a retaliation assault on their perpetrators [3]. There have been multiple
attempts to automate the detection of offensive content online [4, 5, 6] in order to
reduce the human effort needed in prevention of the uncontrolled spread of harmful
content on social media. Even though there are thousands of languages used in
different social media platforms, the research on the detection of harmful content
has only been done with a handful of them, mostly in English [7, 8], Japanese [9,
10], Polish [11], Arabic [12] and Hindi [13].

In certain countries, such as in Japan, the issue has been severe enough to
be seen at ministerial level [14]. As one of the ways to solve the issue, Internet
Patrol (IP) consisting of school workers has begun to track online forum pages and
SNS featuring cyberbullying content. Unfortunately, as IP is carried out manually,
reading through vast numbers of websites and SNS content makes it an uphill
battle. To aid in this struggle, some research have started to develop methods for
automatic detection of CB [9, 10, 8, 15].

Even with numerous improvements, the findings have unfortunately remained
only slightly satisfactory. This is due to the plethora of language and vocabulary
ambiguities and styles used in CB. Solving the problem of CB has become even
more crucial after introducing global policies such as General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) in EU2, which put the weight of spotting and weeding out
online harassment on the platforms themselves. Therefore the process of efficient
implementing of automatic cyberbullying detection for different languages and
social networking sites is one of the current most burning problems, which could
greatly benefit from a method allowing to loosely approximate which classifier
configurations can be rejected without the experimental process.

In order to contribute more to solving this problem, I am performing an in-
depth study of the efficacy of the notion of Feature Density (FD) previously
proposed by Ptaszynski et al. [16] to comparatively estimate the efficiency of
various ML classifiers prior to training. Additionally I evaluate the usefulness of
numerous linguistically-backed feature preprocessing approaches, including lemmas,

2https://edps.europa.eu/data-protection/data-protection/reference-library/
anti-harassment-procedures_en

https://edps.europa.eu/data-protection/data-protection/reference-library/anti-harassment-procedures_en
https://edps.europa.eu/data-protection/data-protection/reference-library/anti-harassment-procedures_en
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Named Entity Recognition (NER) and dependency information-based features, in
an application for automated cyberbullying detection.

To optimize the use of resources when dealing with NLP problems, it would be
useful to be able to have information about the complexity of different datasets,
meaning how difficult are the datasets for a classifier to learn and generalize upon.
This problem has been recognized in other fields such as image recognition [17].
Even though natural language complexity has been studied through lexical [18, 19,
20, 21] and syntactic complexity [22, 23, 24, 25], mostly within the second language
education field, there have been very few or no applications to use this kind of
measures in estimating dataset complexity in ML tasks.

In addition, being able to detect harmful language like hate speech and cyber-
bullying (CB) also in languages lacking a the required training data would be a
great aid, as social media is used in thousands of languages, of which only a small
fraction have proper data for model development. It is also important to detect
offensive content as urgently and effectively as possible because of its increasing
prevalence and serious consequences [26]. Users’ realization of the anonymity of
online communications is one of the factors that make this activity attractive for
harassers and bullies since they rarely face consequences of their improper behavior.

Recently, the research of automatic hate speech detection has expanded to
dealing with low-resource languages. This has come with new challenges as these
languages lack proper datasets to be used for training the detection models. To
get around this problem, it has been shown that with cross-lingual transfer, the
performance on languages lacking data can be improved by leveraging knowledge
from other higher resource languages. This has also been demonstrated to be
an effective technique in improving offensive content detection in low resource
languages by using cross-lingual word embeddings and multilingual transformer
models [27, 28, 29, 30].

However, choosing the optimal language for the transfer remains widely an
understudied problem. Usually, it is up to the individual (researcher, or ML
practitioner) to decide experimentally or by pure intuition which language might be
suitable for the transfer, based on their field experience and accumulated theoretical
knowledge. For example, one could select the transfer language by looking at
languages belonging to the same language family as the target language [31]. But
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this does not necessarily mean that the two languages would share the same
linguistic features [32].

1.1 Organization

The reminder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the
background of my research. First, I go through the previous research in the
area of Abusive Language Identification with a focus on Cyberbullying Detection.
Second, I go through research assessing some of the challenges the area currently
faces, specifically, regarding the increasing computational requirements and model
development for languages lacking data. In Chapter 3, I apply the concept of
Feature Density, and explore its potential in comparatively estimating the efficiency
of various ML classifiers prior to any training. Additionally I evaluate the usefulness
of numerous linguistically-backed feature preprocessing approaches. In Chapter
4 I aim to answer the need of developing a method of selecting languages for
cross-lingual transfer learning in order to aid the development of detection models
for languages lacking proper training data. The approach to this problem is to
study, whether different linguistic similarity metrics could be used for finding the
optimal candidates for cross-lingual transfer. I also propose a novel multidomain
linguistic similarity metric quantified from the World Atlas of Language Structures.
In Chapter 5 I demonstrate that the method developed in the previous chapter can
be generalized also to other NLP tasks. In Chapter 6 I summarize and review all
of the principal findings of this research and discuss ideas for future work.

1.2 Contributions

One of the biggest challenges in the field of Cyberbullying detection is the
urgency of the problem. The victimization rates of cyberbullying are constantly
increasing due to the integration of Social Networking Services to daily life. This
calls for a need to develop detection systems as fast and as efficiently as possible.
However, this is being held back due to increases in computational costs in creating
models and the cost of creating datasets. The goal of this research is trying to aid
in tackling the issue of cyberbullying as fast and as efficiently as possible by finding
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solutions to the ever increasing computational costs in creating detection tools and
the lack of available datasets for most languages.

The research is conducted by studying the effectiveness of FD using different
linguistically-backed feature preprocessing methods in order estimate dataset com-
plexity, which in turn is used to comparatively estimate the potential performance
of ML classifiers prior to any training. I hypothesise that FD will show correlations
between various preprocessings and results, and by estimating dataset complexity,
allows for the reduction of the number of required experiments iterations. This
way it is possible to optimize the resource-intensive training of ML models which is
becoming a serious issue due to the increases in available dataset sizes and the ever
rising popularity of models based on Deep Neural Networks.

There are many classifiers and different ways to produce features that need to
be considered when developing harmful and abusive behavior detection methods
which is both time consuming and computationally intensive. Also, there are vast
amounts of SNS platforms each of which are operating in one or multiple languages.
It is practically impossible to develop a one-size-fits-all system for these platforms
because of, for example, different user policies, like the definition of harmful content.
It is difficult to deal with all languages at once due to the limitations of multilingual
models still being widely unknown [33] and machine translation having its own
issues with for example language specific semantics.

My approach concentrates on the classifiers and feature engineering. In practice,
trying to estimate what kind of feature engineering methods would work best for
different classifiers in different languages. This would make it possible to ignore
feature engineering methods not viable for a particular classifier or language and
only keep those that I believe could yield the highest performance without doing
any actual training.

This would also answer the need of developing greener AI by ultimately reducing
the CO2 emissions caused by model training by proposing a method to estimate
dataset complexity, and thus to comparatively estimate the potential performance of
machine learning (ML) classifiers on a particular dataset prior to any training. The
problem of constantly increasing needs for more powerful computational resources
is affecting the environment due to alarmingly-growing amount of CO2 emissions
caused by training of large-scale ML models. The approach to this problem is to
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find a way to train classifiers faster and more efficiently by decreasing the training
load, which could be possible by looking at some general characteristics of a dataset,
in this case, its complexity. This would allow for the reduction of the number of
required experiments iterations.

Cyberbullying, while being a serious social problem, is also a very sophisticated
problem from the point of view of linguistic representation. The difference in
linguistic complexity of datasets makes it possible to additionally discuss the
efficacy of novel linguistically-backed word embeddings. As the recent trends in
NLP mostly focus on using words, like with BERT [34], there could be potential in
preserving deeper relations between lexical items and structures, by for example
including linguistic information like parts-of-speech or dependency information. In
order to explore this potential, I propose to preserve the morphological, syntactic
and other types of linguistic information by combining them with the pure tokens
or lemmas

In addition, this research aims to deal with the problem of cyberbullying in a
language that has no available training by utilizing cross-lingual transfer. However,
the current methods for selecting languages for cross-lingual transfer learning are
mainly based on the individual’s own judgement based on their field experience and
accumulated theoretical knowledge or simply choosing languages from the same
language family [31]. The problem with the current selection methods are that
they are completely unoptimized and prone to bias from the practitioner. In fact,
one could argue that there is no systematic method that would give an actual score
or ranking for the transfer language candidates.

The approach is to explore, whether different linguistic similarity metrics could
be used for finding the optimal candidates for cross-lingual transfer. Supported by
the findings of Gaikwad et al. [30], I hypothesize that linguistic similarity correlates
with cross-lingual transfer efficacy, meaning that using more similar languages
would yield a higher classification score. In practice, I fine tune cross-lingual
pretrained language models, specifically mBERT and XLM-R, separately on each
of the proposed languages (English, German, Danish, Polish, Russian, Japanese,
Korean) and then perform zero-shot classification on the rest of the languages of
the proposed set.

I propose to investigate the possibility that different linguistic similarity metrics
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could be utilized when trying to find possible source language candidates for cross-
lingual transfer also for other tasks than abusive language detection. I hypothesize
that linguistic similarity correlates with cross-lingual transfer efficacy, meaning that
by using more similar languages, a higher model performance would be achievable.

Also, in order to capture all aspects of a language, I propose a novel linguistic
similarity metric quantified from the World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS).
As WALS contains a variety of linguistic features from multiple domains such as
phonological, grammatical and lexical, I hypothesize that it will perform better
when selecting languages for cross-lingual transfer compared to existing similarity
metrics.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Cyberbullying Detection

Even though the issue of CB has been researched in social sciences and child
psychology for over ten years [1, 35], only a small number of significant attempts
have been made so far to use information technology to help solve the problem.
Here I introduce the most relevant studies up to the day.

For the first time, [9, 10] in 2010 performed affect analysis on a small CB dataset
and discovered that the use of vulgar words were the distinctive features for CB.
They trained an SVM classifier using a lexicon of such words and with multiple
optimizations, they managed to detect CB with an F-score of 88.2%. However, as
the amount of data increased, it caused a decrease in results, which caused the
authors to abandon SVM as not ideal for language ambiguities typical for CB.

In other research, Sood et al. [36] focused on detecting personal insults and
negative influence which could at most cause the Internet community to fall into
recession, meaning if the harmful content would be left uncontrolled, people would
start to leave the community. Their study used single words and bigrams as
features, and weighted them using Boolean weighting (1/0), term frequency and
TF-IDF. These were used to train an SVM classifier. Their dataset was a corpus
collected from multiple online fora, totaling at six thousand entries. They used a
crowd-sourcing approach (Mechanical Turk) with non-professional laypersons hired
for the classification task to annotate the data.

Later, Dinakar et al. [8] introduced their method to detect and mitigate

8
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cyberbullying. Their paper had a wider perspective, as they did not focus only
on the detection of cyberbullying, but also included methods for mitigating the
problem. This was an improvement compared to previous research. Their classifiers
scored up to 58-77% of F-score in an English dataset. The results varied depending
on the type of harassment they were attempting to classify. The best classifier they
proposed was again SVM, which further confirms the effectiveness of SVMs for
detecting cyberbullying, similarly to the research done in 2010 using a Japanese
dataset [9].

An interesting work was done by Kontostathis et al. [7], who performed a
thorough analysis of cyberbullying entries on Formspring.me. They identified usual
cyberbullying patterns and used a machine learning method based on Essential
Dimensions of Latent Semantic Indexing (EDLSI) to apply them in classification.

Cano et al. [37] introduced a Violence Detection Model (VDM), a weakly
supervised Bayesian model. However, their focus was not strictly restricted on
cyberbullying, but consisted of a more widened scope of generally understood
“violence". This simplified the problem and made it more feasible for untrained
annotators to work with. The datasets were extracted from violence-related topics
on Twitter and DBPedia.

Nitta et al. [38] proposed a method extending Turney’s SO-PMI-IR score [39] to
automatically detect harmful entries. They used the score to calculate the relevance
of a document with harmful contents. The seed words were grouped into three
categories (abusive, violent, obscene) and the relevance of categories was maximized.
The method was evaluated comparatively high as the best achieved Precision was
around 91% (although with Recall less then 10%).

A re-evaluation of their method two years later unfortunately suggested that
the method lost a major amount of its Precision (over 30 percentage-point drop)
over the span of two years [15]. They hypothesized that this could be the cause
of external factors like Web page re-ranking, or changes in SNS user policies, etc.
The method was improved by acquiring and filtering new harmful seed words
automatically with some success (P=76%), but they were unable to achieve results
close to the original performance. Later an automatic method for the seed word
acquisition [40] was developed with positive results. However, this method was
deemed inefficient and impractical compared to a more direct machine learning
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based approach with a properly annotated dataset.
Sarna et al. [4] based their method on a set of features like “bad words”,

positive/negative sentiment words, and other common features like pronouns, etc.,
to estimate user credibility. These features were applied to commonly used classifiers
(Naive Bayes, kNN, Decision Trees, SVM). The obtained classification results were
further used in User Behavior Analysis model (BAU), and User Credibility Analysis
(CAU) model. Even though their approach included the use of phenomena such as
irony, or rumors, in practice they unfortunately only focused on messages containing
“bad words.” Moreover, neither the words themselves, the dataset, nor its annotation
schema were sufficiently described in the paper.

Ptaszynski et al. [41] suggested a pattern-based language modeling system. The
patterns, identified as ordered combinations of sentence elements, were extracted
with the use of a Brute-Force search-inspired algorithm and used for classification.
They reported promising initial findings and further developed the system by adding
several data pre-processing techniques [11].

Finally, Ptaszynski et al. [16] proposed a method of using Linguistically-backed
preprocessing methods and increased Feature Density to find an optimal way
to preprocess the data in order to achieve higher performance, particularly with
Convolutional Neural Networks. The experiments performed on actual cyberbullying
data showed a major advantage of this approach to all previous methods, including
the best performing method so far based on Brute Force Search algorithm.

The later research in cyberbullying detection has mainly concentrated on using
recurrent neural networks and pretrained language models with plain tokens to
train embeddings [42, 43, 44, 45]. The exceptions being Balakrishnan et al. [46]
and Rosa et al. [47], who used psychological features, like personalities, sentiments
and emotions to improve automatic cyberbullying detection. However, these were
done using simple models. Using linguistic preprocessing and linguistic embeddings
to improve classifier performance has not been studied further even though its
potential was confirmed earlier [16].

Vidgen and Derczynski [6] examined over sixty hate speech datasets in 2020.
They provided insights into the contents of the datasets, their annotation and the
formulation of the associated tasks. They also announced hatespeechdata.com 1, a

1http://hatespeechdata.com

http://hatespeechdata.com
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repository for online abusive content training datasets, in order to make quality data
more accessible. Lastly, they provided outlines on best practices for the creation of
datasets for online abuse detection.

Also, the popularization of multilingual neural models has made it possible
to train models for low-resource languages by utilizing transfer learning. As with
cross-lingual transfer, the performance on low-resource languages can be improved
by leveraging knowledge from other higher resource languages [48].

Ranasinghe et al. [27, 28] showed the effectiveness of cross-lingual transfer in
offensive language identification in Hindi, Spanish, Danish, Greek and Bengali.
Their work showed that multilingual transformer models like mBERT and XLM-R
can use the knowledge gained from higher resource languages to gain an improved
performance on a low-resource target. Also, the models scored comparatively high
without any data from the target language, demonstrating the power of cross-lingual
pre-training.

Similar results were obtained by Bigoulaeva et al. [29] with English and German.
They also discovered that using unlabeled samples from the target language can be
used to increase performance. Finally, Gaikwad et al. [30] noticed that transfer
learning from Hindi outperformed other languages when classifying entries in
Marathi, suggesting a relation between cross-lingual transfer performance and
language similarity.

2.2 Model Training Efficiency and Feature Density

2.2.1 Model Performance Estimation

The first research that studied automatic estimation of ML classifier perfor-
mance was based on extrapolating results from a smaller dataset to simulate the
performance of a larger dataset. Basavanhally et al. [49] applied this method to
estimating classifier performance in the field of computer aided medical diagnostics,
where the available data is in many cases limited in quantity. Their research showed
that using a repeated random sampling method on small datasets to estimate
the performance on a larger set often had high error rates and should not be
generalized as holding true when higher quantities of data become available. Later,
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a cross-validation sampling strategy was added, which improved the method and
resulted in lower error rates [50].

However, they only used three different classifiers, two of which are widely
regarded as low-performance baseline classifiers (Naive Bayes, k-Nearest Neighbor)
and Support Vector Machines. Their results suggested that the ranking of the
classifiers would not change as the dataset size increases but considering the
classifiers used, the results seem very predictable and match the average rankings
of these classifiers [51]. Also, they did not consider any deep learning -based
approaches. This increases the questionability of the results.

In the field of NLP, Johnson et al.[52] used the fastText classifier [53] and
applied the extrapolation method to document classification. They discovered that
biased power law model with binomial weights could be used as a good baseline
extrapolation model for NLP tasks. As the authors suggested, the method needs to
be studied further using different classifiers and extrapolation models. Even though
the extrapolation method would aid in estimating the classifier performance, at
least some training is still required.

Gama et al. [54] proposed another method, in which classifier performance could
be estimated by training a regression model based on meta-level characteristics
of a dataset. The characteristics used included simple measures like number of
instances and number of attributes, statistical measures like standard deviation
ratio and various information based measures like class entropy. These measures
are defined in the STATLOG project [55].

This meta-learning based method was adopted and further developed by in-
troducing the Landmarking process [56], which uses the learners themselves to
characterize the datasets. This involves using computationally non-demanding
classifiers, such as Naive Bayes (NB), to gain valuable insights into datasets. The
system outperformed the previous characterization approach and had modest results
in the ranking of learners.

Later, Blachnik et al. [57] enhanced the Landmarking method. He proposed
that the information from instance selection methods could be used as landmarks.
These instance selection methods are usually used for cleaning the dataset, reducing
its size by removing redundant information. They found out that it is possible to
use the relation between the initial and reduced datasets as a landmark in order to
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predict classifier performance with lower error rates.
A more recent method focused on generalizing meta information of the dataset

to quantify an overall dataset complexity measure and use it to find correlations
between this measure and classifier performance without any training [17]. I describe
this research in detail in the following Section 2.2.2.

The problem with a meta-learning based approach is that we would need a lot
of datasets and features in order to produce a proper model to estimate classifier
performance. The example meta dataset used by Gama et al. [54] was considerably
small, consisting of around 20 datasets, which makes its statistical reliability very
weak as the error rates get high [58, 59, 60]. The later experiments [56] used
around 200 datasets, which is still very underwhelming considering the dataset sizes
used today, leading the results with meta-learning being modest at best. Similar
problems apply to extrapolation as the subset will get too small to represent the
whole dataset and the algorithm is unable to thoroughly capture the characteristics
and variations associated with each class. This particularly hurts models like CNNs
that rely on larger quantities of data [60]. Also, extrapolation loses vocabulary in
the field of NLP, which hinders the applicability of results [61].

In this research, instead of concentrating on training an additional classifier
on meta information extracted from the dataset or performance simulation and
extrapolation, I directly focused on feature engineering and the relation between the
available feature space and classifier performance. This is a novel method that can
be utilized together with the existing methods to better estimate the performance
of different classifiers.

This research takes a somewhat similar approach as Rahane et al. [17] did for
image recognition by directly using a characteristic of the dataset in order to estimate
complexity. In the case of this research, this characteristic is Feature Density, based
on the notation of Lexical Density [22] that has been used to estimate language
complexity. This characteristic was chosen as in previous research [16] where it
was shown that there could be a correlation between Feature Density and classifier
performance. The research also studies the possibility of preserving linguistic
information as parts of used word embeddings in order to improve performance.
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2.2.2 Dataset Complexity Estimation

In the field of image recognition, Rahane et al. [17] proposed a method to
estimate dataset complexity using various entropy-based information measures
on image grayscale values. All of the used measures correlated with the known
performance metrics of the applied datasets. They managed to properly rank their
datasets using these metrics, which showed that there is a potential in ranking
classifiers using these metrics. In the future, a similar method based on word
similarity could be applied in NLP.

It has been widely known in linguistics that various languages have different
complexity. Therefore language complexity in general is a topic that has been
studied throughout the years in linguistics [62]. Especially, attempts to estimate
a general lexical complexity of a language [18, 19, 20, 21] or a general syntactic
complexity of a language [22, 23, 24, 25] are well documented within the fields of
language education. It has been used especially in second language learning, to
estimate the level of difficulty to certain first language speakers to learn a specific
second language (e.g., how hard it is for native speakers of English to learn Polish
or Japanese, which have completely different syntactic complexity). However, to
the best of my knowledge, there has not been relevant research in applying this
to locally estimate linguistic dataset complexity. One of the measures used for
estimating linguistic complexity in general has been Lexical Density (LD) [22]. It
is a score representing an estimated measure of content per lexical units for a given
corpus, calculated as the number of all distinct words, or vocabulary size, divided
by the number of all words in the corpus: LD = V/N . This notation means that
the corpus is the more complex (or “dense"), the more distinct words it contains.
In this research I take a look at an extension of Lexical Density, namely, Feature
Density [16], and study its uses in estimating the complexity of different natural
language datasets, depending on the kinds of feature sets were used to represent
the dataset.

Also, information criterion based methods, like Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) [63] and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [64], have been proposed for
model selection since the same time as lexical density was introduced. However
using these metrics requires training all of the models which is exactly what I
am trying to avoid as feature density can be calculated from the dataset directly
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without any training.

2.2.3 Feature Density

The concept of Feature Density (FD) was introduced by Ptaszynski et al. [16]
based on the notion of LD [22] from linguistics. The score is called Feature Density
as it includes not only lexemes (words/tokens) but also other features, like parts-of-
speech, dependency information, or any other applied feature set, in addition or
instead of words/tokens

FD =
Vx

Nx

, (2.1)

where Vx is the number of distinct features in the corpus and Nx is the total number
of features in the corpus. By feature I mean preprocessed (lemmatized, added POS,
dependency information etc.) words/tokens. In this research I applied this notation
to estimate dataset complexity, by defining it as the complexity of the language
dataset itself.

I hypothesize that there could be a correlation between FD and the classifier
performance. If FD has a clear positive or negative correlation with classifier
performance, it could be useful in comparatively estimating the performance of
various classifiers within a dataset. Using the Japanese CB dataset, Ptaszynski
et al. [16] showed that CNNs work well with higher FD while other classifiers’
scores were usually higher with the lower FD datasets. This shows that it might be
possible to improve the performance of CNNs by increasing the FD of the dataset
in question, whereas other classifiers could score higher if FD was reduced [16].

I also hypothesize that FD could be useful in comparing different datasets in
terms of comparative complexity, as the measure has already been used to estimate
linguistic complexity in general [22]. This would be useful in optimizing classifier
performance or even estimating it prior to experimentation. In this research,
the concept of Feature Density is applied to multiple languages in the field of
cyberbullying as well as Sentiment Analysis.
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2.2.4 Linguistically-backed Preprocessing

In almost all cases, word embeddings are learned only from pure tokens (words)
or in some cases, lemmas (unconjugated forms of words). This also applies to
the recently popularized pre-trained language models like BERT [34]. Although
word embeddings have been used to help predict parts of speech [65], named entity
recognition [66], or dependency parsing [67], utilizing such linguistic information in
the process of training the embeddings themselves have not yet been researched
extensively, with only a few related introductory studies being proposed so far [68,
69, 70].

There are only a handful of studies related to the usage of linguistic information
in training word embeddings. In 2014, Levy and Goldberg [68] modified the Skip-
Gram model used by Word2Vec [71] to use dependency structures as contexts while
training the word vectors instead of using only a fixed window of surrounding words.
They noticed that their dependency-based embeddings were noticeably different
from the ones trained with words as contexts as they seemed to be more functional
instead of topical. Their method was later evaluated by Komninos and Manandhar
[69] and MacAvaney and Zeldes [72]. They acknowledged that dependency-based
embeddings outperform the use of linear context in many tasks, especially question
classification and semantic relation identification.

In 2017 Ptaszynski et al.[16] proposed a method of adding linguistic information
like POS, NER and dependency structures, to the creation of bag-of-words (BoW)
models. This showed an improvement to ordinary BoWs when using a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) model. Their study also hinted that increasing (or decreas-
ing) the density of the used feature set could result in an increased performance.
In 2019, Cottorell and Schutze [70] proposed a method of keeping morphological
information, like POS, case, gender etc. to encode the words’ morphology. They
showed that it is possible to encode such information better than Word2Vec by
using a modified Log-Bilinear model [73].

To conduct further investigation on the potential of capturing deeper relations
between lexical items and structures and to filter out redundant information, I
propose to preserve the morphological, syntactic and other types of linguistic
information by combining them with the pure tokens or lemmas. This means,
for example, including parts-of-speech or dependency information within the used
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lexical features. The word embeddings can then be trained using these features
instead of just plain tokens. It is also possible to later apply this method to the
pre-training of huge language models and possibly enhance their performance.

2.3 Linguistic Similarity and Cross-Lingual

Transfer

2.3.1 Measuring Linguistic Similarity

Already in 2006, the relation between the difficulty of language learning and the
similarity of languages in general was discussed in a book by Ringbom [74]. The
Finnish language scene was presented as an example in order to demonstrate the
importance of cross-linguistic similarity in foreign language learning [75]. In short,
he showed that Finnish-speaking Finns have a harder time learning English than
Swedish-speaking Finns. The reason behind this being the closer relation between
Swedish and English languages, giving an advantage to Swedish speakers when it
comes to transferring the existing linguistic knowledge.

Cottorell et al. [76] showed that not every language is equally difficult to model.
It was also shown by them that there is a correlation between the morphological
richness of a language and the performance of the model. This means that the more
complex the language is, the more difficult it becomes to model. This is hinting
that more simple languages might not work so well when used as cross-lingual
transfer sources for languages of higher complexity. This also implies that the
direct relatedness (for example, language family) of languages should not be the
only criteria in deciding the cross-lingual transfer source language as other features
of the languages should also be thoroughly considered in order to find the most
optimal transfer language.

There has been some research in attempting to quantify a linguistic similarity
metric from different linguistic features. However, these metrics mostly commonly
rely only on one or just a few different linguistic features. For example, by comparing
the consonants contained in a predefined set of words while taking into account the
order in which these consonants appear in the words, one can calculate a genetic
proximity score between two languages. This is implemented as the eLinguistics [77]
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similarity metric. The metric makes it possible to get information about the direct
relatedness of the compared languages. However, it was found out that that once
the used languages start to become more and more distant, accidental similarities
in consonants are introduced and there is a significant increase in the error rate.
Even though the metric is easy to calculate, it completely ignores all other kinds of
linguistic features, for example, semantic, syntactic, or morphological.

Another method to calculate a similarity metric is to take a look at the vo-
cabularies of two languages and concentrate on their similarity. EzGlot [78] uses
lexical similarity as its basis for computation. The metric uses lexical similarity
between the two compared languages while at the same time taking into account
the amount of words the two languages are sharing with other languages. This
allows for the calculation of similarity between the two languages in relation to the
similarity with every other language.

Aggarwal et al. [79] proposed a linguistic similarity metric that utilizes multiple
aspects of languages. Their metric, called STL, is based on Semantic, Terminological
(lexical) and Linguistic (syntactic) similarity of languages. The method outper-
formed previous similarity metrics that concentrated only on one of the previously
mentioned aspects [80, 81]. They noticed that the terminological measures showed
a much higher contribution when compared to the other two features. However, in
order to use the metric, the structure of the used vocabulary dataset needs to be
in the form of an ontology. Due to this fact and because of the lack of available
languages for the used dataset, it was impossible to use the metric as a part of this
research.

The lang2vec developed by Littell et al. [82] is a database that represents
languages as typological, phylogenetic, and geographical vectors, which are derived
from a number of different linguistic resources, for example, WALS [83], PHOIBLE
[84], Ethnologue [85], and Glottolog [86]. Each of these utilize multiple different fea-
tures, making them more robust than the EzGlot or eLinguistics metrics. However,
the heterogeneous nature of the method brings up many questions. For example,
it is unknown how features are selected from different sources and how they are
weighted. Also, using geographical information seems questionable as it has been
proven to be a poor predictor of language similarity [87].
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2.3.2 Transfer Language Selection

Selecting the optimal language for cross-lingual transfer remains mostly an
unanswered question. Most of the time, the decision of which language to use as the
transfer source comes up to the practitioner’s consideration. This is usually done
experimentally or simply by relying on intuition [88]. For example, in order to get
a more successful transfer, Cottorell and Heigold [31] focused on using languages
from the same language family as the cross-lingual transfer target. However, even
though the languages are part of the same language family, two languages could be
very distant for example when looking at the complexity of grammar, which means
that it does not guarantee them sharing the same linguistic features [32].

A common way for choosing the transfer language is to simply default to English.
The reason being that it is the de-facto highest resource language available for most
NLP tasks [89]. This is also the case with popular multilingual benchmarks like
XTREME [90] and XGLUE [91]. Although, recently benchmarks like XTREME-R
[92] have started to include cross-lingual training sets. Furthermore, in a survey of
157 cross-lingual learning papers by Pikuliak et al. [93] they found out that English
was used in 149 papers, followed by German with 82 papers. Additionally, it has
been shown that other languages than English, for example, German and Russian
tend to work better as transfer sources [94].

Duong et al. [95] found out that choosing the transfer language based on
language family is not optimal for many languages. For example, their experiments
showed that the best source language for both Finnish and German is Czech, even
though being from a different language family than the targets. They concluded
that apparently, the best source language for cross-lingual transfer is not predictable
from language family information. Instead, they proposed two methods for transfer
language selection. The first being based on the Jensen-Shannon divergence between
the distributions of parts-of-speech n-grams on a pair of languages. The second
method was based on the word-order information feature in WALS. Both of these
methods showed improvements over choosing English or a language from the same
family as the target. They also experimented with using multiple source languages,
which further improved the performance.

It has been shown [96, 97, 98] that transferring from many high-resource
languages at the same time can yield higher results compared to selecting only a
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single language as the transfer source. However, these methods do not consider the
actual relation between the source and the target languages and the amount of
contribution of each of the languages to the total score. Also, Nooralahzadeh et
al. [99] discovered that certain morphosyntactic features shared between languages
tend to give a boost to cross-lingual transfer performance.

Lin et al. [100] developed a ranking method for possible transfer language
candidates using the lang2vec metrics [82] together with dataset dependent features
like word overlap and type-token ratio. they discovered that using both the dataset
independent linguistic features and database dependent features to train the ranking
model yields the best results. However, as their method requires training of the
ranking model, it is dependent on the tasks and datasets used for training and is
not usable out of the box for other applications.

In another study [101] it was shown that the transfer performance with English
as the source correlates with the linguistic similarity metrics of lang2vec [82],
meaning that target languages more similar to English yielded higher scores. They
found out that similarity of syntactic structures especially play an important role in
selecting the source language for tasks like parts-of-speech tagging (POS), named
entity recognition (NER) and dependency parsing (DEP). They also discovered
that the fine-tuning corpus size of the target language also makes a difference
considering the cross-lingual transfer performance, especially for higher level tasks
like question answering. However, their research concentrated only on using English
as the source language and the capabilities of other languages as the transfer source
were left completely unexplored.

Martinez et al. [102] found out that differences in language morphology in
cross-lingual transfer generally lead to a higher loss than when transferring between
languages with the same morphological typology. Furthermore, they showed that
parts-of-speech tagging tends to be more sensitive towards changes in morphological
typology compared to sentiment analysis, which seems to be more sensitive to
variables related to the fine-tuning data and the transfer performance being generally
harder to predict.

In their research, Gaikwad et al. [30] discovered that there could be a relation
between cross-lingual transfer performance and language similarity. They classified
entries in the Marathi language using multiple languages, specifically Bengali,
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Greek, English, Turkish and Hindi as cross-lingual transfer sources. Their results
showed that the closest language of these to Marathi, Hindi, also had the highest
performance. This hints that a solution to the problem of cross-lingual transfer
language selection could be found with the aid of linguistic similarity, at least for
offensive language detection.

2.3.3 The World Atlas of Language Structures

The World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS) project [83] consists of a
database that catalogs phonological, word semantic and grammatical knowledge
for 2,662 languages with almost two hundred different linguistic features from
multiple domains. Using a linguistic similarity measure quantified from the WALS
database into would allow a more robust method to measure similarity and would
aid capturing all aspects of the languages instead of relying only on a single or a
handful of linguistic features. Concentrating purely on using WALS to create a
similarity metric would also preserve homogeneity and allow a more explainable
and controllable implementation. I hypothesize that this metric would be more
robust compared to the other metrics as it is based on multiple kinds of linguistic
features. Instead of concentrating on lang2vec, I decided to develop the previously
introduced novel metric based on the World Atlas of Language Structures, which
also contains a variety of phonological, grammatical and lexical features.

However, many of the linguistic features are missing for of the available languages.
For example, one of the most extensively documented language, English, has
about 150 features documented in the database. This amount rapidly decreases
for languages studied less. Taking Danish as an example, it only 58 features
documented 2. Considering every language and all of the features, this adds up
to over 58,000 data points in total in the WALS database. This means the whole
database is only approximately 12% populated, meaning a vast majority of the
information is missing. Also many major and widely studied languages are missing
many features. For example, 25% of all of the features are missing for English.
These missing values and the sparsity of the data is the main point of concern when

2Some even less studied languages have an even smaller number of features documented, e.g.
Chuj language, spoken in Guatemala, has only 29, while the Indonesian Kutai language has only
a single feature documented.
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quantifying the WALS database into a linguistic similarity metric as using lesser
known and not so widely studied languages means having less common features
among them.



Chapter 3

Classifier Performance Estimation
with Feature Density

In this Chapter, I apply the concept of Feature Density and explore its potential
in comparatively estimating the efficiency of various ML classifiers prior to any
training. This is done in order to hasten the development of cyberbullying detection
models, by estimating classifier performance prior to the training process in order
to reduce the number of required experiment iterations. Additionally I evaluate
the usefulness of numerous linguistically-backed feature preprocessing approaches
to create more effective models for detecting bullying.

I calculate FD for all applied datasets and preprocessing methods. I hypothesize
that FD would correlate with the classification scores. If FD has a clear positive or
negative correlation with classifier performance, it could be useful in comparatively
estimating the performance of various classifiers within a dataset. In practice, I
calculated Pearson’s correlation coefficient (ρ-value) between dataset generalization
(FD) and classifier results (macro F-scores). Using the Japanese CB dataset,
Ptaszynski et al. [16] showed that CNNs work well with higher FD while other
classifiers’ scores were usually higher with the lower FD datasets. This shows that
it might be possible to improve the performance of CNNs by increasing the FD
of the dataset in question, whereas other classifiers could score higher if FD was
reduced [16].

I also compare different datasets in terms of comparative complexity. Using
Feature Density and the experiment results, I study the usefulness of estimating

23
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Table 3.1: Statistics of the applied cyberbullying datasets.

English Japanese Polish

Number of samples 12,772 2,998 11,041
Number of CB samples 913 1,490 985
Number of non-CB samples 11,859 1,508 10,056
Number of all tokens 308,939 39,283 142,811
Number of distinct tokens 25,106 6,947 27,444
Avg. length (chars) of a sample 125.5 35.2 95.5
Avg. length (words) of a sample 28.7 13.3 14.3
Avg. length (chars) of a CB sample 115.4 33.5 105.1
Avg. length (words) of a CB sample 26.8 12.6 15.0
Avg. length (chars) of a non-CB sample 126.3 37.0 94.5
Avg. length (words) of a non-CB sample 26.8 14.1 14.2

dataset complexity in optimizing classifier performance or even estimating it prior
to experimentation. I apply the concept of Feature Denxity to multiple languages
in the field of Cyberbullying as well as verify the results on a Sentiment Analysis
task.

3.1 Applied Datasets

To achieve a thorough and validated analysis, I applied the proposed methods
to multiple languages, namely, Japanese, English and Polish. This also allowed to
study the effect of linguistic and cultural differences in classifier performance when
the same classification methods are used for different languages. The research uses
a total of four datasets, three from the field of automatic cyberbullying detection
and one verification set from sentiment analysis. Key statistics of the applied
cyberbullying datasets are shown in Table 3.1.

3.1.1 English Cyberbullying Dataset

The first dataset for the experiments was the Kaggle Formspring Dataset for
Cyberbullying Detection [103]. There was one major problem with the original
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dataset however, as the original annotations for the data were carried out by
untrained laypeople. It has been shown before that the annotations for topics like
online harassment and cyberbullying should be done by experts [5] as the abusive
content could be hidden for example in supposed humor, sarcasm or dank memes.
Therefore, the dataset was re-annotated with the help of experts with sufficient
psychological background to assure high quality annotations [104]. In the research
I applied the re-annotated version for more accurate results.

Table 3.1 reports some key statistics of the improved annotation of the dataset.
The dataset contains approximately 300 thousand of tokens. There was no visible
difference in length between the posted questions and answers, both being approxi-
mately 12 words long on average. On the contrary, the harmful (CB) entries were
usually slightly but insignificantly shorter compared to the non-harmful (non-CB)
samples (approx. 23 vs. 25 words). The amount of harmful samples was also
substantially smaller compared to the amount of non-harmful samples, around 7%
of the whole dataset, which is approximately the same as the real-life amount of
profanity encountered on SNS [5].

3.1.2 Japanese Cyberbullying Dataset

The Japanese dataset I used for experiments was originally created by Ptaszynski
et al. [9], and also widely used by others [38, 41, 11, 15, 16]. It contains 1,490
harmful and 1,508 non-harmful entries in Japanese collected from unofficial school
websites and fora. The original data was provided by the Human Rights Research
Institute Against All Forms for Discrimination and Racism in Mie Prefecture,
Japan. The entries were collected and labeled by Internet Patrol members (expert
annotators) with the help of the government supplied manual [14]. The instructions
given by the manual are briefly described below.

The definition given by MEXT suggests that cyberbullying occurs when a
person is directly offended on the Internet. This includes publication of the
person’s identity, personal information and other aspects of privacy. Thus, as the
first distinguishable features for cyberbullying, MEXT identifies private names
(also initials and nicknames), names of organisations and affiliations and private
information (address, phone numbers, personal information disclosure, etc.)

In addition, cyberbullying literature reveals vulgarities as one of the most distin-
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guishing characteristics of cyberbullying [1, 105]. Also according to MEXT, vulgar
language and cyberbullying can be distinguished from each other as cyberbully-
ing conveys offenses against real individuals. In the prepared dataset, all entries
containing at least one of the above characteristics is listed as harmful.

3.1.3 Polish Cyberbullying Dataset

The Polish dataset originates from PolEval workshop from 2019 [106], collected
from Twitter discussions. As feature selection and feature engineering have been
proven to be integral parts of cyberbullying detection [16, 107], the tweets are
provided as such, without additional preprocessing to allow researchers apply their
own preprocessing methods. The only preprocessing applied to the dataset was
done only to mask private information, such as personal information of individuals
(Twitter users).

The dataset contains 11,041 entries in total, with 10,041 included in the training
set and 1000 in the test set. The dataset was initially annotated by laypeople,
but was later corrected by an expert in the case of disagreements. The laypeople
agreed on majority of the annotations at 91.38%. The number seems very high, but
it is mostly due to the fact that the annotators mostly agreed upon non-harmful
tweets, which take up most of the dataset at 89.76%. When considering the harmful
class, the annotators only agreed upon 1.62% of the entries. Moreover, some of
the fully-agreed tweets needed to be corrected to the opposite class in the end by
the expert annotator, which shows that using laypeople does not provide accurate
enough annotations in the field of cyberbullying. It could be said that layperson
annotators can tell with a decent level of confidence that an entry is not harmful
(even if it contains some vulgar words), and they can spot, to some extent, if the
entry is somehow harmful. Though in most cases they are unable to provide a
reasoning for their choice. This provides further proof that for specific problems
such as cyberbullying, an expert annotation is required [5]. Comparing the training
and test sets, it can be noted that the latter contained a slightly higher ratio of
harmful tweets (8.48% for training set vs. 13.40% for test set), which might end up
showing in the classifier evaluations.

There was also a reasonably high number of retweets that have slipped into
both the data processing phase and the annotation (709 or 6.42%). All of these
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tweets were not official retweets made using the retweet function, but tweet quotes
beginning with a brief "RT" statement, which differentiates them from normal
replies and comments. This needs to be taken into account in the future.

3.1.4 Verification Dataset: Yelp User Reviews Sentiment

Dataset

As a dataset for verification of the claimes posed in this study, I applied a subset
of Yelp’s user reviews data. It contains business reviews about restaurants, shops,
etc. from North American metropolises with a rating from one to five stars along
with other information. The dataset was originally assembled for Yelp’s dataset
challenge in order to promote innovation.

The ratings were binarized for the experiment by assigning one star reviews to
negative class and five star reviews to positive class. Other reviews were discarded.
Also, reviews containing less than three words or more than two standard deviations
from the mean were filtered out to avoid over-lengthy review samples differing too
much with average sample length in other datasets. I took a random subset of
250,000 positive and 250,000 negative reviews. This way I could study the influence
of the change in size of a dataset by a roughly over one magnitude but no more
than two magnitudes. With these constraints, I had a large binary dataset of a
different topic that is also much simpler than the cyberbullying datasets. Although
the whole dataset was much larger and had multiple classes, difference of more
than two magnitudes between other datasets and inclusion of more classes might
introduce uncontrollable and untraceable variations in dataset statistics influencing
the measurements. Therefore, applying these limitations would allow to study the
proposed methods with sufficient control. The subset was split into training and
test datasets containing 80% and 20% of the data respectively with even number
of positive and negative samples in each part.

I also chose the dataset deliberately from a different field in order to verify
the general potential of the performance of the proposed method and its universal
applicability. The dataset was also considerably larger, more specifically, almost
fifty times that of the Polish or English datasets. This made it possible to study
how the proposed methods perform with a larger amount of data. The dataset was
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binarized to provide comparability with the performance metrics between all of the
datasets.

3.2 Proposed Methods

3.2.1 Preprocessing and Feature Density

In order to train the linguistically-backed embeddings, I first preprocessed the
dataset in various ways, similarly to previous research [16]. This was done for three
reasons. Firstly, to see how traditional classifiers managed the data from similar
domain (cyberbullying), but in different languages. Secondly, to later verify the
correlation between the classification results and Feature Density (FD) [16]. Finally,
to verify the performance of various versions of the proposed linguistically-backed
embeddings. Also, because I was trying to make the proposed method entirely
systemic and automated, I did not focus on any hand-made features, such as
offensive word lexicons, etc., used in previous research [9]. The preprocessing was
done using spaCy NLP toolkit [108]. After assembling combinations from the listed
preprocessing types, I ended up with a total of 68 possible preprocessing methods
for the experiments. All types of preprocessing I applied to generate preprocessing
type combinations were listed below. The FDs for all preprocessing types used in
this research are shown in Tables 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.

• Tokenization: includes words, punctuation marks, etc. separated by spaces
(later: TOK).

• Lemmatization: like the above but with generic (dictionary) forms of words
(“lemmas”) (later: LEM).

• Parts of speech (separate): parts of speech information is added in the
form of separate features (later: POSS).

• Parts of speech (combined): parts of speech information is merged with
other applied features (later: POS).

• Named Entity Recognition (without replacement): information on
what named entities (private name of a person, organization, numericals, etc.)
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appear in the sentence are added to the applied word (later: NER).

• Named Entity Recognition (with replacement): same as above but
information replaces the applied word (later: NERR).

• Dependency structure: noun- and verb-phrases with syntactic relations
between them (later: DEP).

• Chunking: like above but without dependency relations (“chunks", later:
CHNK).

• Stopword filtering: redundant words are filtered out using spaCy’s stopword
lists (later: STOP)

• Filtering of non-alphabetics: non-alphabetic characters are filtered out
for English and Polish. For Japanese, kanji and kana characters are also
retained (later: ALPHA)

3.2.2 Feature Extraction

For classifiers other than those based on neural networks, I generated a Bag-
of-Features language model was from each of the 68 processed dataset versions,
producing a separate model for each of the preprocessing types (Bag-of-Words,
Bag-of-Lemmas, Bag-of-POS, etc.). This was done for all of the four datasets.
The language models generated from the entries of the datasets were used later
in the input layer of classification. I also applied a traditional weight calculation
scheme, namely term frequency with inverse document frequency tf ∗ idf , where
term frequency tf(t, d) refers to raw frequency (number of times a term t (word,
token) occurs in a document d), and inverse document frequency idf(t,D) is the
logarithm of the total number of documents |D| in the corpus divided by the number
of documents containing the term nt. Finally, tf ∗ idf refers to term frequency
multiplied by inverse document frequency as in equation3.1.

idf(t,D) = log(
|D|
nt

) (3.1)
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Table 3.2: English Cyberbullying Dataset: Feature Density of preprocessing types.

Preprocessing type Uniq.1grams All1grams FD

POS 18 357616 .0001
POSALPHA 18 357616 .0001
POSSTOP 18 194606 .0001
POSSTOPALPHA 17 129076 .0001
LEMPOSSALPHA 17875 579664 .0308
LEMPOSS 21238 660653 .0321
TOKPOSSALPHA 21737 579624 .0375
TOKPOSS 25122 660612 .038
LEMNERALPHA 14815 289868 .0511
LEMNERR 17327 309124 .0561
CHNKNERRALPHA 12293 215096 .0572
LEMNERRALPHA 17877 305481 .0585
CHNKNERALPHA 14007 228146 .0614
LEMALPHA 17860 289868 .0616
LEMPOSSSTOP 20948 334870 .0626
TOKNERRALPHA 18595 289828 .0642
CHNKALPHA 13991 215096 .065
LEMNER 21239 325173 .0653
LEMPOSSSTOPALPHA 17554 258103 .068
TOKNERR 21119 309084 .0683
LEM 21222 308434 .0688
TOKNERALPHA 21737 305441 .0712
TOKPOSSSTOP 24472 334869 .0731
LEMPOS 26232 357657 .0733
TOKALPHA 21722 289828 .0749
LEMPOSALPHA 22206 289868 .0766
TOKNER 25121 325132 .0773
TOK 25106 308393 .0814
TOKPOSSSTOPALPHA 21037 258103 .0815
TOKPOS 31121 357616 .087
TOKPOSALPHA 27013 289828 .0932
LEMNERRSTOPALPHA 14509 129076 .1124
LEMNERRSTOP 17047 146549 .1163
LEMNERSTOPALPHA 17557 142289 .1234
CHNKNERR 33025 262529 .1258
LEMNERRSTOPALPHA 20950 160269 .1307
LEMPOSSTOP 25669 194674 .1319
LEMSTOPALPHA 17540 129076 .1359
TOKNERRSTOPALPHA 17911 129076 .1387
CHNKNER 38044 272581 .1396
TOKNERRSTOP 20480 146549 .1397
LEMSTOP 20933 145866 .1435
CHNKNERSTOPALPHA 13356 92782 .144
CHNKNERRSTOPALPHA 11656 80896 .1441
CHNK 38029 261990 .1452
TOKNERSTOPALPHA 21037 142289 .1478
TOKNERSTOP 24471 160268 .1527
TOKPOSSTOP 30040 194673 .1543
TOKSTOPALPHA 21022 129076 .1629
CHNKSTOPALPHA 13340 80896 .1649
LEMPOSSTOPALPHA 21626 129076 .1675
TOKSTOP 24456 145865 .1677
TOKPOSSTOPALPHA 25925 129076 .2009
CHNKNERRSTOP 32452 126357 .2568
CHNKNERSTOP 37462 135357 .2768
CHNKSTOP 37447 125824 .2976
DEPNERALPHA 95404 240302 .397
DEPNERRALPHA 94928 215096 .4413
DEPALPHA 95386 215096 .4435
DEPNER 143197 321835 .4449
DEPNERSTOPALPHA 47159 104940 .4494
DEPNERR 141479 308704 .4583
DEP 143179 308704 .4638
DEPNERSTOP 94539 184130 .5134
DEPNERRSTOP 92730 172086 .5389
DEPSTOP 94521 172086 .5493
DEPNERRSTOPALPHA 46552 80896 .5755
DEPSTOPALPHA 47141 80896 .5827
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Table 3.3: Japanese Cyberbullying Dataset: Feature Density of preprocessing types.

Preprocessing type Uniq.1grams All1grams FD

POS 19 40015 0.0005
POSALPHA 19 40015 0.0005
POSSTOP 19 25777 0.0007
POSSTOPALPHA 16 18444 0.0009
LEMPOSS 6495 78685 0.0825
TOKPOSS 6964 79226 0.0879
LEMPOSSALPHA 6152 65314 0.0942
TOKPOSSALPHA 6579 65314 0.1007
LEMPOSSSTOP 6392 50203 0.1273
LEMNERR 5065 39024 0.1298
TOKPOSSSTOP 6818 50742 0.1344
TOKNERR 5474 39380 0.1390
LEMNER 6607 44046 0.1500
LEMNERRALPHA 4918 32665 0.1506
TOKNER 7078 44509 0.1590
TOKNERRALPHA 5329 32665 0.1631
LEMPOSSSTOPALPHA 6049 36846 0.1642
LEM 6478 38955 0.1663
LEMNERALPHA 6266 36835 0.1701
LEMPOS 6870 40017 0.1717
TOKPOSSSTOPALPHA 6433 36846 0.1746
TOK 6947 39283 0.1768
CHNKNERR 5911 32935 0.1795
TOKNERALPHA 6694 36835 0.1817
TOKPOS 7505 40018 0.1875
LEMALPHA 6138 32665 0.1879
CHNKNERRALPHA 5289 26694 0.1981
LEMPOSALPHA 6520 32665 0.1996
LEMNERRSTOP 4961 24791 0.2001
TOKALPHA 6564 32665 0.2009
TOKNERRSTOP 5328 25143 0.2119
CHNKNER 7797 36061 0.2162
TOKPOSALPHA 7109 32665 0.2176
LEMNERSTOP 6504 29641 0.2194
CHNKNERALPHA 6659 29873 0.2229
TOKNERSTOP 6932 30102 0.2303
CHNK 7672 32877 0.2334
CHNKALPHA 6534 26694 0.2448
LEMSTOP 6375 24722 0.2579
LEMPOSSTOP 6700 25779 0.2599
LEMNERRSTOPALPHA 4814 18444 0.2610
TOKSTOP 6801 25046 0.2715
LEMNERSTOPALPHA 6163 22444 0.2746
TOKPOSSTOP 7237 25780 0.2807
TOKNERRSTOPALPHA 5183 18444 0.2810
CHNKNERRSTOP 5774 20190 0.2860
TOKNERSTOPALPHA 6548 22444 0.2917
LEMSTOPALPHA 6035 18444 0.3272
CHNKNERSTOP 7659 23283 0.3290
LEMPOSSTOPALPHA 6350 18444 0.3443
TOKSTOPALPHA 6418 18444 0.3480
CHNKNERRSTOPALPHA 5152 14003 0.3679
TOKPOSSTOPALPHA 6841 18444 0.3709
CHNKSTOP 7534 20132 0.3742
CHNKNERSTOPALPHA 6521 17132 0.3806
CHNKSTOPALPHA 6396 14003 0.4568
DEPNERSTOPALPHA 12078 19727 0.6123
DEPNERALPHA 21542 32541 0.6620
DEPNERSTOP 16800 23802 0.7058
DEPNER 26264 36581 0.7180
DEPNERR 26089 33357 0.7821
DEP 26139 33357 0.7836
DEPNERRALPHA 21354 26694 0.8000
DEPALPHA 21417 26694 0.8023
DEPNERRSTOP 16619 20611 0.8063
DEPSTOP 16675 20611 0.8090
DEPNERRSTOPALPHA 11884 14003 0.8487
DEPSTOPALPHA 11953 14003 0.8536
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Table 3.4: Polish Cyberbullying Dataset: Feature Density of preprocessing types.

Preprocessing type Uniq.1grams All1grams FD

POS 15 157137 0.0001
POSALPHA 15 157137 0.0001
POSSTOP 15 104715 0.0001
POSSTOPALPHA 15 63004 0.0002
LEMPOSS 16403 294706 0.0557
LEMPOSSALPHA 14952 230795 0.0648
LEMPOSSSTOP 16246 189900 0.0856
TOKPOSS 27458 294717 0.0932
LEMNERR 14509 142929 0.1015
LEMPOS 17217 157137 0.1096
LEMNER 16393 147531 0.1111
TOKPOSSALPHA 26067 230795 0.1129
LEMNERRALPHA 13167 115398 0.1141
LEM 16388 142800 0.1148
LEMPOSSSTOPALPHA 14756 125979 0.1171
LEMNERALPHA 14943 121392 0.1231
LEMALPHA 14938 115398 0.1294
LEMPOSALPHA 15479 115398 0.1341
TOKPOSSSTOP 26839 189911 0.1413
LEMNERRSTOP 14350 90569 0.1584
LEMPOSSTOP 16923 104722 0.1616
LEMNERSTOP 16236 95020 0.1709
TOKNERR 24922 142940 0.1744
CHNKNERR 24922 142940 0.1744
LEMSTOP 16231 90441 0.1795
TOKPOS 28521 157137 0.1815
TOKNER 27450 147542 0.1860
CHNKNER 27450 147542 0.1860
TOK 27444 142811 0.1922
CHNK 27444 142811 0.1922
TOKPOSSSTOPALPHA 25379 125979 0.2015
TOKNERRALPHA 23630 115398 0.2048
CHNKNERRALPHA 23630 115398 0.2048
LEMNERRSTOPALPHA 12972 63004 0.2059
CHNKNERALPHA 26060 121997 0.2136
LEMNERSTOPALPHA 14747 68845 0.2142
TOKNERALPHA 26060 121392 0.2147
TOKALPHA 26054 115398 0.2258
CHNKALPHA 26054 115398 0.2258
TOKPOSALPHA 26784 115398 0.2321
LEMSTOPALPHA 14742 63004 0.2340
LEMPOSSTOPALPHA 15173 63004 0.2408
TOKPOSSTOP 27683 104722 0.2643
TOKNERRSTOP 24303 90580 0.2683
CHNKNERRSTOP 24303 90580 0.2683
TOKNERSTOP 26831 95031 0.2823
CHNKNERSTOP 26831 95031 0.2823
TOKSTOP 26825 90452 0.2966
CHNKSTOP 26825 90452 0.2966
TOKNERRSTOPALPHA 22946 63004 0.3642
CHNKNERRSTOPALPHA 22946 63004 0.3642
CHNKNERSTOPALPHA 25372 69449 0.3653
TOKNERSTOPALPHA 25372 68845 0.3685
TOKSTOPALPHA 25366 63004 0.4026
CHNKSTOPALPHA 25366 63004 0.4026
TOKPOSSTOPALPHA 25930 63004 0.4116
DEPNERSTOP 68279 111161 0.6142
DEPNER 102460 163736 0.6258
DEPNERRSTOP 67378 104715 0.6434
DEPNERR 101554 157137 0.6463
DEPNERSTOPALPHA 51860 80173 0.6469
DEPNERALPHA 86044 132723 0.6483
DEPSTOP 68273 104715 0.6520
DEP 102454 157137 0.6520
DEPNERRALPHA 85138 115398 0.7378
DEPALPHA 86038 115398 0.7456
DEPNERRSTOPALPHA 50959 63004 0.8088
DEPSTOPALPHA 51854 63004 0.8230
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Table 3.5: Verification Dataset (English Yelp Reviews): Feature Density of prepro-
cessing types.

Preprocessing type Uniq.1grams All1grams FD

POS 18 22123101 0.0000
POSALPHA 18 22123101 0.0000
POSSTOP 17 10976927 0.0000
POSSTOPALPHA 17 7913333 0.0000
LEMPOSSALPHA 108272 37473399 0.0029
LEMPOSS 124750 41602171 0.0030
TOKPOSSALPHA 125796 37473386 0.0034
TOKPOSS 142140 41602328 0.0034
LEMNERALPHA 81750 18736707 0.0044
LEMNERR 92299 19691797 0.0047
TOKNERRALPHA 100174 18736694 0.0053
CHNKNERALPHA 67433 12588242 0.0054
LEMNERRALPHA 108270 19681446 0.0055
TOKNERR 110454 19691940 0.0056
LEMALPHA 108260 18736707 0.0058
LEMNER 124748 20691409 0.0060
CHNKNERALPHA 82630 13295729 0.0062
LEM 124828 19686486 0.0063
TOKNERALPHA 125792 19681433 0.0064
LEMPOSSSTOP 124382 19312556 0.0064
CHNKALPHA 82619 12588242 0.0066
TOKALPHA 125783 18736694 0.0067
LEMPOSSSTOPALPHA 107695 15826663 0.0068
TOKNER 142136 20691566 0.0069
LEMPOS 157276 22126373 0.0071
TOK 142145 19686629 0.0072
LEMPOSALPHA 136041 18736707 0.0073
TOKPOSSSTOP 141540 19312673 0.0073
TOKPOSSSTOPALPHA 124822 15826663 0.0079
TOKPOS 191314 22126347 0.0086
TOKPOSALPHA 169800 18736694 0.0091
LEMNERRSTOPALPHA 81202 7913333 0.0103
LEMNERRSTOP 91950 8548830 0.0108
LEMNERSTOPALPHA 107692 8613858 0.0125
TOKNERRSTOPALPHA 99226 7913333 0.0125
TOKNERSTOP 109868 8548956 0.0129
LEMNERSTOP 124379 9302597 0.0134
LEMSTOPALPHA 107682 7913333 0.0136
LEMPOSSTOP 156259 10980340 0.0142
TOKNERSTOPALPHA 124817 8613858 0.0145
LEMSTOP 124369 8517231 0.0146
TOKNERSTOP 141535 9302714 0.0152
TOKSTOPALPHA 124808 7913333 0.0158
CHNKNERRSTOPALPHA 66524 4096850 0.0162
TOKSTOP 141526 8517348 0.0166
LEMPOSSTOPALPHA 134752 7913333 0.0170
TOKPOSSTOP 189338 10980327 0.0172
CHNKNERSTOPALPHA 81699 4699728 0.0174
CHNKSTOPALPHA 81688 4096850 0.0199
TOKPOSSTOPALPHA 167504 7913333 0.0212
CHNKNERR 764785 15908671 0.0481
CHNKNER 861736 16452253 0.0524
CHNK 861725 15890287 0.0542
CHNKNERRSTOP 764246 7115714 0.1074
CHNKNERSTOP 861185 7556935 0.1140
CHNKSTOP 861174 7097343 0.1213
DEPNERALPHA 2240284 13497593 0.1660
DEPNERRALPHA 2184827 12588242 0.1736
DEPALPHA 2240266 12588242 0.1780
DEPNERR 3758037 18251727 0.2059
DEPNER 3933231 18959225 0.2075
DEP 3933213 18251727 0.2155
DEPNERSTOPALPHA 1300041 4901505 0.2652
DEPNERSTOP 2972316 10059025 0.2955
DEPNERRSTOP 2795319 9456061 0.2956
DEPNERRSTOPALPHA 1241849 4096850 0.3031
DEPSTOP 2972298 9456061 0.3143
DEPSTOPALPHA 1300023 4096850 0.3173
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With the Neural Network models, MLP and CNNs, I trained the embeddings
as a part of the network using the previously-described preprocessed datasets.
Similarly to other classifiers, I trained a separate model for each of the 68 datasets
(Word/token Embeddings, Lemmas Embeddings, POS Embeddings, Chunks Em-
beddings, etc.). The embeddings were fully trained on the datasets themselves as
part of the network using using Keras’ [109] embedding layer with random initial
weights, meaning no pretraining was used.

3.2.3 Classification

In the experiment I applied the following classification algorithms. The as-
sumption was that each classifier presents different correlation with FD, and
characteristics of this correlation can be further exploited to minimize the time
required for training optimal solutions by choosing a small number of feature sets
which usually perform best, or at least eliminating feature sets which always perform
below an acceptable performance threshold.
SVM or Support-vector machines [110] are a set of classifiers well established in
AI and NLP. They represent data, belonging to specified categories, as points in
space (vectors), and find an optimal hyperplane to separate the examples from
each category. SVM has been very successful in previous cyberbullying research
[9, 8, 16]. In this research, I used two SVM functions, the linear SVM, as it had
the greatest performance out of all of the SVM kernel functions that were used
in previous research [16] and a linear SVM function supported with Stochastic
Gradient Descent optimizer (SGD).
NaïveBayes (NB) classifier is a supervised learning algorithm applying Bayes’
theorem that has a strong (naïve) assumption of independence between pairs of
features. It is traditionally used as a baseline in different text classification tasks
and is known for working well with smaller datasets. Also, it is considerably fast
to train compared to some other popular classifiers e.g. Random Forest.
kNN or the k-Nearest Neighbors classifier takes as input k-closest training samples
with assigned classes and classifies the input sample by a majority vote. It is often
applied as a baseline alongside Naïve Bayes. The classifier is fast and simple to
train but on the contrary, it is very susceptible to outliers and overfitting. In this
research, I used k=1 setting in which the input sample is simply assigned to the
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class of the first nearest neighbor.
Random Forest (RF) in training phase creates multiple decision trees to output
the optimal class (mode of classes) in classification phase [111]. An improvement of
RF when comparing to standard decision trees is the ability to correct overfitting
to the training set, which is very common in decision trees [112]. In practice,
Random Forest starts by taking a random bootstrap sample with replacement from
the dataset. It then selects a random subset of features in order to reduce the
dimensionality of the sample. Next, an unpruned decision tree is trained on this
bootstrap sample. This process is repeated for the desired ensemble size. The
predicted value of an unknown instance is obtained by taking a majority vote over
the entire ensemble of trees [111].
Logistic Regression (LR) is a statistical model that calculates class probabilities
using a logistic function (sigmoid) instead of a straight line (linear regression) or a
hyperplane. Logistic regression models are usually fit using Maximum Likelihood
Estimation [112]. The model assigns a probability value between [0,1] for each input,
which is used to determine the class it belongs. The experiments in this research
are conducted using two different solvers, Newton’s method and l-bfgs, which is
a quasi-Newton method that uses approximations and memory saving features in
order to improve performance with the cost of possible minor convergence problems.
Boosting includes algorithms such as AdaBoost [113] and Extreme Gradient
Boosting (XGBoost) [114], which is a more generalized and optimized version.
In boosting, the weak learners, which are usually decision trees, evolve over time
as they are trained sequentially to perform better on the residuals of the previous
learner. The members cast a weighted vote instead of generating random predictors
(RF) and averaging their result [112].
MLP (Multilayer Perceptron) is a type of feed-forward artificial neural network
consisting of an input layer, an output layer and one or more hidden layers. In this
experiment MLP refers to a neural network using regular dense layers. I applied an
MLP implementation with Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) as a neuron activation
function [115] and one hidden layer with dropout regularization to reduce overfitting
and improve generalization by randomly dropping out some of the hidden neurons
during training [115].
CNN or Convolutional Neural Networks are a type of feed-forward artificial neural
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network utilizing convolutional and pooling layers. Although originally designed for
image recognition, the effectiveness of CNNs has been shown in multiple other tasks,
including NLP [116] and sentence classification [117]. I implemented CNNs with
Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) as a neuron activation function, and max pooling
[118], which applies a max filter to non-overlying sub-parts of the input to reduce
dimensionality and as a result, helps to prevent overfitting. I also applied dropout
regularization on penultimate layer for the same reason. I applied two versions of
CNNs. First, with only one hidden convolutional layer containing 128 units. The
second network consisted of two hidden convolutional layers with 128 feature maps
each, 4x4 size of patch and 2x2 max-pooling. I used Adaptive Moment Estimation
(Adam), a variant of Stochastic Gradient Descent [119] as the optimization function.

3.3 Experiments

3.3.1 Setup

The four preprocessed datasets were additionally preprocessed according to
methodology described in Section 3.2.1, which resulted in the creation of 68 separate
training sets for each original dataset. The experiment was performed once for every
preprocessing type for every dataset. Each of the classifiers (sect. 3.2.3) were tested
on all of the versions of the datasets in a 10-fold cross validation procedure for the
English and Japanese Cyberbullying datasets and with predetermined train-test
set splits for the Polish and verification datasets, to retain the originally proposed
method of evaluation for each dataset. This gave an opportunity to evaluate
how effective different preprocessing methods were for each classifier and for each
language, also with comparison to previous methods. As some of the datasets
were not balanced, I oversampled the minority class using Synthetic Minority
Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) [120] in order to balance out the classes. The
preprocessing methods represent a wide range of Feature Densities, which can
be used to evaluate the correlation with classifier performance. This gave nearly
eighteen thousand experiment runs1 which I use as a basis for the discussions
on the results and applicability of FD. The hardware used for the experiments

12 datasets x 10 fold x 68 preprocessings x 12 classifiers (16,320 runs) + 2 datasets x 1 train-test
x 68 preprocessings x 12 classifiers (1,632) = 17,952 experiment runs.
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Table 3.6: Runtimes and approximate power usage of the training processes. Non-
neural classifiers: Intel i9 7920X@2.90 GHz, 163W. Neural classifiers: Nvidia GTX
1080ti, 250W. Expecting 100% power usage.

English Japanese

Classifier Runtime (s) Power usage (Wh) Runtime (s) Power usage (Wh)

Logistic Regression 321.6 145.61 82.75 37.47
CGD LR 249.74 113.08 76.74 34.75
SGD SVM 176.26 79.81 11.35 5.14
Linear SVM 1543.06 698.67 41.41 18.75
KNN 556.44 251.94 43.22 19.57
Naive Bayes 97.54 44.16 36.36 16.46
Random Forest 3982.49 1803.18 420.19 190.25
AdaBoost 10425.4 4720.39 611.21 276.74
XGBoost 17917.74 8112.76 47093.99 21323.11
MLP 53845.89 37392.98 18235.85 12663.78
CNN1 62361.45 43306.56 21288.6 14783.75
CNN2 62054.46 43093.37 16116.72 11192.17

Polish Yelp

Classifier Runtime (s) Power usage (Wh) Runtime (s) Power usage (Wh)

Logistic Regression 56.66 25.65 3429.78 1552.93
CGD LR 45.42 20.56 3592.51 1626.61
SGD SVM 160.06 72.47 2876.84 1302.57
Linear SVM 36.82 16.67 28365.17 12843.12
KNN 56.75 25.69 2687.75 1216.95
Naive Bayes 33.77 15.29 35976.27 16289.26
Random Forest 118.39 53.61 5420.16 2454.13
AdaBoost 136.26 61.7 3429.78 1552.93
XGBoost 2042.64 924.86 3592.51 1626.61
MLP 7095.01 4927.09 121782.6 84571.25
CNN1 9939.68 6902.56 144275.23 100191.13
CNN2 9418.16 6540.39 156572.35 108730.8

included Intel i9 7920X, running at stock 2.90 GHz, for non-neural classifiers and
Nvidia GTX 1080ti for neural classifiers. The power consumptions were calculated
expecting 100% power usage for the device in question.

3.3.2 Effect of Feature Density

3.3.2.1 English Cyberbullying Dataset

I trained each of the classifiers using the proposed preprocessing methods. The
classification results are presented in Table 3.7. As the results for using only
parts-of-speech tags, which had the lowest FD by far, were extremely low (close to
a coinflip). Thus, I can say that POS tags alone do not contain enough information
to successfully classify the entries. I also analyzed the correlation between Feature
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Density and classifier F-score, which is shown in Table 3.8.
After excluding the preprocessing methods that only used POS tags, all classifiers,

except CNNs have a strong negative correlation with Feature Density. So these
classifiers seem to have a weaker performance if a lot of linguistic information is
added, and the best results being usually within the range of .05 to .15 of FD
depending on the classifier. This range includes 38 of the 68 preprocessing methods
(Table 3.2). The sweet spot for performance can be seen from, for example, the
highest performing classifier, SVM with SGD optimizer (Figure 3.1), where the
maximum classifier performance starts high at around .05 of FD and slowly falls
until .14 after which there is a noticeable drop. The performance only falls further
as the FD rises. If the weaker feature sets were to be left out, the power savings are
approximately 35Wh calculated from Table 3.6 for training the SGD SVM classifier,
which is not very much. But the classifier was very power efficient to train to begin.

For CNNs however, there was a very weak positive or no correlation between
FD and the classifier performance, with the higher FD datasets performing equally
or even slightly better when comparing to the low FD datasets. Taking a look at
one layer CNN’s performance, which was better than the CNN with two layers,
one can see from Figure 3.1 that the maximum performance starts at a moderate
level and stays stable throughout the whole range of feature densities. The best
results can be found between .05 to .1 and after around .45 FD. From Table 3.2
one can see that around half of the preprocessing types fall into these ranges. One
can calculate from Table 3.6 that the power savings for the CNN are approximately
21kWh, which is huge compared to the SVM’s power savings.

The results suggest that for non-CNN classifiers there is no need to consider
preprocessings with a high FD, such as chunking or dependencies, as they had a
considerably lower performance. The performance seems to start falling rapidly
at around .15 FD with most of the classifiers. For CNNs, as there was almost no
correlation between FD and F-score, I am unable to estimate an ideal range for
Feature Density. However, this means that there is a potential in the higher FD
preprocessing types, namely, dependencies for CNNs.

The reason for CNNs relatively low performance could be explained by the
relatively small size of the dataset, especially when considering the amount of actual
cyberbullying entries, as adding even a second layer to the network already caused
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a loss of the most valuable features and ended up degrading the performance. With
such small amount of data, it does not seem useful to train deep learning models to
solve the classification problem. Still, the dependency based features are showing
some potential with CNNs. With a considerably larger dataset it could be possible
to outperform other classifiers and especially the traditional approach to word
embeddings, namely, using plain tokens, and supplementing them with dependency
based features when using deep learning, as was previously proposed by [68].

The experiments show that changing Feature Density in moderate amount can
yield good results when using other classifiers than CNNs. However, excessive
changes to either too low or too high always showed diminishing results. The
threshold was in all cases approximately between 50% and 200% of the original
density (TOK), most optimal FDs only slightly varying with each classifier. The
exception being Random Forest, which showed a clear spike at around .12 FD.
As the usage of high Feature Density datasets showed potential with CNNs, their
usage needs to be confirmed with a larger dataset. Also, more exact ideal feature
densities need to be confirmed for each classifier using datasets of different sizes
and fields to make as accurate ranking of classifiers by FD as possible.

3.3.2.2 Japanese Cyberbullying Dataset

Similarly to the English dataset, I trained all of the classifiers and analyzed
the correlation of Feature Density with each of the classifiers using the proposed
preprocessing methods. All classification results are represented in Table 3.9 and
correlations in Table 3.10 I also excluded preprocessing types that only use POS-tags
for the same reason as with the English dataset.

From Table 3.10 one can see that all classifiers have a strong negative correlation
with Feature Density, meaning that adding too much linguistic information, such
as dependency relations, push the score down. The best results are usually within
the range of .08 to .30 FD depending on the classifier. This applies to, for example,
the highest performing classifier, one-layer CNN (Figure 3.2), where the maximum
classifier performance starts high at around .08 of FD and slightly increases until
.30 after which there is a noticeable drop. The performance only falls further as the
FD rises, stabilizing after .40 FD. This range includes 43 of the 68 preprocessing
methods (Table 3.3). If the weaker feature sets were to be left out, the power
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Table 3.7: English Dataset: F1 for all preprocessing types & classifiers; best classifier
for each dataset in bold; best preprocessing type for each underlined
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CHNK 0.727 0.726 0.718 0.736 0.57 0.674 0.613 0.649 0.667 0.724 0.657 0.666
CHNKNERR 0.688 0.695 0.702 0.699 0.58 0.653 0.603 0.608 0.642 0.704 0.645 0.662
CHNKNERRALPHA 0.66 0.663 0.651 0.657 0.603 0.626 0.616 0.599 0.653 0.674 0.566 0.6
CHNKNERRSTOP 0.686 0.684 0.684 0.694 0.577 0.629 0.635 0.621 0.652 0.693 0.402 0.344
CHNKNERRSTOPALPHA 0.618 0.617 0.591 0.607 0.404 0.598 0.62 0.582 0.648 0.623 0.451 0.34
CHNKNER 0.718 0.723 0.721 0.737 0.582 0.669 0.603 0.63 0.673 0.722 0.654 0.642
CHNKNERALPHA 0.675 0.676 0.663 0.663 0.599 0.641 0.618 0.609 0.649 0.684 0.557 0.614
CHNKNERSTOP 0.724 0.724 0.715 0.724 0.582 0.663 0.635 0.652 0.679 0.72 0.501 0.298
CHNKNERSTOPALPHA 0.666 0.661 0.644 0.668 0.386 0.615 0.659 0.625 0.656 0.647 0.431 0.406
CHNKALPHA 0.684 0.681 0.669 0.683 0.607 0.643 0.647 0.616 0.676 0.695 0.587 0.583
CHNKSTOP 0.722 0.721 0.711 0.723 0.577 0.67 0.667 0.648 0.679 0.715 0.386 0.342
CHNKSTOPALPHA 0.629 0.637 0.606 0.619 0.395 0.608 0.649 0.654 0.664 0.628 0.455 0.374
DEP 0.617 0.619 0.568 0.587 0.243 0.617 0.536 0.566 0.598 0.594 0.682 0.694
DEPNERR 0.61 0.614 0.571 0.587 0.241 0.611 0.533 0.562 0.596 0.595 0.67 0.695
DEPNERRALPHA 0.606 0.605 0.589 0.602 0.312 0.596 0.537 0.556 0.595 0.593 0.585 0.622
DEPNERRSTOP 0.602 0.599 0.564 0.568 0.273 0.615 0.543 0.572 0.6 0.578 0.726 0.702
DEPNERRSTOPALPHA 0.584 0.584 0.56 0.581 0.386 0.599 0.544 0.561 0.595 0.574 0.583 0.619
DEPNER 0.624 0.621 0.574 0.585 0.242 0.611 0.528 0.564 0.595 0.592 0.686 0.692
DEPNERALPHA 0.585 0.589 0.561 0.579 0.213 0.607 0.578 0.497 0.593 0.603 0.606 0.623
DEPNERSTOP 0.611 0.602 0.564 0.576 0.274 0.604 0.527 0.563 0.604 0.577 0.725 0.708
DEPNERSTOPALPHA 0.535 0.531 0.523 0.523 0.297 0.543 0.563 0.422 0.576 0.564 0.63 0.632
DEPALPHA 0.609 0.612 0.588 0.601 0.314 0.6 0.545 0.552 0.604 0.598 0.606 0.62
DEPSTOP 0.606 0.595 0.562 0.571 0.276 0.616 0.544 0.576 0.603 0.584 0.741 0.648
DEPSTOPALPHA 0.586 0.587 0.564 0.588 0.388 0.594 0.539 0.568 0.595 0.578 0.629 0.625
LEM 0.781 0.786 0.784 0.79 0.634 0.715 0.724 0.72 0.744 0.786 0.67 0.665
LEMNERR 0.74 0.737 0.742 0.74 0.601 0.692 0.697 0.683 0.724 0.749 0.658 0.663
LEMNERRALPHA 0.729 0.728 0.725 0.725 0.614 0.685 0.699 0.68 0.71 0.74 0.645 0.652
LEMNERRSTOP 0.737 0.734 0.726 0.732 0.609 0.682 0.727 0.69 0.72 0.741 0.371 0.364
LEMNERRSTOPALPHA 0.732 0.732 0.714 0.727 0.624 0.674 0.723 0.682 0.704 0.737 0.372 0.348
LEMPOSS 0.764 0.765 0.769 0.767 0.564 0.713 0.658 0.679 0.717 0.773 0.662 0.736
LEMPOSSALPHA 0.76 0.758 0.753 0.758 0.406 0.705 0.669 0.674 0.712 0.756 0.603 0.715
LEMPOSSSTOP 0.763 0.766 0.767 0.774 0.566 0.709 0.706 0.691 0.72 0.773 0.683 0.725
LEMPOSSSTOPALPHA 0.762 0.766 0.748 0.765 0.49 0.702 0.713 0.681 0.714 0.757 0.593 0.716
LEMNER 0.784 0.782 0.787 0.792 0.631 0.71 0.716 0.72 0.742 0.78 0.68 0.613
LEMNERALPHA 0.763 0.764 0.765 0.767 0.637 0.699 0.71 0.707 0.742 0.768 0.662 0.671
LEMNERSTOP 0.782 0.783 0.782 0.792 0.634 0.706 0.745 0.725 0.742 0.78 0.429 0.378
LEMNERSTOPALPHA 0.77 0.767 0.752 0.767 0.64 0.693 0.739 0.716 0.738 0.768 0.46 0.414
LEMPOS 0.778 0.778 0.788 0.79 0.517 0.711 0.663 0.727 0.741 0.783 0.665 0.64
LEMPOSALPHA 0.768 0.772 0.772 0.768 0.522 0.7 0.654 0.713 0.727 0.775 0.664 0.695
LEMPOSSTOP 0.78 0.781 0.788 0.788 0.642 0.708 0.708 0.721 0.735 0.783 0.715 0.707
LEMPOSSTOPALPHA 0.77 0.769 0.766 0.768 0.669 0.696 0.718 0.722 0.73 0.778 0.669 0.698
LEMALPHA 0.755 0.764 0.745 0.765 0.294 0.703 0.718 0.705 0.748 0.754 0.61 0.651
LEMSTOP 0.787 0.786 0.784 0.791 0.641 0.713 0.754 0.732 0.752 0.789 0.403 0.327
LEMSTOPALPHA 0.772 0.766 0.766 0.773 0.357 0.702 0.747 0.712 0.745 0.764 0.377 0.329
POSS 0.487 0.487 0.488 0.491 0.522 0.498 0.556 0.509 0.555 0.488 0.54 0.536
POSSALPHA 0.488 0.486 0.488 0.498 0.526 0.498 0.552 0.518 0.549 0.493 0.538 0.534
POSSSTOP 0.477 0.477 0.471 0.467 0.518 0.486 0.54 0.496 0.533 0.484 0.431 0.434
POSSSTOPALPHA 0.469 0.47 0.471 0.465 0.517 0.478 0.525 0.484 0.511 0.491 0.428 0.484
TOK 0.793 0.788 0.793 0.796 0.632 0.716 0.711 0.728 0.748 0.796 0.659 0.661
TOKNERR 0.741 0.744 0.737 0.743 0.6 0.696 0.688 0.671 0.719 0.749 0.655 0.631
TOKNERRALPHA 0.734 0.735 0.735 0.73 0.624 0.683 0.681 0.674 0.704 0.748 0.626 0.655
TOKNERRSTOP 0.736 0.736 0.728 0.732 0.609 0.68 0.73 0.678 0.71 0.751 0.406 0.317
TOKNERRSTOPALPHA 0.728 0.731 0.727 0.723 0.623 0.675 0.721 0.68 0.698 0.744 0.412 0.394
TOKPOSS 0.766 0.768 0.767 0.783 0.549 0.715 0.648 0.671 0.715 0.773 0.686 0.729
TOKPOSSALPHA 0.765 0.761 0.763 0.767 0.378 0.709 0.662 0.656 0.709 0.769 0.643 0.658
TOKPOSSSTOP 0.763 0.765 0.767 0.773 0.563 0.704 0.703 0.684 0.724 0.771 0.675 0.722
TOKPOSSSTOPALPHA 0.774 0.773 0.774 0.771 0.671 0.694 0.722 0.713 0.73 0.779 0.68 0.698
TOKNER 0.789 0.785 0.788 0.789 0.609 0.708 0.703 0.722 0.745 0.784 0.684 0.68
TOKNERALPHA 0.768 0.771 0.763 0.776 0.628 0.696 0.701 0.705 0.746 0.775 0.649 0.648
TOKNERSTOP 0.785 0.791 0.79 0.79 0.635 0.703 0.732 0.721 0.743 0.79 0.444 0.367
TOKNERSTOPALPHA 0.773 0.771 0.762 0.774 0.646 0.691 0.737 0.704 0.74 0.771 0.371 0.379
TOKPOS 0.781 0.783 0.791 0.798 0.565 0.713 0.656 0.72 0.739 0.787 0.626 0.705
TOKPOSALPHA 0.775 0.775 0.778 0.784 0.576 0.699 0.653 0.705 0.731 0.783 0.633 0.698
TOKPOSSTOP 0.786 0.783 0.794 0.792 0.645 0.7 0.711 0.733 0.739 0.789 0.706 0.691
TOKPOSSTOPALPHA 0.759 0.766 0.756 0.762 0.458 0.696 0.706 0.679 0.674 0.601 0.734 0.718
TOKALPHA 0.768 0.768 0.757 0.773 0.271 0.705 0.721 0.705 0.742 0.756 0.643 0.652
TOKSTOP 0.793 0.79 0.784 0.794 0.644 0.708 0.758 0.736 0.749 0.787 0.355 0.321
TOKSTOPALPHA 0.775 0.776 0.766 0.776 0.342 0.7 0.745 0.714 0.744 0.765 0.452 0.425
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(a) Alphab. filter (red) vs others(blue) (b) Alphab. filter (red) vs others(blue)

(c) NER (red) vs others(blue) (d) NER (red) vs others(blue)

(e) POS (red) vs others(blue) (f) POS (red) vs others(blue)

(g) Stopw. filter (red) vs others(blue) (h) Stopw. filter (red) vs others(blue)

(i) Comp.of TOK (red), LEM (green),
CHNK (yellow) and DEP (blue)

(j) Comp.of TOK (red), LEM (green),
CHNK (yellow) and DEP (blue)

Figure 3.1: English data: FD & F1 score for SGD SVM (left) and CNN1 (right)
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Table 3.8: English Dataset: Classifiers with best F1, preprocessing type and
Pearson’s correlation coefficient for FD and F1.

Classifier Best F1 Best PP type ρ(F1, FD)

SGD SVM 0.798 TOKPOS -0.8239
MLP 0.7958 TOK -0.8599
Linear SVM 0.7941 TOKPOSSTOP -0.834
L-BFGS LR 0.7932 TOKSTOP -0.8024
Newton LR 0.7915 TOKNERSTOP -0.8097
RandomForest 0.7582 TOKSTOP -0.7873
XGBoost 0.7523 LEMSTOP -0.8303
CNN1 0.7406 DEPSTOP 0.1633
CNN2 0.7357 LEMPOSS 0.0951
AdaBoost 0.7356 TOKSTOP -0.7362
NaiveBayes 0.7165 TOK -0.7531
KNN 0.6711 TOKPOSSSTOPALPHA -0.7116

savings are approximately 5.4kWh for the one-layer CNN, when calculated from
Table 3.6.

These results differ from the previous research [16], where CNN had a positive
correlation with FD and the highest FD preprocessing methods, namely dependency
relations, got the best results. The reason most likely lies in the parser differences
(SpaCy used in this research vs. MeCAB2 used in previous research [16]) and
some differences in the network architecture, namely, previous research applied
a simple BoW as a language model in CNNs, while I applied a more advanced
word embeddings-based language model. The difference is very noticeable as the
previous research achieved a score of .927 on the same dataset using CNNs with
dependency relations, whereas I only managed to reach 0.802. This suggests two
insights. Firstly, it is important to choose the the right and matured intermediary
tools for handling the data (MeCab is a well established morphological parser, while
the support for Japanese language in SpaCy was added only recently). Secondly,
more advanced language models, even if achieving high results in many tasks, might
be an overshoot for handling small-sized datasets, like the one used here.

The experiments show that changing Feature Density in moderate amounts could
be useful for slightly increasing the F-score. However, excessive changes always
showed diminishing results. The threshold was again in all cases approximately
between 50% and 200% of the original density (TOK), most optimal FDs varying
with each classifier in this range. Also, as the higher FD preprocessings performed

2https://taku910.github.io/mecab/

https://taku910.github.io/mecab/
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quite poorly compared to previous research, I was unable to confirm the positive
correlation between classifier performance and FD for the Japanese dataset.

3.3.2.3 Polish Cyberbullying Dataset

Like with the previous two datasets, I analyzed the correlation of Feature
Density with each of the classifiers using the proposed preprocessing methods.
The classification results are represented in Table 3.12 and correlations in 3.13.
Again, I excluded the preprocessing methods that only used POS tags due to poor
performance caused by information loss.

From Table 3.13 one can see that most classifiers have a strong negative correla-
tion with Feature Density, meaning that adding too much linguistic information,
such as dependency relations, push the score down. The best results are within
the range of .08 to .37 of FD depending on the classifier. This range includes 47 of
the 68 feature sets (Table 3.4). If the weaker feature sets were to be left out, the
power savings are approximately 2.1kWh for training the most expensive classifier,
one-layer CNN, calculated from Table 3.6. This result is lower compared to English
as cross-validation was not used.

One of the highest performing classifiers, SVM with SGD optimizer (Figure
3.3), indicates that the classifier performance decreases slightly as FD increases
within this range. On the other hand, one-layer CNN shows that the maximum
classifier performance first increases, peaks at around .20 and then decreases, which
shows slight variance between classifiers.

Surprisingly, the performance of Neural Network -based classifiers was poor
compared to other datasets. Their F1-score only reached the baseline classifier
KNN. The reason behind this could be that Polish is grammatically a lot more
complex language compared to, for example, English. The base Feature Density
(TOK) of Polish is over double compared to English, which demonstrates this
complexity. The linguistic complexity would most likely require more data to make
the use of neural networks viable. The effect of FD with neural networks in Polish
needs to be explored further using a larger dataset in the future.

The realization of cyberbullying in the Polish dataset had some differences to
English as can be seen from Table 3.11. Polish tended to contain more indirect
bullying as the amount of innuendos was almost three times higher than in the
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Table 3.9: Japanese Cyberbullying Dataset: F1 for all preprocessing types &
classifiers; best classifier for each dataset in bold; best preprocessing type for each
underlined
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CHNK 0.710 0.708 0.718 0.715 0.495 0.753 0.677 0.592 0.632 0.761 0.771 0.635
CHNKNERR 0.752 0.751 0.756 0.745 0.517 0.757 0.727 0.690 0.713 0.780 0.786 0.699
CHNKNERRALPHA 0.733 0.736 0.744 0.737 0.529 0.745 0.712 0.679 0.703 0.747 0.770 0.669
CHNKNERRSTOP 0.745 0.744 0.753 0.737 0.524 0.739 0.729 0.694 0.700 0.775 0.778 0.665
CHNKNERRSTOPALPHA 0.731 0.730 0.741 0.723 0.539 0.730 0.718 0.676 0.690 0.736 0.727 0.657
CHNKNER 0.758 0.758 0.769 0.763 0.523 0.772 0.738 0.696 0.714 0.796 0.789 0.735
CHNKNERALPHA 0.751 0.755 0.757 0.751 0.555 0.767 0.725 0.686 0.712 0.758 0.768 0.717
CHNKNERSTOP 0.754 0.755 0.764 0.776 0.543 0.767 0.738 0.696 0.709 0.784 0.791 0.768
CHNKNERSTOPALPHA 0.758 0.755 0.760 0.761 0.528 0.750 0.721 0.692 0.707 0.745 0.752 0.684
CHNKALPHA 0.714 0.719 0.709 0.702 0.510 0.740 0.684 0.590 0.622 0.738 0.747 0.629
CHNKSTOP 0.712 0.714 0.724 0.716 0.506 0.728 0.675 0.580 0.629 0.753 0.746 0.688
CHNKSTOPALPHA 0.695 0.701 0.714 0.700 0.518 0.721 0.666 0.572 0.628 0.702 0.722 0.604
DEP 0.678 0.681 0.685 0.680 0.495 0.682 0.608 0.534 0.583 0.764 0.765 0.573
DEPNERR 0.677 0.684 0.681 0.686 0.479 0.676 0.608 0.520 0.578 0.791 0.773 0.590
DEPNERRALPHA 0.667 0.671 0.675 0.674 0.461 0.670 0.585 0.524 0.576 0.767 0.762 0.587
DEPNERRSTOP 0.659 0.652 0.659 0.649 0.509 0.645 0.571 0.514 0.549 0.783 0.761 0.479
DEPNERRSTOPALPHA 0.617 0.617 0.619 0.618 0.493 0.627 0.534 0.504 0.523 0.755 0.738 0.592
DEPNER 0.727 0.727 0.742 0.746 0.502 0.724 0.708 0.690 0.707 0.792 0.748 0.547
DEPNERALPHA 0.730 0.731 0.741 0.748 0.427 0.718 0.707 0.689 0.703 0.782 0.756 0.575
DEPNERSTOP 0.717 0.716 0.728 0.723 0.544 0.701 0.693 0.681 0.690 0.802 0.750 0.654
DEPNERSTOPALPHA 0.715 0.711 0.722 0.713 0.448 0.731 0.695 0.683 0.685 0.779 0.739 0.671
DEPALPHA 0.669 0.668 0.681 0.674 0.464 0.674 0.593 0.529 0.571 0.756 0.705 0.621
DEPSTOP 0.655 0.658 0.658 0.653 0.507 0.647 0.575 0.523 0.556 0.776 0.731 0.659
DEPSTOPALPHA 0.627 0.623 0.622 0.622 0.499 0.628 0.537 0.516 0.535 0.746 0.743 0.608
LEM 0.803 0.799 0.817 0.806 0.592 0.823 0.771 0.669 0.723 0.863 0.868 0.721
LEMNERR 0.794 0.790 0.796 0.791 0.585 0.808 0.778 0.744 0.763 0.843 0.811 0.654
LEMNERRALPHA 0.797 0.796 0.805 0.793 0.585 0.811 0.781 0.748 0.768 0.845 0.828 0.708
LEMNERRSTOP 0.787 0.784 0.793 0.793 0.590 0.794 0.796 0.740 0.756 0.839 0.836 0.807
LEMNERRSTOPALPHA 0.790 0.791 0.798 0.793 0.587 0.796 0.788 0.743 0.764 0.810 0.814 0.776
LEMPOSS 0.815 0.817 0.851 0.842 0.711 0.855 0.785 0.718 0.780 0.866 0.877 0.768
LEMPOSSALPHA 0.825 0.823 0.848 0.837 0.734 0.847 0.770 0.690 0.759 0.856 0.867 0.572
LEMPOSSSTOP 0.816 0.818 0.850 0.846 0.529 0.851 0.774 0.718 0.764 0.868 0.876 0.820
LEMPOSSSTOPALPHA 0.819 0.817 0.841 0.829 0.722 0.844 0.779 0.686 0.743 0.850 0.851 0.688
LEMNER 0.806 0.801 0.818 0.816 0.633 0.823 0.790 0.747 0.775 0.870 0.865 0.616
LEMNERALPHA 0.809 0.807 0.827 0.823 0.612 0.827 0.797 0.744 0.776 0.857 0.860 0.772
LEMNERSTOP 0.799 0.798 0.819 0.823 0.632 0.831 0.802 0.742 0.767 0.875 0.870 0.807
LEMNERSTOPALPHA 0.805 0.808 0.830 0.826 0.643 0.834 0.802 0.744 0.769 0.848 0.849 0.741
LEMPOS 0.806 0.808 0.845 0.850 0.716 0.830 0.786 0.742 0.768 0.868 0.870 0.619
LEMPOSALPHA 0.807 0.803 0.838 0.846 0.704 0.828 0.778 0.728 0.772 0.856 0.860 0.663
LEMPOSSTOP 0.802 0.795 0.841 0.847 0.567 0.836 0.770 0.730 0.769 0.868 0.877 0.808
LEMPOSSTOPALPHA 0.791 0.789 0.830 0.836 0.700 0.837 0.768 0.707 0.754 0.835 0.860 0.783
LEMALPHA 0.800 0.808 0.824 0.807 0.587 0.815 0.758 0.666 0.727 0.854 0.853 0.805
LEMSTOP 0.799 0.801 0.813 0.802 0.614 0.812 0.785 0.659 0.723 0.858 0.862 0.809
LEMSTOPALPHA 0.803 0.804 0.813 0.807 0.619 0.821 0.776 0.665 0.727 0.842 0.844 0.801
POSS 0.645 0.646 0.634 0.627 0.558 0.620 0.645 0.643 0.632 0.645 0.670 0.490
POSSALPHA 0.646 0.650 0.635 0.619 0.557 0.618 0.644 0.646 0.640 0.649 0.658 0.567
POSSSTOP 0.641 0.643 0.634 0.637 0.553 0.626 0.638 0.643 0.630 0.635 0.623 0.492
POSSSTOPALPHA 0.615 0.616 0.603 0.610 0.506 0.614 0.610 0.609 0.595 0.614 0.587 0.508
TOK 0.801 0.797 0.813 0.802 0.592 0.817 0.766 0.647 0.724 0.864 0.857 0.792
TOKNERR 0.789 0.785 0.797 0.799 0.589 0.798 0.783 0.729 0.756 0.838 0.844 0.793
TOKNERRALPHA 0.791 0.792 0.802 0.792 0.567 0.797 0.778 0.737 0.759 0.836 0.821 0.722
TOKNERRSTOP 0.776 0.778 0.795 0.783 0.582 0.788 0.776 0.727 0.756 0.835 0.843 0.709
TOKNERRSTOPALPHA 0.785 0.787 0.796 0.795 0.571 0.783 0.778 0.736 0.761 0.818 0.817 0.742
TOKPOSS 0.815 0.812 0.843 0.835 0.695 0.849 0.775 0.719 0.756 0.876 0.876 0.683
TOKPOSSALPHA 0.788 0.789 0.829 0.833 0.716 0.823 0.752 0.715 0.748 0.864 0.865 0.646
TOKPOSSSTOP 0.823 0.814 0.834 0.828 0.713 0.848 0.767 0.701 0.760 0.855 0.821 0.643
TOKPOSSSTOPALPHA 0.817 0.822 0.837 0.835 0.518 0.846 0.764 0.703 0.764 0.876 0.883 0.759
TOKNER 0.814 0.812 0.830 0.828 0.718 0.835 0.763 0.667 0.731 0.846 0.847 0.686
TOKNERALPHA 0.798 0.800 0.816 0.820 0.610 0.825 0.790 0.734 0.762 0.870 0.864 0.834
TOKNERSTOP 0.803 0.805 0.825 0.824 0.608 0.822 0.790 0.745 0.768 0.842 0.857 0.811
TOKNERSTOPALPHA 0.794 0.794 0.819 0.820 0.616 0.820 0.797 0.735 0.759 0.878 0.875 0.849
TOKPOS 0.799 0.796 0.822 0.828 0.630 0.826 0.794 0.730 0.763 0.846 0.847 0.773
TOKPOSALPHA 0.808 0.807 0.844 0.852 0.706 0.828 0.777 0.724 0.770 0.870 0.865 0.674
TOKPOSSTOP 0.802 0.800 0.839 0.840 0.691 0.823 0.771 0.715 0.763 0.839 0.857 0.615
TOKPOSSTOPALPHA 0.795 0.794 0.834 0.844 0.560 0.832 0.766 0.720 0.762 0.863 0.873 0.661
TOKALPHA 0.801 0.799 0.807 0.804 0.584 0.817 0.761 0.655 0.712 0.847 0.848 0.798
TOKSTOP 0.803 0.801 0.815 0.803 0.584 0.809 0.778 0.646 0.717 0.857 0.861 0.782
TOKSTOPALPHA 0.800 0.800 0.811 0.813 0.591 0.821 0.779 0.650 0.717 0.827 0.818 0.710
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(a) Alphab. filter (red) vs others(blue) (b) Alphab. filter (red) vs others(blue)

(c) NER (red) vs others(blue) (d) NER (red) vs others(blue)

(e) POS (red) vs others(blue) (f) POS (red) vs others(blue)

(g) Stopw. filter (red) vs others(blue) (h) Stopw. filter (red) vs others(blue)

(i) Comp.of TOK (red), LEM (green),
CHNK (yellow) and DEP (blue)

(j) Comp.of TOK (red), LEM (green),
CHNK (yellow) and DEP (blue)

Figure 3.2: Japanese Data: FD & F1 score for SGD SVM (left) and CNN1 (right)
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Table 3.10: Japanese Dataset: Classifiers with best F1, preprocessing type and
Pearson’s correlation coefficient for FD and F1.

Classifier Best F1 Best PP type ρ(F1, FD)

CNN1 0.8829 TOKPOSSTOP -0.7356
MLP 0.8776 TOKNERSTOP -0.6107
NaiveBayes 0.8552 LEMPOS -0.8675
SGD SVM 0.8523 TOKPOSS -0.8270
Linear SVM 0.8508 LEMPOS -0.8415
CNN2 0.8488 TOKNERRSTOP -0.5637
L-BFGSLR 0.8251 LEMPOSALPHA -0.8506
Newton LR 0.8227 LEMPOSALPHA -0.8511
RandomForest 0.8022 LEMNERSTOPALPHA -0.8711
XGBoost 0.7801 LEMPOS -0.8461
AdaBoost 0.7484 LEMNERRALPHA -0.7902
KNN 0.7339 LEMPOSALPHA -0.6320

Table 3.11: Categories of cyberbullying in English and Polish datasets

CB category English # Polish # English % Polish %

Threat 29 25 3.2 2.5
Innuendo 24 68 2.6 6.9
Sexual harassment 92 N/A 10 N/A
Insult 198 459 21.6 46.6
Blackmail 5 0 0.5 0
Mockery 338 471 36.9 42.3
Phishing, revealing private information 0 23 0 2.3
Vulgarism 135 129 14.7 13.1

English dataset. The Polish dataset also contained some revealing of personal
information while the English dataset had none. Also, Polish contained more
personal insults than the English dataset. On the other hand, the English dataset
contained some blackmailing, while Polish did not have any. The fact that Polish
had more indirect bullying in the form of innuendos compared to English and that
Polish language is more complex than English could be the reasons for the overall
lower performance of the classifiers on the Polish dataset.

3.3.2.4 Verification Dataset

Also for the verification dataset, I analyzed the correlation of Feature Den-
sity with each of the classifiers using the proposed preprocessing methods. The
classification scores are shown in Table 3.14 and correlations in Table 3.15. After
excluding the preprocessing methods that only used POS tags, one can see that
Logistic Regression and SVMs have a strong negative correlation with Feature
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Table 3.12: Polish Dataset: F1 for all preprocessing types & classifiers; best classifier
for each dataset in bold; best preprocessing type for each underlined
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CHNK 0.437 0.419 0.424 0.443 0.163 0.455 0.124 0.308 0.278 0.245 0.213 0.270
CHNKNERR 0.448 0.433 0.455 0.462 0.175 0.446 0.099 0.272 0.183 0.234 0.249 0.292
CHNKNERRALPHA 0.444 0.440 0.446 0.469 0.201 0.468 0.085 0.291 0.205 0.224 0.228 0.211
CHNKNERRSTOP 0.447 0.414 0.408 0.421 0.231 0.400 0.187 0.333 0.299 0.223 0.250 0.312
CHNKNERRSTOPALPHA 0.425 0.427 0.425 0.452 0.241 0.401 0.212 0.283 0.246 0.276 0.262 0.187
CHNKNER 0.439 0.435 0.416 0.445 0.170 0.459 0.113 0.304 0.205 0.271 0.155 0.192
CHNKNERALPHA 0.444 0.437 0.424 0.419 0.182 0.459 0.086 0.265 0.236 0.290 0.189 0.183
CHNKNERSTOP 0.417 0.414 0.396 0.430 0.225 0.413 0.176 0.308 0.295 0.254 0.194 0.307
CHNKNERSTOPALPHA 0.459 0.462 0.436 0.431 0.213 0.441 0.174 0.325 0.309 0.265 0.231 0.260
CHNKALPHA 0.435 0.452 0.412 0.435 0.180 0.457 0.085 0.256 0.192 0.259 0.228 0.268
CHNKSTOP 0.448 0.453 0.394 0.433 0.199 0.403 0.188 0.388 0.331 0.267 0.298 0.307
CHNKSTOPALPHA 0.450 0.459 0.441 0.459 0.225 0.438 0.208 0.330 0.266 0.279 0.264 0.309
DEP 0.316 0.316 0.204 0.199 0.235 0.346 0.029 0.250 0.070 0.125 0.200 0.123
DEPNERR 0.322 0.312 0.214 0.211 0.243 0.340 0.029 0.242 0.057 0.128 0.197 0.057
DEPNERRALPHA 0.261 0.251 0.200 0.233 0.263 0.335 0.043 0.260 0.071 0.176 0.115 0.213
DEPNERRSTOP 0.276 0.290 0.195 0.182 0.250 0.301 0.029 0.195 0.043 0.122 0.260 0.055
DEPNERRSTOPALPHA 0.159 0.158 0.154 0.165 0.260 0.264 0.058 0.119 0.057 0.158 0.171 0.027
DEPNER 0.345 0.339 0.191 0.210 0.224 0.345 0.043 0.269 0.068 0.140 0.201 0.044
DEPNERALPHA 0.250 0.240 0.201 0.222 0.193 0.329 0.044 0.230 0.043 0.111 0.044 0.000
DEPNERSTOP 0.303 0.299 0.173 0.160 0.221 0.289 0.044 0.178 0.042 0.077 0.206 0.146
DEPNERSTOPALPHA 0.172 0.181 0.166 0.167 0.175 0.239 0.058 0.093 0.056 0.201 0.177 0.168
DEPALPHA 0.230 0.251 0.200 0.210 0.260 0.358 0.043 0.234 0.071 0.197 0.263 0.133
DEPSTOP 0.273 0.289 0.184 0.193 0.240 0.304 0.043 0.215 0.070 0.111 0.134 0.014
DEPSTOPALPHA 0.155 0.168 0.176 0.152 0.256 0.276 0.071 0.105 0.044 0.106 0.049 0.135
LEM 0.481 0.473 0.428 0.444 0.281 0.460 0.125 0.361 0.317 0.285 0.281 0.275
LEMNERR 0.466 0.456 0.462 0.471 0.273 0.452 0.113 0.309 0.244 0.277 0.308 0.307
LEMNERRALPHA 0.455 0.449 0.452 0.464 0.239 0.478 0.112 0.341 0.214 0.324 0.262 0.233
LEMNERRSTOP 0.484 0.484 0.494 0.479 0.302 0.417 0.221 0.347 0.310 0.306 0.263 0.283
LEMNERRSTOPALPHA 0.482 0.484 0.471 0.496 0.272 0.439 0.211 0.364 0.287 0.296 0.333 0.312
LEMPOSS 0.494 0.483 0.444 0.456 0.265 0.459 0.112 0.390 0.214 0.287 0.313 0.190
LEMPOSSALPHA 0.467 0.462 0.421 0.438 0.287 0.444 0.125 0.354 0.221 0.279 0.260 0.187
LEMPOSSSTOP 0.467 0.451 0.457 0.483 0.322 0.437 0.237 0.448 0.345 0.297 0.338 0.241
LEMPOSSSTOPALPHA 0.490 0.498 0.448 0.474 0.352 0.426 0.255 0.421 0.385 0.312 0.258 0.288
LEMNER 0.466 0.465 0.419 0.450 0.281 0.464 0.125 0.381 0.241 0.267 0.239 0.237
LEMNERALPHA 0.487 0.464 0.414 0.431 0.225 0.482 0.099 0.386 0.232 0.275 0.245 0.265
LEMNERSTOP 0.461 0.494 0.467 0.490 0.301 0.430 0.224 0.391 0.378 0.348 0.310 0.334
LEMNERSTOPALPHA 0.486 0.473 0.477 0.467 0.235 0.461 0.232 0.391 0.343 0.346 0.354 0.315
LEMPOS 0.447 0.457 0.472 0.465 0.271 0.440 0.099 0.427 0.219 0.266 0.271 0.120
LEMPOSALPHA 0.484 0.473 0.420 0.469 0.286 0.462 0.110 0.361 0.186 0.275 0.258 0.193
LEMPOSSTOP 0.461 0.457 0.491 0.498 0.341 0.422 0.174 0.438 0.259 0.305 0.232 0.164
LEMPOSSTOPALPHA 0.449 0.498 0.466 0.481 0.357 0.419 0.192 0.438 0.256 0.325 0.307 0.246
LEMALPHA 0.491 0.493 0.440 0.436 0.225 0.462 0.112 0.381 0.220 0.315 0.254 0.250
LEMSTOP 0.490 0.500 0.469 0.500 0.281 0.430 0.231 0.408 0.383 0.305 0.299 0.264
LEMSTOPALPHA 0.494 0.502 0.452 0.465 0.242 0.453 0.231 0.425 0.371 0.330 0.292 0.319
POSS 0.313 0.314 0.298 0.315 0.184 0.301 0.141 0.293 0.172 0.293 0.204 0.198
POSSALPHA 0.310 0.316 0.297 0.301 0.180 0.301 0.113 0.298 0.179 0.282 0.235 0.170
POSSSTOP 0.295 0.297 0.288 0.266 0.188 0.251 0.193 0.282 0.223 0.257 0.258 0.230
POSSSTOPALPHA 0.256 0.246 0.247 0.229 0.078 0.239 0.203 0.264 0.240 0.246 0.240 0.267
TOK 0.437 0.444 0.422 0.456 0.166 0.455 0.099 0.303 0.171 0.278 0.229 0.248
TOKNERR 0.440 0.444 0.432 0.465 0.178 0.455 0.072 0.266 0.194 0.245 0.203 0.212
TOKNERRALPHA 0.424 0.432 0.443 0.472 0.190 0.451 0.099 0.275 0.181 0.266 0.230 0.262
TOKNERRSTOP 0.425 0.430 0.406 0.424 0.244 0.384 0.150 0.314 0.267 0.226 0.262 0.288
TOKNERRSTOPALPHA 0.434 0.432 0.425 0.458 0.229 0.408 0.151 0.284 0.267 0.242 0.265 0.236
TOKPOSS 0.443 0.441 0.450 0.464 0.264 0.461 0.071 0.321 0.205 0.201 0.258 0.056
TOKPOSSALPHA 0.393 0.400 0.403 0.427 0.317 0.411 0.185 0.317 0.251 0.208 0.208 0.040
TOKPOSSSTOP 0.443 0.449 0.424 0.427 0.273 0.457 0.086 0.246 0.160 0.253 0.174 0.173
TOKPOSSSTOPALPHA 0.430 0.420 0.400 0.404 0.306 0.416 0.137 0.345 0.277 0.190 0.251 0.212
TOKNER 0.429 0.442 0.425 0.429 0.327 0.432 0.197 0.297 0.263 0.284 0.227 0.257
TOKNERALPHA 0.444 0.439 0.416 0.448 0.170 0.453 0.085 0.314 0.191 0.309 0.210 0.188
TOKNERSTOP 0.447 0.435 0.428 0.435 0.176 0.461 0.085 0.282 0.192 0.267 0.220 0.162
TOKNERSTOPALPHA 0.429 0.427 0.398 0.430 0.242 0.405 0.174 0.335 0.291 0.271 0.221 0.281
TOKPOS 0.451 0.473 0.445 0.471 0.225 0.438 0.199 0.316 0.298 0.272 0.257 0.259
TOKPOSALPHA 0.422 0.434 0.421 0.459 0.255 0.450 0.058 0.302 0.171 0.271 0.212 0.071
TOKPOSSTOP 0.434 0.436 0.429 0.447 0.266 0.442 0.043 0.259 0.168 0.213 0.214 0.129
TOKPOSSTOPALPHA 0.388 0.393 0.404 0.428 0.286 0.398 0.138 0.300 0.264 0.208 0.208 0.040
TOKALPHA 0.442 0.446 0.414 0.456 0.176 0.448 0.112 0.303 0.215 0.261 0.232 0.286
TOKSTOP 0.438 0.440 0.392 0.429 0.220 0.423 0.188 0.387 0.287 0.234 0.288 0.352
TOKSTOPALPHA 0.463 0.448 0.434 0.423 0.217 0.451 0.172 0.335 0.271 0.344 0.283 0.276
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(a) Alphab. filter (red) vs others(blue) (b) Alphab. filter (red) vs others(blue)

(c) NER (red) vs others(blue) (d) NER (red) vs others(blue)

(e) POS (red) vs others(blue) (f) POS (red) vs others(blue)

(g) Stopw. filter (red) vs others(blue) (h) Stopw. filter (red) vs others(blue)

(i) Comp.of TOK (red), LEM (green),
CHNK (yellow) and DEP (blue)

(j) Comp.of TOK (red), LEM (green),
CHNK (yellow) and DEP (blue)

Figure 3.3: Polish Data: FD & F1 score for SGD SVM (left) and CNN1 (right)
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Table 3.13: Polish Dataset: Classifiers with best F1, preprocessing type and
Pearson’s correlation coefficient for FD and F1.

Classifier Best F1 Best PP type ρ(F1, FD)

Newton LR 0.5021 LEMstopalpha -0.8824
SGD SVM 0.5000 LEMstop -0.9154
L-BFGS LR 0.4944 LEMPOS -0.8869
Linear SVM 0.4936 LEMNERRSTOP -0.9117
NaiveBayes 0.4819 LEMNERALPHA -0.8719
AdaBoost 0.4480 LEMPOSSTOP -0.7298
XGBoost 0.3846 LEMPOSSTOPALPHA -0.6749
KNN 0.3571 LEMPOSSSTOPALPHA -0.1470
CNN1 0.3535 LEMNERSTOPALPHA -0.5461
CNN2 0.3517 TOKSTOP -0.4314
MLP 0.3483 LEMNERSTOP -0.7447
RandomForest 0.2548 LEMPOSSTOPALPHA -0.4224

Density. So these classifiers seem to have a weaker performance if a lot of linguistic
information is added, and the best results being usually within the range of .002 to
.015 FD depending on the classifier. This range includes 37 of the 68 preprocessing
methods (Table 3.5). This can be seen from, for example, the highest performing
classifier, SVM with SGD optimizer (Figure 3.4), where the maximum classifier
performance increases until peaking at .007 after which there is a noticeable drop.
The performance only falls further as the FD rises. If the feature sets outside this
range would be left out, the power savings are approximately 400Wh for the SGD
SVM, when calculated from Table 3.6.

For CNNs however, there was no correlation between FD and the classifier
performance, with the higher FD datasets performing almost equally when compar-
ing to the low FD dataset, similarly as it was for English Cyberbullying Dataset,
suggesting this could be a more general characteristics of the language itself. Taking
a look at one layer CNN’s performance, which was better than the CNN with two
layers, Figure 3.4 shows that the performance stays quite stable throughout the
whole range of feature densities. The scores are also generally much higher due to
the classification problem (sentiment analysis of 1- and 5-start reviews) being much
simpler compared to cyberbullying. All of the classifiers got considerably high
results across feature densities without extreme changes, unlike other datasets. In
other words, all of the classifiers seem to have reached their maximum performance
for the data and there is no more score to gain without overfitting. Due to this,
I am unable to estimate the possible time save by feature density in this case,
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meaning that for simple tasks such as this one it does not matter that much which
classifier or which preprocessing is used, as it will still reach a considerably high
performance.

3.3.3 Analysis of Linguistically-backed Preprocessing

3.3.3.1 English Cyberbullying Dataset

From the results it can be seen that most of the classifiers scored highest or
close to highest on pure tokens. CNNs also performed quite well on tokens, but
also on dependency-based preprocessings. Using lemmas generally got slightly
lower scores than tokens presumably due to information loss. Chunking got low
performance overall and was clearly outperformed by dependency-based features in
CNNs. Using only parts-of-speech tags achieved very low performance and thus
it should be only used as a supplement to other preprocessing methods. However,
the simplest preprocessing, namely, tokens were usually among the highest scoring
preprocessing type, this provides the first known empirical proof for using simple
words as a default resource for embeddings in practically all previous research on
word embeddings. However, it was still possible to outperform simple tokens by a
number of preprocessing combinations.

Stopword filtering seemed to be the one of the most effective preprocessing
techniques for traditional classifiers, which can be seen from Table 3.8 as it was used
in the majority of the highest scores. The problem with stopword filtering was that
the scores fluctuated a lot, having both low and very high scores and scoring high
mostly with Logistic Regression and all of the tree based classifiers. An important
thing to note is that the preprocessing method had extremely polarized performance
with CNNs, scoring either very high or low. Overall, stopword filtering yielded the
most top scores of any preprocessing method considering all the classifiers.

Another very effective preprocessing method was Parts of Speech merging (POS),
which achieved high performance overall when added to TOK or LEM. The method
also got the highest scores with multiple classifiers, especially SVMs. Adding parts-
of-speech information to the respective words usually achieved a higher score than
using them as a separate feature. This keeps the information directly connected to
the word itself, which seems a better option from the point of view of information
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Table 3.14: Verification Dataset: F1 for all preprocessing types & classifiers; best
classifier for each dataset in bold; best preprocessing type for each underlined
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CHNK 0.958 0.948 0.791 0.924 0.909 0.918 0.968 0.975 0.971
CHNKNERR 0.956 0.947 0.785 0.925 0.908 0.922 0.967 0.975 0.972
CHNKNERRALPHA 0.945 0.939 0.783 0.928 0.899 0.916 0.950 0.962 0.958
CHNKNERRSTOP 0.949 0.940 0.759 0.935 0.923 0.901 0.967 0.965 0.965
CHNKNERRSTOPALPHA 0.933 0.926 0.609 0.921 0.905 0.891 0.943 0.939 0.942
CHNKNER 0.957 0.948 0.783 0.923 0.909 0.922 0.967 0.977 0.972
CHNKNERALPHA 0.947 0.940 0.781 0.929 0.904 0.918 0.953 0.964 0.960
CHNKNERSTOP 0.950 0.939 0.767 0.933 0.923 0.902 0.968 0.965 0.965
CHNKNERSTOPALPHA 0.935 0.927 0.611 0.923 0.909 0.893 0.945 0.941 0.943
CHNKALPHA 0.947 0.940 0.786 0.930 0.902 0.916 0.953 0.962 0.959
CHNKSTOP 0.951 0.942 0.769 0.934 0.925 0.898 0.969 0.966 0.964
CHNKSTOPALPHA 0.935 0.927 0.609 0.924 0.908 0.893 0.944 0.939 0.944
DEP 0.948 0.927 0.777 0.940 0.900 0.878 0.920 0.933 0.933
DEPNERR 0.949 0.928 0.777 0.941 0.901 0.881 0.921 0.934 0.934
DEPNERRALPHA 0.945 0.926 0.773 0.941 0.899 0.869 0.924 0.934 0.934
DEPNERRSTOP 0.928 0.898 0.726 0.946 0.891 0.846 0.946 0.948 0.947
DEPNERRSTOPALPHA 0.916 0.887 0.732 0.935 0.885 0.824 0.943 0.945 0.942
DEPNER 0.946 0.922 0.774 0.940 0.898 0.881 0.923 0.935 0.933
DEPNERALPHA 0.943 0.921 0.032 0.940 0.897 0.876 0.926 0.935 0.934
DEPNERSTOP 0.924 0.889 0.729 0.945 0.893 0.847 0.944 0.950 0.945
DEPNERSTOPALPHA 0.914 0.881 0.155 0.934 0.884 0.831 0.944 0.945 0.944
DEPALPHA 0.944 0.926 0.773 0.940 0.898 0.869 0.926 0.935 0.935
DEPSTOP 0.927 0.895 0.726 0.945 0.889 0.842 0.947 0.949 0.944
DEPSTOPALPHA 0.915 0.888 0.735 0.934 0.885 0.815 0.945 0.946 0.942
LEM 0.968 0.963 0.768 0.924 0.934 0.948 0.966 0.974 0.970
LEMNERR 0.967 0.962 0.772 0.925 0.934 0.948 0.963 0.972 0.970
LEMNERRALPHA 0.966 0.961 0.774 0.924 0.934 0.947 0.964 0.973 0.969
LEMNERRSTOP 0.960 0.954 0.766 0.920 0.939 0.936 0.965 0.962 0.963
LEMNERRSTOPALPHA 0.961 0.955 0.766 0.920 0.939 0.936 0.964 0.963 0.963
LEMPOSS 0.968 0.962 0.744 0.925 0.932 0.947 0.944 0.958 0.958
LEMPOSSALPHA 0.967 0.962 0.764 0.925 0.932 0.946 0.948 0.958 0.956
LEMPOSSSTOP 0.962 0.955 0.740 0.921 0.938 0.933 0.962 0.962 0.958
LEMPOSSSTOPALPHA 0.962 0.955 0.760 0.920 0.940 0.932 0.962 0.963 0.960
LEMNER 0.968 0.963 0.765 0.922 0.935 0.948 0.963 0.973 0.971
LEMNERALPHA 0.967 0.962 0.763 0.922 0.934 0.947 0.964 0.973 0.969
LEMNERSTOP 0.961 0.955 0.763 0.918 0.939 0.938 0.967 0.962 0.963
LEMNERSTOPALPHA 0.962 0.956 0.761 0.918 0.938 0.937 0.965 0.963 0.963
LEMPOS 0.967 0.958 0.741 0.923 0.927 0.949 0.806 0.895 0.891
LEMPOSALPHA 0.966 0.959 0.737 0.923 0.928 0.948 0.818 0.898 0.894
LEMPOSSTOP 0.961 0.953 0.765 0.919 0.935 0.937 0.912 0.930 0.930
LEMPOSSTOPALPHA 0.961 0.954 0.769 0.919 0.938 0.936 0.940 0.944 0.948
LEMALPHA 0.967 0.963 0.765 0.923 0.935 0.947 0.966 0.972 0.968
LEMSTOP 0.962 0.956 0.763 0.919 0.940 0.937 0.967 0.963 0.964
LEMSTOPALPHA 0.962 0.956 0.762 0.918 0.941 0.936 0.965 0.963 0.963
POSS 0.744 0.742 0.658 0.690 0.747 0.750 0.668 0.836 0.841
POSSALPHA 0.744 0.749 0.658 0.690 0.746 0.750 0.668 0.838 0.843
POSSSTOP 0.723 0.729 0.613 0.691 0.715 0.728 0.666 0.777 0.778
POSSSTOPALPHA 0.712 0.713 0.504 0.675 0.695 0.718 0.600 0.755 0.764
TOK 0.970 0.965 0.791 0.928 0.934 0.949 0.967 0.974 0.971
TOKNERR 0.969 0.964 0.787 0.929 0.931 0.948 0.967 0.975 0.971
TOKNERRALPHA 0.969 0.964 0.787 0.928 0.935 0.948 0.966 0.974 0.970
TOKNERRSTOP 0.962 0.957 0.763 0.924 0.941 0.935 0.967 0.964 0.965
TOKNERRSTOPALPHA 0.962 0.957 0.763 0.923 0.940 0.936 0.968 0.964 0.965
TOKPOSS 0.970 0.965 0.755 0.930 0.931 0.946 0.947 0.960 0.960
TOKPOSSALPHA 0.963 0.955 0.771 0.924 0.939 0.939 0.916 0.931 0.933
TOKPOSSSTOP 0.970 0.965 0.783 0.929 0.933 0.946 0.951 0.961 0.957
TOKPOSSSTOPALPHA 0.963 0.957 0.730 0.927 0.941 0.933 0.963 0.965 0.959
TOKNER 0.964 0.958 0.760 0.927 0.942 0.933 0.967 0.964 0.962
TOKNERALPHA 0.970 0.965 0.783 0.926 0.935 0.950 0.966 0.974 0.972
TOKNERSTOP 0.970 0.965 0.781 0.925 0.936 0.949 0.966 0.974 0.971
TOKNERSTOPALPHA 0.963 0.957 0.765 0.923 0.941 0.937 0.968 0.963 0.965
TOKPOS 0.962 0.957 0.762 0.923 0.942 0.937 0.968 0.964 0.966
TOKPOSALPHA 0.969 0.962 0.752 0.927 0.929 0.951 0.806 0.893 0.892
TOKPOSSTOP 0.969 0.962 0.753 0.926 0.930 0.950 0.825 0.897 0.895
TOKPOSSTOPALPHA 0.963 0.956 0.761 0.925 0.938 0.938 0.916 0.931 0.933
TOKALPHA 0.969 0.964 0.787 0.927 0.937 0.949 0.968 0.974 0.971
TOKSTOP 0.964 0.958 0.765 0.923 0.943 0.936 0.968 0.963 0.966
TOKSTOPALPHA 0.963 0.958 0.764 0.923 0.944 0.937 0.968 0.964 0.965
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(a) Alphab. filter (red) vs others(blue) (b) Alphab. filter (red) vs others(blue)

(c) NER (red) vs others(blue) (d) NER (red) vs others(blue)

(e) POS (red) vs others(blue) (f) POS (red) vs others(blue)

(g) Stopw. filter (red) vs others(blue) (h) Stopw. filter (red) vs others(blue)

(i) Comp.of TOK (red), LEM (green),
CHNK (yellow) and DEP (blue)

(j) Comp.of TOK (red), LEM (green),
CHNK (yellow) and DEP (blue)

Figure 3.4: Verif. Data: FD & F1 score for SGD SVM (left) and CNN1 (right)
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Table 3.15: Verification Dataset: Classifiers with best F1, preprocessing type and
Pearson’s correlation coefficient for FD and F1.

Classifier Best F1 Best PP type ρ(F1, FD)

CNN1 0.9766 CHNKNER -0.2131
CNN2 0.9723 CHNKNERR -0.2365
L-BFGS LR 0.9704 TOKPOS -0.8243
MLP 0.9689 CHNKSTOP -0.0410
SGD SVM 0.9650 TOK -0.9127
XGBoost 0.9506 TOKPOSS -0.9345
NaiveBayes 0.9456 DEPNERSTOP 0.8452
RandomForest 0.9435 TOKSTOPALPHA -0.8041
KNN 0.7911 CHNK -0.3000

preservation.
Using Named Entity Recognition information reduced the classifier performance

most of the time, only achieving a high score with one classifier, Newton-LR. The
performance of using NER seemed clearly inferior compared to stopword filtering or
parts-of-speech information. Replacing words with their NER information seems to
cause too much information loss and reduces the performance when comparing to
plain tokens. Attaching NER information to the respective words did not improve
the performance in most cases but still performed better than replacement.

These results contradict the results obtained in previous research [16], which
noticed that NER helped most of the times for cyberbullying (CB) detection in
Japanese. This could come from the fact that CB is differently realized in English
and Japanese. In Japan, revealing victim’s personal information, or “doxxing" is
known to be one of the most often used forms of bullying, thus NER, which can
pin-point information such as address or phone number often help in classification,
while this is not the case for English.

Filtering out non-alphabetic characters also reduced the classifier performance
most of the time and also got a high score with only one classifier, kNN, which was
the weakest classifier overall. Non-alphabetic tokens, which include e.g., punctuation
marks, ellipsis, question- of exclamation marks, seem to carry useful information,
at least in the context of cyberbullying detection, as removing them reduced the
performance comparing to plain tokens due to information loss.

Trying to generalize the feature set ended up lowering the results in most cases
with the exception of the very high scores of stopword filtering using traditional
classifiers. This would mean that the stopword filtering sometimes succeeded in
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removing noise and outliers from the dataset while other generalization methods
ended up cutting useful information. Adding information to tokens could be useful
in some scenarios as was shown with parts-of-speech tags and using dependency
information with CNNs, although using NER was not so successful. Any kind of
generalization attempt resulted in a lower performance with CNNs, which shows
their ability to assemble more complex patterns from tokens and relations that are
unusable by other classifiers.

3.3.3.2 Japanese Cyberbullying Dataset

With the Japanese dataset, most classifiers scored the highest using lemmas,
with tokens being not far behind. MLP and CNNs also performed decently on the
dependency-based preprocessings. Again, chunking got low performance overall and
got outperformed by dependency-based features in MLP and CNNs. The results
further confirm that parts-of-speech tags alone are not viable features.

Using POS information as a supplement showed the highest positive impact
on the results, increasing the performance most of the time, which can be seen
from Table 3.10. Majority of the classifiers had their best result include POS.
Adding POS information to the word itself seemed slightly more effective than
using separate POS tags also with this dataset.

The rest of the preprocessing types showed mixed results depending on the
classifier. Most notably, NER seemed to generally slightly increase the performance
of Neural Network and tree based models while struggling with other models like
Logistic Regression or SVM. These results are in line with previous research [16].
The effect of stopword filtering and alphabetic filtering was minor, usually only
changing the results very little for better or worse depending on the preprocessing
type.

Comparing to the English Cyberbullying Dataset, lemmas performed slightly
better than tokens and the effectiveness of POS and NER were higher in the Japanese
dataset. Whereas stopword filtering performed worse. What makes lemmas slightly
better for Japanese could be due to Japanese being an agglutinative language. This
increases the base token count, and thus feature density, in comparison to English.
Slightly decreasing the number of distinct tokens by lemmatizing could be the key
to achieving the optimal amount of information for classification of cyberbullying
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in Japanese.
The use of stopwords has been questioned with the Japanese language and even

though some lists exist [108], it is much a more difficult preprocessing technique to
use when comparing to English, where the use of stopwords is well established. This
is because in Japanese each word/morpheme tends to contain useful information,
whether syntactic or semantic, unlike in English, where it is easier to filter out words
that do not affect the overall meaning of a sentence. The effect of alphabetic filtering
was slightly better, yet it still performed average at best. Again, generalizing the
dataset seemed to have an adverse effect on the performance most of the time.

3.3.3.3 Polish Cyberbullying Dataset

Pure lemmas worked the best for Polish almost without exception. The perfor-
mance was clearly superior compared to using tokens. This is completely different
from the other datasets where tokens and lemmas only had slight differences in
scores. Dependency based features performed very poorly for Polish language, even
with Neural Networks.

What makes lemmas significantly better for Polish is most likely due to linguistic
differences. Polish is a complex declinative language with a sophisticated morphology
and grammar. This increases the base distinct token count and thus feature density.
The base feature density for tokens is too high for classifiers to correctly generalize
on the dataset of this size. Lemmatizing, which puts all variously declensed and
conjugated words back into their dictionary forms, cuts the base feature density by
about half, decreasing the complexity of the dataset, and thus greatly increasing
the achieved score.

Similarly to the English dataset, stopword filtering performed well compared to
other preprocessing techniques, which can be seen from Table 3.13 as it was used in
the almost all of the highest scores. The difference being, that the scores were not
fluctuating, and the plots (Figure 3.3) for stopwords look similar to the Japanese
POS performance. Stopword filtering was clearly the most effective preprocessing
method here and clearly increased the scores overall.

Other preprocessing methods had mixed results, slightly increasing or decreas-
ing the results depending on the classifier and preprocessing type. This also
includes POS, which clearly had a positive impact in both previous datasets. The
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performance of NER and alphabetic filtering were similar to the English dataset.

3.3.3.4 Verification Dataset

Similarly to the English cyberbullying dataset, it can be seen that most of
the traditional classifiers scored highest on pure tokens. The difference being that
Neural Network based classifiers performed exceptionally well on chunks, as seen in
Table 3.15. This might have something to do with the dataset size, as it is around
twenty times larger compared to the others. Using lemmas generally got slightly
lower scores than tokens, similarly to the English CB dataset. Also, dependency
based preprocessings performed rather poorly and I was unable to confirm their
effectiveness with CNNs given the larger dataset. However, the supplementary
preprocessing methods were shown to be very ineffective and had next to no
impact on the results. This is completely contrary to the other datasets as there
was at least one supplementary preprocessing method that clearly increased the
performance for all other datasets. The reason for this could be the simplicity of
the learning problem. Most of the classifiers already scored very high, probably
close to the maximum achievable score and thus the effects of extra preprocessing
were mostly diminished. The effects could be more visible given a more difficult
learning problem.

3.3.4 Classifier Stability

In order to find the best feature sets, I calculated the standard deviations of all
cross-validation folds for the English and Japanese datasets. The aim is to find the
high performing classifier-preprocessing pairs that are also stable, meaning their
performance should have as low variance as possible within the cross-validation
folds. I hypothesise that the well performing, stable classifier-preprocessing pairs
would be similar across the datasets and could allow even more efficient model
training. F-scores and standard errors for each pair are shown in Tables A.1 and
A.2 in A.

I calculated the stability scores for Japanese and English datasets by substracting
the standard error from the F-scores for each classifier-preprocessing pair. The
results are shown in Tables 3.16 and 3.17. For the English dataset, the classifier-
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Table 3.16: English dataset: Stability score for classifier-preprocessing pairs
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CHNK 0.493 0.484 0.461 0.499 0.18 0.427 0.247 0.351 0.378 0.414 0.401 0.388 0.394
CHNKALPHA 0.422 0.422 0.403 0.42 0.268 0.38 0.323 0.314 0.385 0.31 0.25 0.154 0.338
CHNKNER 0.48 0.487 0.473 0.503 0.197 0.421 0.224 0.331 0.381 0.404 0.458 0.355 0.393
CHNKNERALPHA 0.413 0.416 0.392 0.396 0.258 0.379 0.282 0.308 0.345 0.294 0.275 0.188 0.329
CHNKNERR 0.431 0.437 0.437 0.442 0.2 0.398 0.235 0.298 0.337 0.384 0.383 0.374 0.363
CHNKNERRALPHA 0.391 0.395 0.374 0.381 0.268 0.359 0.273 0.287 0.351 0.262 0.278 0.163 0.315
CHNKNERRSTOP 0.421 0.417 0.41 0.43 0.199 0.37 0.31 0.313 0.352 0.328 0.138 0.121 0.317
CHNKNERRSTOPALPHA 0.338 0.335 0.303 0.32 0.171 0.322 0.316 0.27 0.35 0.178 0.137 -0.03 0.251
CHNKNERSTOP 0.483 0.483 0.461 0.483 0.193 0.412 0.296 0.361 0.394 0.424 0.301 0.103 0.366
CHNKNERSTOPALPHA 0.405 0.396 0.365 0.408 0.168 0.347 0.358 0.324 0.365 0.204 0.091 0.12 0.296
CHNKSTOP 0.481 0.482 0.455 0.484 0.198 0.423 0.359 0.358 0.4 0.437 0.129 0.146 0.363
CHNKSTOPALPHA 0.352 0.363 0.32 0.342 0.169 0.337 0.344 0.364 0.379 0.197 0.178 0.057 0.284
DEP 0.263 0.27 0.17 0.206 0.149 0.337 0.101 0.222 0.249 0.275 0.468 0.445 0.263
DEPALPHA 0.26 0.266 0.216 0.245 0.158 0.312 0.129 0.2 0.258 0.206 0.21 0.202 0.222
DEPNER 0.285 0.28 0.183 0.206 0.15 0.332 0.085 0.214 0.239 0.267 0.475 0.429 0.262
DEPNERALPHA 0.277 0.278 0.244 0.262 0.144 0.325 0.194 0.21 0.265 0.171 0.255 0.216 0.237
DEPNERR 0.26 0.273 0.182 0.206 0.147 0.328 0.107 0.212 0.239 0.261 0.443 0.396 0.255
DEPNERRALPHA 0.254 0.25 0.222 0.243 0.156 0.303 0.119 0.207 0.241 0.153 0.274 0.207 0.219
DEPNERRSTOP 0.244 0.239 0.169 0.175 0.148 0.324 0.122 0.222 0.246 - 0.501 0.453 0.258
DEPNERRSTOPALPHA 0.218 0.219 0.174 0.205 0.163 0.286 0.123 0.204 0.234 0.125 0.255 0.175 0.198
DEPNERSTOP 0.263 0.25 0.167 0.19 0.155 0.32 0.089 0.203 0.244 0.236 0.506 0.46 0.257
DEPNERSTOPALPHA 0.222 0.217 0.204 0.213 0.146 0.256 0.191 0.183 0.23 0.099 0.309 0.223 0.208
DEPSTOP 0.241 0.228 0.162 0.172 0.154 0.328 0.118 0.227 0.245 0.254 0.532 0.377 0.253
DEPSTOPALPHA 0.215 0.222 0.178 0.201 0.167 0.285 0.124 0.205 0.23 0.132 0.277 0.239 0.206
LEM 0.601 0.599 0.594 0.608 0.308 0.494 0.471 0.498 0.519 0.528 0.477 0.4 0.508
LEMALPHA 0.56 0.566 0.541 0.567 0.115 0.478 0.474 0.463 0.526 0.468 0.402 0.368 0.461
LEMNER 0.597 0.599 0.605 0.616 0.301 0.486 0.455 0.483 0.515 0.506 0.49 0.345 0.5
LEMNERALPHA 0.566 0.568 0.562 0.573 0.322 0.472 0.455 0.46 0.504 0.469 0.459 0.387 0.483
LEMNERR 0.523 0.518 0.525 0.526 0.266 0.458 0.417 0.423 0.478 0.463 0.455 0.432 0.457
LEMNERRALPHA 0.507 0.506 0.498 0.503 0.293 0.448 0.417 0.42 0.466 0.473 0.368 0.363 0.439
LEMNERRSTOP 0.517 0.513 0.498 0.512 0.28 0.447 0.482 0.432 0.478 0.398 0.065 0.15 0.398
LEMNERRSTOPALPHA 0.51 0.507 0.478 0.5 0.301 0.435 0.474 0.427 0.457 0.427 0.158 0.081 0.396
LEMNERSTOP 0.597 0.596 0.596 0.613 0.304 0.481 0.515 0.494 0.52 0.482 0.231 0.163 0.466
LEMNERSTOPALPHA 0.575 0.572 0.551 0.567 0.336 0.467 0.508 0.479 0.505 0.425 0.25 0.198 0.453
LEMPOS 0.574 0.58 0.586 0.588 0.152 0.489 0.353 0.463 0.497 0.532 0.471 0.376 0.472
LEMPOSALPHA 0.564 0.562 0.561 0.559 0.312 0.472 0.356 0.441 0.475 0.435 0.451 0.445 0.469
LEMPOSS 0.562 0.558 0.564 0.565 0.205 0.486 0.388 0.428 0.468 0.438 0.4 0.465 0.461
LEMPOSSALPHA 0.56 0.554 0.54 0.549 0.152 0.475 0.41 0.408 0.463 0.45 0.386 0.402 0.446
LEMPOSSSTOP 0.574 0.579 0.581 0.597 0.27 0.49 0.379 0.466 0.49 0.482 0.462 0.491 0.488
LEMPOSSSTOPALPHA 0.564 0.573 0.554 0.575 0.193 0.475 0.399 0.445 0.476 0.461 0.33 0.396 0.453
LEMPOSSTOP 0.593 0.59 0.605 0.602 0.357 0.486 0.447 0.489 0.504 0.43 0.455 0.437 0.5
LEMPOSSTOPALPHA 0.577 0.574 0.564 0.577 0.387 0.469 0.462 0.481 0.491 0.484 0.404 0.471 0.495
LEMSTOP 0.604 0.601 0.592 0.61 0.321 0.492 0.525 0.504 0.533 0.468 0.206 0.122 0.465
LEMSTOPALPHA 0.582 0.574 0.57 0.58 0.154 0.475 0.527 0.476 0.525 0.437 0.165 0.119 0.432
POSS 0.196 0.197 0.195 0.199 0.154 0.192 0.164 0.179 0.176 0.007 0.059 0.055 0.148
POSSALPHA 0.198 0.196 0.194 0.208 0.169 0.192 0.156 0.187 0.168 0.012 0.057 0.053 0.149
POSSSTOP 0.19 0.19 0.189 0.184 0.129 0.189 0.152 0.179 0.164 0.003 -0.05 -0.047 0.123
POSSSTOPALPHA 0.186 0.186 0.183 0.185 0.11 0.181 0.149 0.181 0.157 0.01 -0.053 0.003 0.123
TOK 0.611 0.606 0.611 0.623 0.295 0.495 0.439 0.494 0.525 0.498 0.468 0.403 0.506
TOKALPHA 0.571 0.575 0.555 0.582 0.096 0.481 0.46 0.459 0.518 0.474 0.447 0.342 0.463
TOKNER 0.604 0.606 0.606 0.606 0.265 0.483 0.432 0.483 0.519 0.496 0.489 0.44 0.502
TOKNERALPHA 0.574 0.577 0.563 0.587 0.303 0.466 0.431 0.467 0.517 0.466 0.447 0.391 0.482
TOKNERR 0.526 0.526 0.518 0.527 0.263 0.465 0.407 0.408 0.473 0.458 0.455 0.356 0.449
TOKNERRALPHA 0.519 0.515 0.507 0.513 0.304 0.448 0.401 0.41 0.447 0.441 0.411 0.385 0.442
TOKNERRSTOP 0.516 0.514 0.504 0.509 0.276 0.441 0.486 0.418 0.457 0.448 0.194 0.092 0.405
TOKNERRSTOPALPHA 0.503 0.509 0.49 0.494 0.304 0.432 0.472 0.42 0.444 0.387 0.19 0.164 0.401
TOKNERSTOP 0.599 0.605 0.604 0.609 0.311 0.475 0.502 0.491 0.521 0.465 0.239 0.158 0.465
TOKNERSTOPALPHA 0.576 0.58 0.554 0.581 0.337 0.458 0.501 0.463 0.514 0.441 0.109 0.162 0.44
TOKPOS 0.582 0.584 0.588 0.605 0.187 0.491 0.343 0.45 0.484 0.443 0.425 0.478 0.472
TOKPOSALPHA 0.572 0.569 0.564 0.576 0.385 0.476 0.349 0.428 0.469 0.455 0.365 0.448 0.471
TOKPOSS 0.563 0.568 0.566 0.588 0.177 0.491 0.38 0.417 0.466 0.441 0.482 0.498 0.47
TOKPOSSALPHA 0.57 0.565 0.567 0.575 0.101 0.481 0.404 0.415 0.468 0.351 0.374 0.383 0.438
TOKPOSSSTOP 0.579 0.581 0.585 0.599 0.256 0.481 0.386 0.44 0.495 0.417 0.47 0.495 0.482
TOKPOSSSTOPALPHA 0.582 0.58 0.585 0.585 0.369 0.471 0.404 0.471 0.497 0.451 0.415 0.46 0.489
TOKPOSSTOP 0.599 0.597 0.612 0.613 0.359 0.475 0.449 0.503 0.507 0.451 0.506 0.465 0.511
TOKPOSSTOPALPHA - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TOKSTOP 0.613 0.608 0.596 0.614 0.317 0.486 0.542 0.509 0.531 0.419 0.156 0.114 0.459
TOKSTOPALPHA 0.587 0.586 0.567 0.584 0.148 0.472 0.528 0.483 0.529 0.428 0.237 0.215 0.447
Avg for clf 0.463 0.463 0.445 0.459 0.228 0.411 0.342 0.372 0.407 0.36 0.321 0.285
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Table 3.17: Japanese dataset: Stability score for classifier-preprocessing pairs
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CHNK 0.67 0.663 0.677 0.668 0.289 0.72 0.623 0.47 0.541 0.732 0.745 0.609 0.617
CHNKALPHA 0.686 0.69 0.678 0.662 0.331 0.713 0.641 0.47 0.533 0.715 0.718 0.6 0.62
CHNKNER 0.716 0.721 0.735 0.732 0.349 0.741 0.699 0.639 0.673 0.777 0.75 - 0.685
CHNKNERALPHA 0.72 0.725 0.726 0.717 0.396 0.738 0.685 0.627 0.669 0.738 0.743 - 0.68
CHNKNERR 0.722 0.721 0.724 0.707 0.366 0.727 0.683 0.631 0.667 0.752 0.766 0.667 0.678
CHNKNERRALPHA 0.687 0.696 0.709 0.7 0.366 0.722 0.678 0.615 0.649 0.717 0.743 0.632 0.66
CHNKNERRSTOP 0.709 0.704 0.727 0.699 0.359 0.699 0.687 0.637 0.651 0.758 0.749 0.642 0.668
CHNKNERRSTOPALPHA 0.689 0.682 0.705 0.686 0.379 0.704 0.665 0.607 0.628 0.708 0.695 0.63 0.648
CHNKNERSTOP 0.714 0.715 0.731 0.752 0.383 0.738 0.699 0.643 0.662 0.757 0.766 - 0.687
CHNKNERSTOPALPHA 0.721 0.723 0.728 0.734 0.357 0.728 0.676 0.639 0.659 0.715 0.733 - 0.674
CHNKSTOP 0.661 0.661 0.674 0.671 0.306 0.682 0.608 0.457 0.537 0.73 0.716 0.667 0.614
CHNKSTOPALPHA 0.646 0.651 0.666 0.651 0.327 0.687 0.595 0.439 0.539 0.674 0.699 0.571 0.595
DEP 0.609 0.611 0.619 0.625 0.307 0.621 0.484 0.358 0.456 0.737 0.736 0.546 0.559
DEPALPHA 0.595 0.594 0.614 0.609 0.27 0.613 0.456 0.35 0.444 0.723 0.686 0.588 0.545
DEPNER 0.674 0.682 0.707 0.713 0.331 0.684 0.649 0.625 0.658 0.765 0.727 - 0.656
DEPNERALPHA 0.684 0.683 0.709 0.712 0.179 0.675 0.642 0.631 0.658 0.766 0.73 - 0.643
DEPNERR 0.612 0.617 0.615 0.625 0.279 0.616 0.486 0.336 0.45 0.756 0.747 0.553 0.558
DEPNERRALPHA 0.593 0.594 0.609 0.604 0.274 0.615 0.448 0.342 0.448 0.735 0.735 0.553 0.546
DEPNERRSTOP 0.575 0.569 0.573 0.567 0.343 0.57 0.419 0.324 0.397 0.765 0.736 0.445 0.524
DEPNERRSTOPALPHA 0.509 0.508 0.51 0.516 0.326 0.528 0.354 0.309 0.348 0.73 0.698 0.572 0.492
DEPNERSTOP 0.662 0.663 0.681 0.689 0.414 0.66 0.631 0.611 0.628 0.776 0.727 - 0.649
DEPNERSTOPALPHA 0.665 0.661 0.683 0.672 0.211 0.699 0.632 0.617 0.639 0.757 0.719 - 0.632
DEPSTOP 0.572 0.579 0.576 0.577 0.341 0.573 0.427 0.34 0.405 0.748 0.703 0.619 0.538
DEPSTOPALPHA 0.518 0.518 0.522 0.528 0.33 0.535 0.369 0.327 0.363 0.718 0.716 0.579 0.502
LEM 0.783 0.777 0.8 0.776 0.477 0.803 0.739 0.589 0.683 0.846 0.837 0.692 0.734
LEMALPHA 0.779 0.776 0.8 0.785 0.472 0.793 0.728 0.586 0.682 0.839 0.831 0.784 0.738
LEMNER 0.778 0.769 0.795 0.794 0.523 0.794 0.768 0.705 0.74 0.853 0.845 0.595 0.747
LEMNERALPHA 0.781 0.785 0.807 0.809 0.51 0.798 0.771 0.697 0.746 0.838 0.829 0.744 0.76
LEMNERR 0.765 0.758 0.777 0.767 0.468 0.786 0.752 0.7 0.726 0.825 0.79 0.632 0.729
LEMNERRALPHA 0.77 0.775 0.778 0.772 0.471 0.787 0.749 0.708 0.741 0.816 0.81 0.686 0.739
LEMNERRSTOP 0.763 0.756 0.77 0.769 0.469 0.769 0.772 0.703 0.717 0.82 0.82 0.791 0.743
LEMNERRSTOPALPHA 0.766 0.764 0.772 0.768 0.457 0.769 0.757 0.702 0.735 0.788 0.8 0.75 0.736
LEMNERSTOP 0.769 0.773 0.791 0.802 0.533 0.805 0.774 0.71 0.731 0.856 0.858 0.784 0.766
LEMNERSTOPALPHA 0.78 0.779 0.806 0.806 0.543 0.82 0.783 0.706 0.729 0.826 0.815 0.71 0.759
LEMPOS 0.785 0.786 0.83 0.827 0.677 0.816 0.762 0.691 0.742 0.847 0.845 0.595 0.767
LEMPOSALPHA 0.781 0.768 0.821 0.827 0.674 0.802 0.741 0.675 0.739 0.839 0.845 0.647 0.763
LEMPOSS 0.792 0.8 0.83 0.825 0.533 0.83 0.752 0.671 0.747 0.847 - 0.755 0.762
LEMPOSSALPHA 0.805 0.793 0.83 0.818 0.699 0.827 0.731 0.626 0.718 0.832 0.843 0.544 0.756
LEMPOSSSTOP 0.791 0.79 0.832 0.829 0.491 0.833 0.743 0.688 0.742 0.845 0.856 0.796 0.77
LEMPOSSSTOPALPHA 0.783 0.792 0.816 0.813 0.685 0.822 0.745 0.661 0.713 0.835 0.822 0.673 0.763
LEMPOSSTOP 0.779 0.766 0.826 0.824 0.423 0.815 0.74 0.696 0.751 0.846 0.85 0.783 0.758
LEMPOSSTOPALPHA 0.774 0.765 0.804 0.817 0.672 0.815 0.733 0.664 0.733 0.817 0.832 0.752 0.765
LEMSTOP 0.771 0.775 0.794 0.778 0.482 0.78 0.755 0.577 0.669 0.84 0.847 0.792 0.738
LEMSTOPALPHA 0.772 0.774 0.788 0.776 0.487 0.796 0.744 0.587 0.668 0.817 0.823 0.774 0.734
POSS 0.607 0.616 0.595 0.581 0.507 0.585 0.604 0.614 0.608 0.621 0.638 0.458 0.586
POSSALPHA 0.61 0.611 0.584 0.552 0.502 0.586 0.606 0.616 0.611 0.613 0.624 0.537 0.588
POSSSTOP 0.607 0.627 0.604 0.587 0.47 0.588 0.616 0.615 0.599 0.607 0.599 0.462 0.582
POSSSTOPALPHA 0.581 0.582 0.54 0.558 0.381 0.569 0.575 0.576 0.562 0.567 0.537 0.455 0.54
TOK 0.777 0.775 0.79 0.785 0.448 0.795 0.737 0.573 0.673 0.845 0.833 0.779 0.734
TOKALPHA 0.781 0.774 0.788 0.784 0.449 0.798 0.73 0.578 0.66 0.827 0.834 0.78 0.732
TOKNER 0.786 0.785 0.812 0.808 0.6 0.817 0.732 0.63 0.699 0.828 0.825 0.662 0.749
TOKNERALPHA 0.773 0.779 0.801 0.794 0.493 0.807 0.762 0.702 0.724 0.846 0.842 0.804 0.761
TOKNERR 0.758 0.756 0.78 0.783 0.463 0.778 0.762 0.692 0.716 0.81 0.828 0.771 0.741
TOKNERRALPHA 0.769 0.765 0.778 0.768 0.441 0.778 0.749 0.703 0.725 0.815 0.803 0.696 0.733
TOKNERRSTOP 0.744 0.746 0.767 0.762 0.453 0.764 0.751 0.688 0.722 0.815 0.829 0.682 0.727
TOKNERRSTOPALPHA 0.761 0.752 0.774 0.77 0.444 0.751 0.749 0.696 0.732 0.802 0.794 0.723 0.729
TOKNERSTOP 0.777 0.774 0.803 0.798 0.494 0.808 0.759 0.7 0.735 0.827 0.83 0.792 0.758
TOKNERSTOPALPHA 0.764 0.763 0.784 0.805 0.5 0.801 0.766 0.696 0.726 0.85 0.848 0.808 0.759
TOKPOS 0.779 0.777 0.801 0.812 0.607 0.813 0.767 0.688 0.727 0.821 0.825 0.742 0.763
TOKPOSALPHA 0.793 0.785 0.819 0.83 0.665 0.81 0.737 0.668 0.74 0.855 0.846 0.655 0.767
TOKPOSS 0.79 0.798 0.821 0.812 0.504 0.831 0.75 0.662 0.725 0.845 - 0.662 0.745
TOKPOSSALPHA 0.756 0.761 0.807 0.819 0.694 0.808 0.707 0.647 0.7 0.845 0.845 0.632 0.752
TOKPOSSSTOP 0.798 0.79 0.807 0.814 0.677 0.826 0.738 0.676 0.739 0.833 0.8 0.621 0.76
TOKPOSSSTOPALPHA 0.794 0.803 0.816 0.822 0.477 0.826 0.728 0.674 0.743 0.845 0.863 0.74 0.761
TOKPOSSTOP 0.764 0.773 0.82 0.821 0.557 0.803 0.739 0.685 0.738 0.825 0.835 0.601 0.747
TOKPOSSTOPALPHA - 0.765 0.813 0.821 0.527 0.817 0.732 0.676 0.73 - - - 0.735
TOKSTOP 0.776 0.774 0.787 0.778 0.451 0.786 0.737 0.568 0.662 0.844 0.848 0.759 0.731
TOKSTOPALPHA 0.774 0.768 0.787 0.794 0.459 0.802 0.752 0.57 0.659 0.811 0.797 0.66 0.719
Avg for clf 0.721 0.721 0.739 0.736 0.453 0.741 0.68 0.603 0.653 0.785 0.779 0.665
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preprocessing pairs that got the highest stability scores are Logistic Regressions and
SVMs with tokens and lemmas with parts of speech and their derivatives, highest
being tokens with parts of speech and stopword filtering (TOKPOSSTOP).

The same preprocessing types, tokens and lemmas with parts of speech and
their derivatives, also had high scores for Japanese with logistic regressions and
SVMs, although the actual highest performing classifiers were Neural Networks
(CNN1, MLP) instead. Tokens and lemmas with named entity recognition also
scored high. Based on these results one can say that parts of speech information
added to tokens or lemmas should be the preferred feature sets when training as
they increase the performance of the most effective classifiers compared to plain
tokens or lemmas.

3.4 General Discussion

Overall, the highest performing classifiers were one-layer CNN for Japanese
and Verification datasets, SVM for English and Logistic Regression for the Polish
dataset. The baseline classifiers, KNN and Naive Bayes, and tree based methods,
Random forest, AdaBoost, XGBoost, had mediocre results at best. Using only
POS tags as features had extremely low performance with all of the datasets, so
they were excluded from the analysis.

An interesting discovery is that using plain tokens rarely had the best perfor-
mance out of the proposed feature sets as can be seen from Tables 3.8, 3.10, 3.13 and
3.15. This proves the effectiveness of linguistics-based feature engineering instead
of using just words as features. For example, the one-layer CNN’s performance
with English increased from 0.659 (TOK) F-score to 0.741 (DEPSTOP), indicating
that information about structure seems important.

The fact that feature sets with linguistic information managed to outperform
the use of tokens clearly shows their potential in feature engineering. for some
models, like the one-layer CNN with the English dataset, the increase was truly
significant, almost 0.1 F-score using linguistic embeddings. I also discovered that
adding parts of speech information to tokens or lemmas produces the most stable
and high performance feature sets and they should be preferred over plain tokens or
lemmas. This discovery also raises a question: how would linguistic preprocessing
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affect state-of-the-art pretrained models? For example, RoBERTa [121] fine tuned
on the English dataset shows an F-score of 0.797, which is similar to the highest
scores by other models. Actually, the best score by SGD SVM is 0.798 which is
slightly higher.

It is interesting that a simple method like SVM can outperform a complex
modern text classifier when using the right feature set. This shows that they
should not be underestimated as with correct preparations, they can reach similar
performance to state-of-the art models with much less computational power required.
Perhaps the performance of RoBERTa could also be increased by feature engineering
and applying embeddings with linguistic information. This needs to be explored
further in future research as there is clearly a potential point of improvement.

3.4.1 Feature Density

In general, most of the classifier performances, with the exception of CNNs, had
a strong negative correlation with FD. So these classifiers seem to have a weaker
performance if a lot of linguistic information is added. These results suggest that
for non-CNN classifiers there is no need to consider preprocessings with a high FD,
such as chunking or dependencies, as they had a considerably lower performance.
The best performance was in most cases between 50-200% of the base FD (TOK)
depending on the dataset and classifier.

For CNNs I was expecting a positive correlation with FD, at least with the
Japanese dataset, considering the results of the previous research [16]. However,
the results were different and I was unable confirm the positive correlation between
classifier performance and FD for the Japanese dataset. Still, in some cases such
as the English dataset, there was a very weak positive or no correlation between
FD and the classifier performance, with the higher FD datasets performing equally
or even slightly better. This could mean that there is potential in the higher FD
preprocessing types, namely, dependencies for CNNs. As the FD that had the best
performance varied slightly throughout the classifiers and language, more exact
ideal feature densities need to be confirmed for each classifier using datasets of
different sizes and fields to make as accurate ranking of classifiers by FD as possible.

For the English dataset, the best results were usually obtained by slightly
increasing the base FD, while for the Japanese and Polish dataset decreasing the
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base density tended to work better. This could be because Japanese and especially
Polish are a lot more complex languages compared to English. This is also indicated
by the fact that the LD of Japanese and Polish were higher than English.

The clearly visible optimal range of Feature Densities usually held between 50
to 70% of the proposed feature sets, which means that by ignoring the redundant
preprocessings, the total training time could be reduced. Preprocessings using
Chunking and Dependencies were usually left outside of the range which means
that they add too much information for the classifiers to handle. Neural Networks
make an exception here with some of the datasets.

I found out that the optimal feature densities tend to lie in specific ranges for all
of the datasets. Even though the ranges were different for each classifier, it is still
possible to use this information to further decrease the required amount of work.
Instead of running all of the experiments at once, I propose first discarding the FD
ranges where the overall weakest feature sets according to the characteristics of the
classifiers, POS, CHNK for all, and DEP for other than neural classifiers. Then
running a subset of the experiments using the generally most effective feature sets,
TOK/LEM+POS and variants and also DEP for neural classifiers. Afterwards, it
is possible to run more experiments with similar feature densities as the current
peak to find the maximum performance.

Let us take the Polish dataset with SGD SVM classifier as an example. First, I
discard the feature sets that assumed to have a weak performance (POS, CHNK,
DEP). Then train the classifier on the datasets found the most effective with English
and Japanese datasets (TOK/LEM+POS and variants). At this point I have run
16 of the 68 total experiments and gotten an F-score of 0.498 (LEMPOSSTOP),
which is already considerably higher than TOK (0.456). If not satisfied with the
current high score here, the solution is to start running more experiments with
similar FD to LEMPOSSTOP. This way it is possible find a slightly higher score of
0.500 (LEMSTOP), but this would require eight additional experiments if starting
from the FDs closest to LEMPOSSTOP. So, using this method, the classifier’s
performance can be considerably improved with less than a quarter of the original
amount of experiments. I assume that the method could be also applied to other
classifiers than those experimented with in this study, including modern models.
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3.4.2 Dataset Complexity

From the classification results it can be seen that the dataset with the lowest
Lexical Density, the verification dataset, was the easiest to classify. While the
highest Lexical Density dataset (Polish) was the hardest. However, the Japanese
dataset got higher F-scores compared to English even though it had a higher Lexical
Density. This means that natural language dataset complexity cannot be measured
by using Lexical Density alone, even if it could be used to measure the complexity
of the language itself.

There are some interesting points to note however when considering Feature
Density. The relative change in Feature Density when lemmatizing each dataset
matches the ranking of the dataset scores. This also applies to dependency patterns,
except in the case of the Japanese dataset, which actually becomes the most dense,
despite achieving the highest scores. From the results one can see that there are
huge differences in classification results even when given datasets of a similar size
and topic. This means it is not enough to develop the tools and models with just
English in mind. Even though most of the research in NLP is done in English, it is
a much less complex language when compared to other more morphologically rich
languages, thus state of the art results achieved for English are not representative
globally for the task in question, but rather locally, for the task done in this
particular language. Additionally, even if it cannot be perfectly quantified by a
simple measure like Feature Density, the complexity of languages affects the dataset
complexity which in return impact the results of the classifiers applied. Even if a
model has a high score in English it does not mean it excels with other languages.

3.4.3 Linguistic Preprocessing

Using token-based preprocessings worked slightly better when classifying the
English and Verification datasets. For the Japanese dataset, lemmas performed
slightly better compared to tokens and for the Polish dataset, lemmas were clearly
superior when compared to using tokens. What causes lemmas to work better for
Japanese and Polish is most likely due to linguistic differences. Japanese and Polish
are more complex languages than English, which can also be seen as an increase in
the base distinct token count and thus feature density. The base feature density for
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tokens is too high for classifiers to correctly generalize on the dataset of this size.
Lemmatizing, which puts all variously declensed and conjugated words back into
their dictionary forms, cuts the base feature density, decreasing the complexity of
the dataset, and thus increasing the achieved score. This can be seen especially
well the case of Polish when the base FD is cut almost in half by lemmatizing,
which greatly increases the score.

Chunking and dependency based preprocessings did not perform well compared
to tokens or lemmas overall. They showed poor performance with all classifiers
and datasets. Only exceptions being with English and Japanese datasets, where
dependency based preprocessings showed some potential with the Neural Networks,
although still outperformed by tokens or lemmas.

Stopword filtering was to be the one of the most effective preprocessing tech-
niques for both English and Polish. Although for English, the results sometimes
fluctuated. For Japanese, stopwords were not effective. This is because in Japanese
each word/morpheme tends to contain useful information. This is different from
English, where it is easier to filter out words that do not affect the overall meaning
of a sentence.

Using parts-of-speech tags was shown to be very effective with both English
and especially with Japanese, where it was clearly the most effective preprocessing
method. Merging parts-of-speech information to the words themselves usually
achieved a higher score than using them separately as features. This keeps the
information directly connected to the word itself, which seems a better option from
the point of view of information preservation.

Using Named Entity Recognition information had mixed results, reducing or only
slightly increasing the classifier performance with English and Polish datasets. Only
giving generally positive results with Japanese dataset. Overall, the performance of
using NER seemed clearly inferior compared to stopword filtering or parts-of-speech
information. Replacing words with their NER information seems to cause too much
information loss and reduces the performance, while attaching NER information to
the respective words performed somewhat better.

Filtering out non-alphabetic characters had the poorest performance of all the
supplementary preprocessing types and reduced the classifier performance most of
the time. Non-alphabetic tokens, which include e.g., punctuation marks, ellipsis,
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question- of exclamation marks, seem to carry useful information, at least in the
context of cyberbullying detection, as removing them reduced the performance
comparing to plain tokens due to information loss, which should be taken into
account in future research.

In most cases, preprocessing had a considerable positive effect on the scores.
I was able to find preprocessing methods that outperformed the base method of
using pure tokens most of the time, which shows the potential of using linguistic
information as a method for increasing classifier performance. Based on the
experiments, it is suggested to omit pure POS based and CHNK based feature sets
for all classifiers due to their overall poor performance. Also, dependency based
feature sets should be omitted for non-neural classifiers.

Only in the case of the verification dataset, which was found to be most likely
too simple of a learning problem, the preprocessing methods were shown to be
ineffective and had next to no impact on the results. The reason for this could be the
simplicity of the learning problem. Most of the classifiers probably scored close to
the maximum achievable score and thus the effects of extra preprocessing vanished.
In the future, the effects of linguistic preprocessing should be also confirmed with
state-of-the-art pretrained language models.

3.4.4 Effect on Cyberbullying Detection

Leaving out the weaker feature sets and classifiers can be used to reduce time
and effort when creating cyberbullying detection systems. The savings brought by
the method do not only help to protect the environment but also allow quicker and
more efficient development of CB detection systems. This is crucial as each day
countless number of people become the victims of cyberbullies.

According to the experiments, although there were differences with F-scores
for individual preprocessing types, the highest stability score datasets, tokens and
lemmas with parts of speech information and their derivatives, were similar for
both English and Japanese. The difference being the effectiveness of named entity
recognition for Japanese. Also, from the applied classifiers, only SVMs, logistic
regression and neural network models should be considered when dealing with CB.

The fact that the CNN’s performance increased drastically when using depen-
dency information instead of plain tokens with the English dataset could hint
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that structure and syntactic relations between words could be important when
classifying CB entries. This needs to be explored further in the future.

Also, SVM (max F1=0.798), MLP (max F1=0.796) and Logistic Regression
(max F1=0.793) achieved similar scores to RoBERTa (F1=0.797) on the English
dataset, with SGD SVM actually slightly outperforming it with one of the feature
sets (TOKPOS). This shows that the method can not only be used to save resources
and time, but also to increase the performance of cyberbullying detection models.

3.4.5 Environmental Effect

To see the concrete environmental effect of the method, let us take a look at the
English dataset, where the savings in power when training CNN were around 21kWh.
According to European Environmental Agency (EEA) 3, the average greenhouse gas
emissions from generating electricity was at 275 g CO2e/kWh in 2019. This means
the emissions generated by the training of CNN could be estimated at around 5.8
kg CO2e. For comparison, the average new passenger car in the European Union
in 2019, according to EEA, emits around 122 g CO2e per kilometer driven. This
means that leaving out the weaker feature sets by utilizing FD could save as much
as driving a new car for almost 50 kilometers in greenhouse gas emissions when
training a simple CNN model.

Although the effect does not seem that overwhelming, one has to take into
account that the models tested here were quite simple. Assuming the hypothesis,
if the method would be applied to more resource intensive modern classifiers, the
savings would become considerably more significant.

3.5 Additional Experiments with

Linguistically-Backed Word Embeddings

Adding to the previous experiments, I trained Word2Vec Skip-Gram embeddings
with encoded linguistic information and also by using dependency structure based
contexts similarly to Levy and Goldberg [68]. I then evaluated these methods using

3https://www.eea.europa.eu/

https://www.eea.europa.eu/
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different kinds of neural network models with Support Vector Machines [110] as
the baseline.

3.5.1 Setup

In order to train the linguistically-backed embeddings, I first preprocessed the
dataset in various ways, similarly to Levy and Goldberg [68] and Ptaszynski et
al. [16]. The preprocessing was done using spaCy NLP toolkit (https://spacy.io/).
Some of these preprocessing methods are the same as used in the previous experi-
ment.

• Tokenization: words separated by spaces (later: TOK).

• Lemmatization: like the above but in generic (dictionary) forms of words
(“lemmas") (later: LEM).

• Encoded parts of speech: parts of speech information is merged with LEM
or TOK (later: POS).

• Encoded dependency structures: token pairs with syntactic relations
encoded between them (later: DEP).

• Dependency-based contexts: The use of dependency relations instead of
a fixed window of tokens as context when training embeddings (later: DEPC)
[68].

I generated a Word2Vec Skip-Gram language model from each of the processed
dataset versions. This resulted in separate models for each of the datasets, Tokens-
Skip-Grams, Lemmas-Skip-Grams, Tokens-POS-Skip-Grams, Lemmas-POS-Skip-
Grams, DEP-Skip-Grams and DEPC-Skip-Grams.

The dependency-based context embeddings (DEPC-Skip-Grams) are the same
dependency embeddings used in the previous research by Levy and Goldberg [68].
Other embeddings used a fixed context window size of 5. The embeddings were
pretrained on a 1GB sample of English Wikipedia dataset using Gensim [122] with
300 dimensions.

To evaluate the embeddings, I used a linear Support Vector Machine (SVM)
[110] as the baseline. I also used different neural network architectures, Recurrent
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Neural Network with Long short-term memory (LSTM), Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP).

The preprocessing provides 7 separate datasets for both the Wikipedia dataset
and the target cyberbullying dataset. I trained the embeddings and performed
the experiments once for each type of preprocessed dataset. Each of the classifiers
(sect. 3.2.3) were tested on each version of the dataset in a 10-fold cross validation
procedure. The evaluation results were calculated using balanced F-score. As the
dataset was not balanced, it was required to weigh the classes accordingly. I ran
two sets of experiments. First pretraining the embeddings on the Wikipedia dataset
prior to training the classifiers on the target cyberbullying dataset. Second, training
the embeddings ad hoc on the target dataset itself.

3.5.2 Evaluation of linguistic embeddings

From the results presented in the upper half of Table 3.18 it can be seen that
most of the classifiers scored highest on raw lemmas embeddings, with the exception
of MLP. As expected, the baseline SVM model had the lowest scores overall. LSTM
had the lowest after the baseline, probably due to the small size of the dataset.
CNNs had the highest scores across the board followed closely by MLP. The main
difference in the performances of these two classifiers was that CNNs scored much
higher on lemmas.

Table 3.18: F-scores of classifier-embedding type pairs.
Pretrained: upper half, Ad hoc: lower half

TOK TOK
POS LEM LEM

POS DEP TOK[68] DEPC[68]

SVM 0.481 0.483 0.484 0.483 0.48 0.481 0.497
LSTM 0.506 0.512 0.538 0.53 0.492 0.531 0.527
CNN 0.754 0.712 0.757 0.702 0.654 0.751 0.749
MLP 0.538 0.741 0.656 0.715 0.679 0.752 0.741

SVM 0.793 0.791 0.784 0.788 0.568
CNN 0.659 0.626 0.67 0.665 0.682
MLP 0.796 0.787 0.786 0.783 0.594

Lemmas achieved the highest scores, being slightly better than other embeddings
with the exception of MLP, where Levy and Goldberg’s [68] token embeddings
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and dependency context embeddings were clearly better. The differences in scores
between the token embeddings used here and Levy and Goldberg’s could be
explained by the differences in the training data size as there is a noticeable
difference in the vocabulary size of the embeddings used here versus theirs (40,000
vs 180,000). This could suggest that lemmatization can be effective as a technique
in increasing the performance of embeddings for a cyberbullying detection task.

The POS embeddings did not score well compared to their simpler counterparts
in most cases. The only exception being MLP where they showed a clear performance
boost, with TOKPOS scoring especially high. One of the reasons for the generally
lower performance could be related to the increased sparsity of the dataset due
to adding POS information. This could be corrected by applying a larger dataset
for training the word embeddings. The difference could also be in the forming of
the embeddings themselves. Because of this, I am planning to conduct qualitative
evaluation and manually inspect the embeddings more closely in the future.

The proposed dependency embeddings scored the lowest and were outperformed
by all other types of embeddings in basically all cases. One of the reasons could
be again related to the greatly increased sparsity of the dataset due to the added
dependency information. In the future I plan to train the embeddings on a larger
dataset and also conduct qualitative evaluation to study the differences between
the implementation used here and Levy and Goldberg’s [68].

According to the results, using dependency based embeddings does not offer
any noticeable improvements on cyberbullying detection task. However, this needs
to be confirmed using a larger training set for the embeddings. The task should
also be evaluated using other cyberbullying datasets.

3.5.3 Comparison with ad hoc embeddings

To see the effect of using pretrained word embeddings over ad hoc embeddings,
I also ran the experiments without pretraining the embeddings. For the baseline
SVM classifier, I used a tf-idf weighing scheme to produce a BoW language model
of the evaluation (cyberbullying) dataset. For the neural network models, I trained
the embeddings on the evaluation datasets themselves as part of the networks using
Keras’ embedding layer with random initial weights.

The results with ad hoc embeddings are shown in the lower half of Table 3.18.
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First thing to note is that SVM performed significantly better with the BoW
language model instead of pretrained embeddings. The reason most likely is that
SVM uses the embeddings as they are and no adjustment to the cyberbullying
specific vocabulary is done during training of the classifier, whereas the BoW model
was trained on the cyberbullying data itself and captures its concepts.

CNN’s performance on the other hand was a significantly worse without using
pretrained word embeddings. The difference in scores clearly shows why pretrained
language models are popular, as the CNN model gains a noticeable boost from
a very general dataset completely irrelevant to the target. This also shows the
nature of the CNN model earlier observed by Kim [117], that CNNs greatly benefit
from pretrained word embeddings. The same does not apply to MLP though as it
seemed to perform slightly better without pretraining. With a larger pretraining
dataset, the situation could be different.



Chapter 4

Transfer Language Selection for
Cyberbullying Detection

In the previous Chapter, I demonstrated how to hasten model development
when a proper dataset is available. In this Chapter however, I wanted to know
how to deal with the problem of cyberbullying in a language that has no available
training data. One of the biggest challenges in NLP is related to the availability of
data. This means that in order to successfully train models for all of the world’s
languages, one would need to annotate a dataset for each language. This is a very
difficult and costly task and has led to a small number of high-resource languages
to dominate the field, most notably English. This imbalance in the distribution of
resources among languages calls for the need to develop solutions that would aid in
model development for languages lacking data.

One solution that enables the development of abusive content detection models
without the need of going through the annotation process is to leverage knowledge
from other languages that have a proper training dataset available. Using Zero-
shot cross-lingual transfer learning does not require any labeled data in the target
language, meaning that the model is trained completely by using labeled data from
other languages. This can also be used as a temporary solution to train models for
low-resource languages.

However, the current methods for choosing a language for as the cross-lingual
transfer source are mainly based on the individual’s own judgement based on
their field experience and accumulated theoretical knowledge or simply choosing

70
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languages from the same language family [31]. The problem with the current
selection methods are that they are completely unoptimized and prone to bias from
the practitioner. In fact, one could argue that there is no systematic method that
would give an actual score or ranking for the transfer language candidates.

This Chapter aims to answer the need of developing a method of selecting
languages for cross-lingual transfer learning in order to aid in development of
cyberbullying detection systems also for languages lacking data. The approach to
this problem is to explore, whether different linguistic similarity metrics could be
used for finding the optimal candidates for cross-lingual transfer. Supported by the
findings of Gaikwad et al. [30], I hypothesize that linguistic similarity correlates
with cross-lingual transfer efficacy, meaning that using more similar languages
would yield a higher classification score. In practice, I fine tune cross-lingual
pretrained language models, specifically mBERT and XLM-R, separately on each
of the proposed languages (English, German, Danish, Polish, Russian, Croatian,
Japanese, Korean) and then perform zero-shot classification on the rest of the
languages of the proposed set.

4.1 Datasets

In order to confirm the hypothesis, I used offensive language (hate speech,
cyberbullying) datasets from seven different languages, namely English, German,
Danish, Polish, Russian, Japanese and Korean. I chose these languages as they
had high quality datasets compared to other options and because the languages
represent three different language families (English, German, Danish - Germanic;
Polish, Russian - Slavic; Japanese, Korean - Koreano-Japonic language family).
This also makes it possible to study the efficacy of transfer learning between and
within language family groups. Preliminarily, I had a few datasets of good quality
(English, Polish, Japanese). I tried to keep the quality high also for the other
languages to the best of my ability. For Germanic languages, there are some good
quality datasets available, but then same cannot be said about Russian and Korean
and I had to loosen the standards for these two languages. Also, the aim was to
use as many cyberbullying datasets as possible, but due to unavailability, I had
to settled for other abusive language datasets in many cases. Key statistics of
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the applied datasets are shown in Table 4.1. Training and evaluation splits were
retained from original datasets if possible, otherwise datasets were split to 80%
training and 20% evaluation.

Table 4.1: Statistics of the applied offensive language identification datasets

ENG GER DAN POL RUS JPN KOR

Category CB Offense Offense Offense Toxic CB Hate
Samples 12,772 8,407 3,289 34,953 14,412 4,096 189,995
Offensive samples 913 2,838 425 7,367 4,826 2,048 89,999
Non-offensive samples 11,859 5,569 2,864 27,586 9,586 2,048 99,996
Split (train/eval) 80/20 60/40 90/10 83/17 80/20 80/20 80/20

4.1.1 English Dataset

The first dataset for the experiments was the Kaggle Formspring Dataset for
Cyberbullying Detection [103]. There was one major problem with the original
dataset however, as the original annotations for the data were carried out by
untrained laypeople. It has been proven before that the annotations for topics like
online harassment and cyberbullying should be done by experts [5]. Therefore,
the dataset was re-annotated with the help of experts with sufficient psychological
background to assure high quality annotations [104]. In the research I applied the
re-annotated version for more accurate results.

The dataset contains approximately 300 thousand of tokens. There was no
visible difference in length between the posted questions and answers, both being
approximately 12 words long on average. On the contrary, the harmful (CB) entries
were usually slightly but insignificantly shorter compared to the non-harmful (non-
CB) samples (approx. 23 vs. 25 words). The amount of harmful samples was also
substantially smaller compared to the amount of non-harmful samples, around 7%
of the whole dataset, which is approximately the same as the real-life amount of
profanity encountered on SNS [5].
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4.1.2 German Dataset

The German dataset originates from the 2018 GermEval offensive language
identification shared task [123] and contains around 8,000 entries collected from
Twitter. They decided against collecting a natural sample as it would have ended
up making the portion of offensive tweets too small. They also decided against
sampling by specific query terms. Instead they heuristically identified users that
regularly post offensive tweets and sampled their timeline. This allowed for more
offensive tweets in comparison to taking a natural sample without biasing the
dataset with specific terms. However this caused certain topics to dominate in the
extracted data, like the situation of migrants or the German government. So they
decided to bias the data collection by sampling further arbitrary tweets containing
common terms found in these topics like names of politicians and the word “refugee".

There are some rules regarding the selection of the tweets put up by the authors.
Each tweet is written in German and contains at least five ordinary alphabetic
tokens. Also the tweets do not contain any URLs and retweets were not allowed.
In splitting the data into training and test sets, the authors decided to assign
any given user’s complete set of tweets to either the training set or the test set.
This way, they could avoid the fact that the classifiers could benefit from learning
user-specific information.

4.1.3 Danish Dataset

Sigurbergsson and Derczynski [124] collected the Danish dataset from Facebook
and Reddit. The final dataset contains 3600 user-generated comments, 800 from
Ekstra Bladet on Facebook, 1400 from r/DANMAG and 1400 from r/Denmark.

After collecting the initial corpus, they published a survey on Reddit in order
to maximize the number of user-generated comments belonging to the classes of
interest (offensive language), where they asked Danish speaking users to suggest
offensive, sexist, and racist terms. This lexicon was then used to find potentially-
offensive comments. A subset was then taken from the comments remaining in the
corpus to fill the remainder of the final dataset. This helped to ensure that the
data would have coverage beyond just the terms found in the lexicon.

They based the annotation procedure on the guidelines and schemas presented
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by Zampieri et al. [125]. As a warm-up procedure, the first 100 posts were annotated
by two annotators and the results were compared. This exercise was used to refine
the understanding of the task and to discuss the mismatches in these annotations.
They assessed the similarity of the annotations using a Jaccard index.

4.1.4 Polish Dataset

The Polish corpus is a combination of two datasets. One originates from
PolEval workshop from 2019 [106], collected from Twitter discussions. Another
one was collected from Wykop1, which is a Polish social networking service. As
feature selection and feature engineering have been proven to be integral parts
of cyberbullying detection [16, 107], the entries are provided as such, without
additional preprocessing to allow researchers using the datasets apply their own
preprocessing methods. The only preprocessing applied to the dataset was done
only to mask private information, such as personal information of individuals
(usernames, etc.).

The datasets were initially annotated by laypeople, and further corrected
by experts in case of disagreements. The laypeople agreed on majority of the
annotations. This is mostly due to the fact that the annotators mostly agreed
upon non-harmful entries, which take up most of the dataset. When considering
the harmful class, the annotators only fully agreed upon less than two percent
of the entries. Moreover, some of the fully-agreed entries needed to be corrected
to the opposite class in the end by the expert annotator, which shows that using
laypeople does not provide accurate enough annotations in the field of offensive
language identification. It could be said that layperson annotators can tell with a
decent level of confidence that an entry is not harmful (even if it contains some
vulgar words), and they can spot, to some extent, if the entry is somehow harmful.
Though in most cases they are unable to provide a reasoning for their choice. This
provides further proof that for specific problems such as cyberbullying, an expert
annotation is required [5].

1https://www.wykop.pl

https://www.wykop.pl
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4.1.5 Russian Dataset

The Kaggle Russian Language Toxic Comments Dataset 2 is the collection of
annotated comments from Russian online communication platforms. 2ch, which is
a popular Russian anonymous image board and Pikabu, which could be considered
the Russian equivalent of Reddit. The dataset was published on Kaggle in 2019.
It consists of a total of 14,412 comments, out of which 4,826 texts are labeled
as toxic, and the remaining 9,586 are labeled as non-toxic. The average length
of the comments is around 175 characters. The minimum length being 21, and
the maximum length being 7403 characters. The annotators of this dataset are
unknown so unfortunately I cannot say anything about its quality. Although the
annotations were validated with the help of Russian language speakers (laypeople)
using a crowd sourcing application [126].

4.1.6 Japanese Dataset

The Japanese cyberbullying dataset I used for the experiments was created by
combining two separate datasets. The first of which was originally described by
Ptaszynski et al. [9], and also widely used in other research [38, 41, 11, 15, 16]. It
contains 1,490 harmful and 1,508 non-harmful entries written in Japanese, collected
from unofficial school websites and fora. The original data was provided by the
Human Rights Research Institute Against All Forms for Discrimination and Racism
in Mie Prefecture, Japan. The entries were collected and labeled by Internet Patrol
members (expert annotators) with the help of the government supplied manual
[14]. The instructions given by the manual are briefly described below.

The definition given by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science
and Technology (MEXT) of Japan suggests that cyberbullying occurs when a
person is directly offended on the Internet. This includes publication of the
person’s identity, personal information and other aspects of privacy. Thus, as the
first distinguishable features for cyberbullying, MEXT identifies private names
(also initials and nicknames), names of organisations and affiliations and private
information (address, phone numbers, personal information disclosure, etc.)

In addition, cyberbullying literature reveals vulgarities as one of the most distin-
2https://www.kaggle.com/blackmoon/russian-language-toxic-comments

https://www.kaggle.com/blackmoon/russian-language-toxic-comments
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guishing characteristics of cyberbullying [1, 105]. Also according to MEXT, vulgar
language and cyberbullying can be distinguished from each other as cyberbullying
conveys offenses against specific individuals. In the prepared dataset, all entries
containing at least one of the above characteristics were listed as harmful.

The second Japanese dataset was collected from Twitter by Arata [127]. The
dataset consists of random tweets that were collected during a one-week period
in July of 2019. The collected information included the ID, the date and time
of posting, the username, the text body, and the URL of the tweet. In addition,
tweets written in other languages than Japanese, tweets submitted by bots and
tweets consisting of less than five characters were filtered out from the collection.

The guidelines for the annotations were based on the information provided
by Safer Internet Association 3 4 and also on the research by Takenaka et al.
[128]. The tweets were organized into seven different categories based on the above
sources. The annotation work was carried out in two stages, primary annotation
and secondary annotation. This was done in order to reduce the burden on each
annotator and to not allow the work of each annotator influence one another.
First, the annotators determined whether a tweet will fall into either harmful or
not. After that, one of seven specific categories (illegal acts, prostitution, suicide,
abuse/slander/bullying, obscenity, cruelty, other) was assigned to the tweet in the
second annotation. In total, 30,425 tweets were annotated by six annotators who
attended an Internet patrol course organized by the Hokkaido Police. For a single
tweet, the primary annotation was done by a single annotator and the secondary
annotation was carried out by two annotators. After this, all of the annotations
were validated by at least three people.

The number of tweets annotated as harmful, defined in the guidelines mentioned
above, was less than 2%. In addition, when looking at each category, about 75% of
tweets were given the category of “abuse/slander/bullying". Furthermore, when
validating the contents of tweets in this category, 202 tweets were additionally
annotated as “prostitution", out of which almost half were duplicated. The 115
tweets that were not annotated in either of these categories were mostly related
to “obscenity". In this study, a balanced random subset, consisting of 552 harmful

3https://www.saferinternet.or.jp/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/bullying_
guideline_v3.pdf

4https://www.safe-line.jp/wp-content/uploads/safeline_guidelines.pdf

https://www.saferinternet.or.jp/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/bullying_guideline_v3.pdf
https://www.saferinternet.or.jp/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/bullying_guideline_v3.pdf
https://www.safe-line.jp/wp-content/uploads/safeline_guidelines.pdf
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and 546 non-harmful entries, of the 30,425 tweets was used.

4.1.7 Korean Dataset

The Kaggle Korean Hate Speech Dataset 5 is a collection of Korean hate speech
text data. Composed of hateful and discriminatory comments scraped from Korean
alt-right website (Daily Best). The dataset was published on Kaggle in 2020. It
consists of almost 190,000 comments, where 90,000 texts were labeled as hate
speech, and 100,000 were labeled as normal. The average length of comments is
around 50 characters. The annotators of this dataset are unknown so I am unable
to say anything regarding its quality.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Models

For the experiments I used the following models. I assumed that these multilin-
gual transformer models would be able to generalize sufficiently well in a zero-shot
cross-lingual setting [129]. This means the fine-tuning is done without using any
data from the target language. Instead, the fine-tuning is performed only with data
from one of the other proposed languages.

Multilingual BERT (mBERT) [34] is the multilingual version of BERT,
which stands for Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers. It is
based on the transformer [130], an attention mechanism that learns contextual
relations between words (or sub-words) in text. One of the features transformer
models introduced is the capability to read text input in both directions at once,
instead of being able to only read sequentially from left-to-right or right-to-left.
Taking advantage of this bidirectional capability, BERT is pre-trained on two NLP
tasks, Masked Language Modeling and Next Sentence Prediction. The objective
of Masked Language Modeling is to mask a word in a sentence and have the
algorithm predict based on the word’s context what word has been hidden. In Next
Sentence Prediction, the objective for the algorithm is to predict whether two of

5https://www.kaggle.com/captainnemo9292/korean-hate-speech-dataset

https://www.kaggle.com/captainnemo9292/korean-hate-speech-dataset
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any given sentences have a connection, either logical or sequential, or whether their
relationship is random.

Even though mBERT has not been trained on any cross-lingual data, it has
showed cross-lingual capabilities and had good results in many cross-lingual tasks
[131]. This also includes various zero-shot transfer tasks. Multilingual BERT has
even been shown to outperform the usage of various cross-lingual embeddings [132].
It is hypothesized that this generalization ability comes from having word pieces
used in all languages (numbers, URLs, etc) which have to be mapped to a shared
space, which in turn forces the co-occurring pieces to also be mapped to a shared
space, thus spreading the effect to other word pieces, until different languages are
close to a shared space [133].

XLM-RoBERTa (XLM-R) [134] is a fully cross-lingual transformer model,
also trained on the Masked Language Model objective. XLM-R is trained on around
a total of 2.5tb of CommonCrawl data in one hundred different languages. The
model’s training routine is the same as the monolingual RoBERTa model[121],
meaning, that the sole training objective is the Masked Language Model. This
means that the model is not trained on the Next Sentence Prediction task like in
BERT or using the parallel Translation Language Model objective of XLM.

XLM-R has been shown to outperform both mBERT and XLM on a variety
of cross-lingual benchmarks, which include zero-shot transfer tasks [135]. It also
performs particularly well on low-resource languages. Interestingly, XLM-R is also
very competitive when comparing to state-of-the-art monolingual models, which
demonstrates that it is possible to create multilingual models without sacrificing
per-language performance in a monolingual setting [134], most likely thanks to the
sheer amount of data used in the pre-training.

4.2.2 Linguistic Similarity Metrics

To be able to calculate the correlation between cross-lingual zero-shot transfer
performance and language similarity for the proposed tasks, I needed a way to
quantify the aspects of all of the languages in the proposed set, specifically, a
language similarity metric. I utilized three language similarity measures, eLinguistics
[77], EzGlot [78] and the multidomain metric I quantified from the linguistic features
presented in WALS [83].
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eLinguistics [77] works by calculating a genetic proximity value for a pair of
languages based on the use of phonetic consonants. The score is calculated by
taking a predefined word set and comparing the consonants contained in these
words. The method also takes into account the order of the consonants. This way,
it is possible to get information regarding the closeness of the phonetics of the
pair of languages set for comparison. The assessment of the relationship of the
consonants is based on the research done by Brown et al [136].

Even though completely disregarding semantic, morphological, and syntactic
similarity and being very simple in formulation, the similarity values produced by
the method seemed to be in line with my intuition and the other metrics used
in this research. However, as the distance between the two compared languages
increased, the method seemed to become increasingly more prone to errors. This is
due to the surging amount of accidental similarities in consonants. The similarity
measure can be accessed from a web service 6. The similarity values between the
proposed languages are shown in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: eLinguistics distance metric

Danish English German Japanese Korean Polish Russian

Danish 0.0 20.6 38.2 95.2 97.2 68.2 66.2
English 20.6 0.0 30.8 88.3 90.0 66.9 60.3
German 38.2 30.8 0.0 87.4 95.5 68.1 64.5
Japanese 95.2 88.3 87.4 0.0 88.0 93.3 93.3
Korean 97.2 90.0 95.5 88.0 0.0 89.5 89.5
Polish 68.2 66.9 68.1 93.3 89.5 0.0 5.1
Russian 66.2 60.3 64.5 93.3 89.5 5.1 0.0

EzGlot [78] is based on the similarity of vocabularies, or lexical similarity, of
the two compared languages. EzGlot’s similarity metric is computed by taking the
lexical similarity between the two compared languages, while in addition taking
into account the number of words the pair of languages also have in common every
other language. This makes it possible to compute a similarity measure for a pair
of languages in relation to their closeness with every other language. Also, due
to including the calculation of the number of words the languages share with all

6http://www.elinguistics.net/Compare_Languages.aspx

http://www.elinguistics.net/Compare_Languages.aspx
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other languages, the similarity measure becomes asymmetric between every pair of
languages. This also supports studies stating that mutual language intelligibility is
being considered asymmetric as well [137, 32].

A pre-computed language similarity matrix and the formula for its computation
can be found on the EzGlot similarity metric project’s web page 7. However, the
usability of the metric is hindered by the high amount of missing values in the
similarity matrix. For example taking a look at Japanese, which is one of the
languages utilized in the experiments, over half of the values are missing for the
proposed languages. Also, the authors of the similarity measure do not give away
their data source. This means that I was unable to say anything regarding the
quality of the computations. This also makes it more difficult to fill in the missing
values to the similarity matrix. I extracted the similarity values from the EzGlot’s
similarity matrix for the proposed languages. These values are presented in Table
4.3.

Table 4.3: EzGlot similarity metric

Danish English German Japanese Korean Polish Russian

Danish 100 9 17 N/A 9 13 N/A
English 6 100 28 7 26 19 14
German 6 15 100 N/A 5 8 4
Japanese N/A 2 N/A 100 8 N/A N/A
Korean 1 5 2 4 100 1 3
Polish 6 12 9 N/A 5 100 15
Russian N/A 11 7 N/A 11 19 100

In addition, the plan was to take a look at the STL similarity measure [79], which
is based on multiple linguistic features. The measure puts together three different
aspects of language by using Semantic, Terminological (lexical) and Linguistic
(syntactic) similarity to form a single metric. According to the authors, the STL
metric outperformed many previous measures that were relying only on one of the
previously mentioned feature types [80, 81]. However, in order to be able to use
the metric, the vocabulary dataset must be structured in the form of an ontology,
which restricts the metric’s use. Due to this fact and because of the lack of available

7https://www.ezglot.com/most-similar-languages.php

https://www.ezglot.com/most-similar-languages.php
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languages for the used dataset, it was not possible to utilize the metric in this
research.

Additionally, I considered using the lang2vec tool developed by Littell et al.
[82], which is a database that represents languages as typological, phylogenetic, and
geographical vectors. The method is based on multiple linguistic features, making
it naturally more robust than EzGlot or eLinguistics similarity metrics, which only
rely on a single linguistic feature each. However, due to being based on multiple
sources, the heterogeneous nature of the method brings up many questions. For
example, I do not know how features are selected from different sources and how
they are weighted. Also, using geographical information as one of the vectors seems
questionable as it was shown to be unreliable when predicting similarity of languages
[87]. Instead, I decided to concentrate on quantifying a novel similarity metric
from the World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS) which contains a variety of
linguistic features from multiple domains such as phonological, grammatical and
lexical.

4.2.3 The World Atlas of Language Structures

The World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS) [83] is a massive language
database that records phonological, word semantic and grammatical information for
a total of 2,662 languages from over 200 different language families. Theere are 192
different linguistic features in the database currently (May 2022). However, many
of the linguistic features are missing for of the available languages. For example,
one of the most extensively documented language, English, has about 150 features
documented in the database. This amount rapidly decreases for languages studied
less. Taking Danish as an example, it only 58 features documented 8. Considering
every language and all of the features, this adds up to over 58,000 data points in
total in the WALS database. This means the whole database is only approximately
12% populated, meaning a vast majority of the information is missing. Also many
major and widely studied languages are missing many features. For example, 25%
of all of the features are missing for English. These missing values and the sparsity

8Some even less studied languages have an even smaller number of features documented, e.g.
Chuj language, spoken in Guatemala, has only 29, while the Indonesian Kutai language has only
a single feature documented.
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of the data is the main point of concern when quantifying the WALS database
into a linguistic similarity metric as using lesser known and not so widely studied
languages means having less common features among them.

Another one of the goals of this study was to create a linguistic similarity metric,
that would take multiple aspects of a language into account instead of only using
a single feature, from the WALS database. To accomplish this I downloaded a
snapshot and scanned through the database. Then selected all of the features that
would have a defined value in all of the proposed languages (English, German,
Danish, Polish, Russian, Japanese and Korean). This resulted in a total of 42
common features among the languages. Next I looked at the possible values each
feature can take and converted the values for each feature to a numeric scale from
zero to one in the relative order. To do this, I assumed that the order in which the
possible values are presented in the WALS database roughly represents the order of
their similarity. After converting the values, I used them to compare each language
pair and calculate an average of the euclidean distances between all of the features
for all of the possible combinations of languages, resulting in a symmetric distance
metric. The finished distance matrix is shown in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: WALS distance metric

Danish English German Japanese Korean Polish Russian

Danish 0.000 0.098 0.086 0.252 0.212 0.154 0.152
English 0.098 0.000 0.149 0.306 0.240 0.155 0.152
German 0.086 0.149 0.000 0.332 0.292 0.181 0.179
Japanese 0.252 0.306 0.332 0.000 0.118 0.295 0.277
Korean 0.212 0.240 0.292 0.118 0.000 0.232 0.229
Polish 0.154 0.155 0.181 0.295 0.232 0.000 0.077
Russian 0.152 0.152 0.179 0.277 0.229 0.077 0.000

4.3 Experiments

4.3.1 Setup

I fine-tuned both of the models (mBERT, XLM-R) with all of the proposed
languages (English, German, Danish, Polish, Russian, Japanese and Korean),
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producing a total of 14 models. The fine-tuned models were then evaluated with
test datasets from each of the proposed languages in order to calculate the cross-
lingual transfer performances. The models were evaluated using a macro F1-score.
After evaluating the models, I studied the correlation between classifier performance
and language similarity using the previously introduced linguistic similarity metrics.
Specifically, I calculated both Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coefficients
between the models and the linguistic similarity metrics. The training of the
classifiers was done using PyTorch and the Transformers library on an Nvidia GTX
1080Ti.

4.3.2 Classification Results

I fine-tuned the multilingual transformer models with the offensive language
datasets described earlier. Each model was fine-tuned only on a single language
before evaluation. The classifier evaluation results were shown in Tables 4.5 and
4.6.

Table 4.5: Classification scores (F-score) for Multilingual BERT

Target

Danish English German Japanese Korean Polish Russian

Danish 0.75 0.54 0.50 0.37 0.40 0.51 0.55
English 0.53 0.77 0.41 0.33 0.34 0.44 0.41

Source German 0.57 0.56 0.70 0.48 0.45 0.63 0.72
Japanese 0.50 0.53 0.46 0.88 0.49 0.49 0.51

Korean 0.43 0.44 0.33 0.45 0.95 0.38 0.50
Polish 0.51 0.48 0.41 0.33 0.34 0.83 0.58

Russian 0.50 0.47 0.61 0.64 0.61 0.60 0.90

From the results, it is clear that XLM-R outperformed mBERT, as its scores
are higher across the board. Also, the scores are obviously highest when using the
same language as source and target. The second highest scores are usually by the
languages in the same language families (English, German, Danish - Germanic;
Polish, Russian - Slavic; Japanese, Korean - Koreano-Japonic).

As can be seen from Tables 4.5 and 4.6, English was generally the worst language
to use as the source, having low scores with all languages but itself. German and
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Table 4.6: Classification scores (F-score) for XLM-RoBERTa

Target

Danish English German Japanese Korean Polish Russian

Danish 0.75 0.67 0.49 0.39 0.39 0.56 0.57
English 0.58 0.81 0.43 0.46 0.41 0.47 0.45

Source German 0.66 0.66 0.73 0.55 0.52 0.64 0.71
Japanese 0.56 0.57 0.47 0.90 0.61 0.55 0.65

Korean 0.43 0.49 0.34 0.52 0.95 0.39 0.48
Polish 0.63 0.60 0.50 0.46 0.50 0.84 0.78

Russian 0.57 0.53 0.66 0.72 0.76 0.65 0.91

Danish worked best as the source language for English. In general, German worked
well as a source language but was hard to generalize on by other languages. For
example, both English and Danish worked better as a source for Polish and Russian
than German. In addition, German worked especially well as a source language
for the Slavic languages (Polish and Russian). Also, Russian had the highest
zero-shot performance as the source language for German. Also, German was
the best source for Danish. Polish received a good score as the source language
for Russian. However, Russian did not do so well as the source for Polish, being
equalled by German. Interestingly, Russian had good scores as the source language
for Japanese and Korean, a feature that no other language had, outperforming both
Japanese and Korean when used as source languages for one another. Specifically,
Russian to Japanese yielded a score of 0.64 while Korean to Japanese was only 0.45,
and the score for Russian to Korean was 0.61 while Japanese to Korean was 0.49
with XLM-R. Generally, Japanese and Korean were the hardest target languages
and interestingly, did not score well as a language pair despite being classified in
the same language family.

4.3.3 Correlation with Linguistic Similarity

I calculated Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coefficients (ρ-value) between
the classification results of the two classifiers and each of the three proposed
linguistic similarity metrics (EzGlot, eLinguistics, WALS). As the similarity matrix
for EzGlot was not fully populated, I needed to ignore the scores for the missing
language pairs during the calculation of the correlations for this particular similarity
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metric. The results can be seen in Tables 4.7 and 4.8 for Pearson’s and Spearman’s
correlation coefficients respectively.

Table 4.7: Pearson’s correlation coefficient for classifier scores and linguistic simi-
larity metrics

XLM-R mBERT

ρ p-value ρ p-value

WALS -0.674 0.001 -0.713 0.001
EzGlot 0.720 0.001 0.801 0.001
eLinguistics -0.713 0.001 -0.736 0.001

Table 4.8: Spearman’s correlation coefficient for classifier scores and linguistic
similarity metrics

XLM-R mBERT

ρ p-value ρ p-value

WALS -0.599 0.001 -0.615 0.001
EzGlot 0.506 0.001 0.494 0.001
eLinguistics -0.654 0.001 -0.666 0.001

As can be seen from the results, Pearson’s correlation is strong with all of
the proposed similarity metrics. Also, the p-value is less than 0.05 in all of the
cases, showing that the results are statistically significant. EzGlot’s similarity
metric has the strongest correlation with ρ = 0.720 for XLM-R and ρ = 0.801 for
mBERT. This is followed by eLinguistics and WALS with the absolute correlation
in the range of 0.67 to 0.73. Spearman’s correlation is slightly lower, being in the
moderate-strong range with all of the metrics, with the p-value also being less than
0.05. The strongest correlation is by eLinguistics with an absolute correlation of
ρ = 0.654 for XLM-R and ρ = 0.666 for mBERT. This is followed by eLinguistics
and WALS with the absolute correlation in the range of 0.49 to 0.62. Also, the
correlations were generally slightly stronger with mBERT than with XLM-R.

However, after removing the same source-target language pairs and leaving only
the zero-shot classification results, the correlations changed drastically. This is
shown on Tables 4.9 and 4.10 for Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coefficients,
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respectively. There were two changes. First, EzGlot’s similarity metric plummeted
down from having the strongest correlation with Pearson’s to showing no correlation
at all, both correlation coefficients showing a value near zero, and losing statistical
significance. Second, the correlations for eLinguistics and WALS also fell from
strong to moderate, standing now in the range of 0.35 to 0.44 for Pearson’s and 0.37
to 0.48 for Spearman’s correlation coefficient. The p-values also increased slightly,
but remained under 0.05, keeping statistical significance. Also, the correlation of
eLinguistics stayed stronger than that of WALS despite the other changes.

Table 4.9: Pearson’s correlation coefficient after removing the same source-target
language pairs

XLM-R mBERT

ρ p-value ρ p-value

WALS -0.359 0.020 -0.368 0.016
EzGlot 0.011 0.953 -0.040 0.829
eLinguistics -0.438 0.004 -0.421 0.006

Table 4.10: Spearman’s correlation coefficient after removing the same source-target
language pairs

XLM-R mBERT

ρ p-value ρ p-value

WALS -0.377 0.014 -0.395 0.010
EzGlot 0.129 0.480 0.100 0.584
eLinguistics -0.465 0.002 -0.475 0.001

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Transfer Language Performance

The fact that XLM-R outperformed mBERT matches expectations, as it also
did so on a variety of benchmark tasks [90, 91]. The reasons are most likely
that XLM-R is a true cross-lingual model and has a vastly larger vocabulary size
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than mBERT. The highest cross-lingual transfer scores (Tables 4.5 and 4.6) were
usually by languages from the same language families as the source language. This
matches with the typical intuitive selection process when selecting the transfer
source language. However, this was not always the case and one relying purely
on selecting the languages from the same language family will lead to diminished
transfer performance in some cases. A good example of this is when the target
language is German. One could expect the best transfer languages being Danish and
English, but actually both Polish and Russian had a higher transfer performance
despite of being from the Slavic language family, not Germanic. This could be
due to the differences in grammatical complexity. Both Danish and English have
relatively simple grammar compared to German, which could leave them unable to
generalize on the more sophisticated German language. On the other hand, the
grammar of Polish and Russian is even more complex, which could negate this
issue, allowing them to generalize better. Also, German, Polish and Russian all
have synthetic morphology, which could play a role in their ability to generalize
well on each other. Furthermore, the historical mutual influence between Germans,
Poles and Russians could be a factor here. Looking at the scores, it can be noted
that German is a good source for both Germanic and Slavic languages.

English on the other hand was one of the worst, if not the worst language
to use as the transfer source overall. It had a poor performance even in its own
language family, probably due to its simplicity when compared to both Danish
and German. Also, English is heavily influenced by French, further distancing it
from the other Germanic languages. Furthermore, the differences in morphology
could be a factor. The analytic nature of English could be a reason why it cannot
generalize on fusional languages like German. Danish, which is also an analytic
language had a better generalization for German probably due to its otherwise
closer ties to the German language (eg., mutual influence). These results show
that other languages should be considered over English as the cross-lingual transfer
source if available.

Interestingly, Russian achieved a high score as the transfer language source for
both Korean and Japanese. Which is different from any of the other languages
included in this study. The reason could be in the shared morphological features,
specifically the fact that all of the three languages are agglutinative. Furthermore,
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all of the three languages contain distinct registers, specifically for expressing
different politeness levels. However, as this could be heavily related to the topic of
offensive language identification or to the properties of these specific datasets and
might not be applicable to other fields, this needs to be confirmed in the future on
other datasets and, preferably, different tasks as well.

Also, Korean and Japanese did not work as well with each other, contrary to
how I was expecting, and were clearly outperformed by Russian, even though they
are more similar with one another than with any of the other languages used in this
study. This as well could be related to the properties of the datasets or to the topic
of offensive language identification itself and will have to be verified in the future.

Furthermore, when looking at the source languages individually, one could
see a trend of the transfer performance being better when transferring to more
similar languages in all cases except Russian, as it tended to have an exceptionally
high transfer performance to both Japanese and Korean when compared to other
languages. For all of the other languages, the performance clearly decreases as the
distance between the languages increases. This can be seen from Figure 4.1.

The sizes of other datasets vary from around 3,000 samples to almost 200,000
samples. Also, the percentage of harmful samples in each dataset varies greatly.
The English dataset has only 7% of harmful samples while Japanese and Korean
have around 50%. In order to determine, whether the dataset size and balance
had an effect on the results or not, I decided to further analyze the effectiveness
of each dataset as the transfer source. In order to measure the effect, I calculated
the correlation between the average transfer scores of each dataset and the dataset
size/balance by taking a base-10 logarithm of the dataset size, multiplied by the
proportion of harmful samples in the dataset. I had to take the logarithm of the
sample size, because otherwise its weight would become too large compared to the
harmful ratio, which is bound between 0 and 1. The results are shown in Table
4.11.

As can be seen from the results, mBERT and XLM-R show no correlation
between the average performance of the classifier as the source language and the
size/balance of the dataset. With this I can more safely say that the results should
not be biased by the differences in the size and balance of the datasets.

z
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(a) XLM-R with eLinguistics distance metric (b) XLM-R with WALS distance metric

(c) mBERT with eLinguistics distance metric (d) mBERT with WALS distance metric

Figure 4.1: Performance trends for source languages for cross-lingual transfer

Table 4.11: Upper: average F1 and dataset size and balance statistics, lower:
Pearson’s correlation coefficient for average F1 and size/balance

mBERT XLM-R Samples (nS) Harmful ratio (Hr) log(nS)*Hr

Danish 0.48 0.51 3,289 0.13 0.45
English 0.41 0.47 12,772 0.07 0.29
German 0.57 0.62 8,407 0.34 1.32
Japanese 0.5 0.57 6,434 0.50 1.91
Korean 0.42 0.44 189,995 0.47 2.50
Polish 0.44 0.58 34,953 0.21 0.96
Russian 0.57 0.65 14,412 0.33 1.39

Pearson ρ 0.115 0.111
p-value 0.977 0.812
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4.4.2 Analysis of Specific Examples

In order to clarify the characteristics of the classification models, I chose a
number of example sentences from the English cyberbullying test dataset based
on the prediction results and confidence (strength of prediction by the model).
I inspected the results and tried to reason why the model made the decisions,
concentrating on potential points of failure. The texts were chosen by taking three
properties into account, confidence (low/high), label (0/1) and prediction result
(incorrect/correct), resulting in eight examples. The results can be found in Table
4.12.

Table 4.12: Example sentences, predictions and confidence values (XLM-R)

Text Label Pred
(en)

Conf
(en)

Pred
(da)

Conf
(da)

Pred
(de)

Conf
(de)

Pred
(pl)

Conf
(pl)

Pred
(ru)

Conf
(ru)

Pred
(ja)

Conf
(ja)

Pred
(ko)

Conf
(ko)

I GUNA PEEEEEEEE MY
PANTS CUZ OV U go
wee then sori

0 1 0.52 0 0.71 0 0.58 0 0.91 1 0.75 0 0.84 0 0.64

Are you a nun
Ummm Nopee... Dont
Thinkk Soo.. :)

0 1 0.83 0 0.75 0 0.83 0 0.94 1 0.62 0 0.83 0 0.76

brittany is from MAYODAN
abbie aint from ellisboro
either.dumbass....and
the lst 2 aintchur girls they
dont evn lik u. I was
naming people who live
out in that area ha
yeahh okayy. I really
don’t care what some bitch
thinks about me (:

1 0 0.55 1 0.70 1 0.69 0 0.92 1 0.77 1 0.67 0 0.51

what do you think about
men who like to be
dominated and ridiculed
in bed? LMAO suckers ! !

1 0 0.93 1 0.57 1 0.65 1 0.69 1 0.79 1 0.76 0 0.89

—fuck me— hah...
nah stranger;) 1 1 0.64 1 0.63 0 0.81 0 0.95 1 0.57 0 0.77 0 0.83

you can suck the dick bitch
dont try me little girl
dany shut the fuck upppp
BITCH...r r

1 1 0.87 1 0.77 1 0.62 0 0.82 1 0.79 1 0.85 1 0.81

i love how the people who
talk shit are all anonymous.
they’re scared of youu (:r
lolll. lofl i fukin noee rytee;]

0 0 0.50 1 0.69 0 0.53 0 0.91 1 0.74 0 0.57 1 0.53

Shouldn’t the opposite of
shut up be shut down?
i guesss so. ha

0 0 0.94 0 0.88 0 0.83 0 0.95 0 0.76 0 0.81 0 0.78

Looking at the results, the low confidence texts seem to have two factors in
common. First, they contain many slang words, spoken contractions and typos.
These words are most likely not contained in the pretrained model’s vocabulary
and thus make the texts harder to classify. Second, the annotations of these texts
seem more ambiguous and could be interpreted in different ways. For example,
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looking at the third example it is not impossible to see why it has been labeled
as it is (revealing someone’s location by city and using vulgar language), but one
could also argue that these alone are not enough to label the text as cyberbullying.
Also, the expression used in the fifth text could mean either sexual demand or be a
sarcastic comment about a frustrating situation. Although here the context implies
it is sexual.

The mistakes the model made with high confidence are more difficult to reason.
For example, the second example does not imply anything cyberbullying related but
the model still predicted it as so. In the future, I plan to investigate the attentions
put on each tokens to be able to produce a working theory of why the model makes
such decisions. Similar thing applies to the fourth sentence, although the label
and the prediction are the opposite. The sixth and eight examples were correctly
classified with high confidence and they clearly represent their assigned labels.

Looking at the predictions and confidences of the models fine-tuned in other
languages than English, the situation is quite different. It looks like the other models
performed better on these texts than the English model. For example, the Danish,
German and Japanese models classified seven out of these eight texts correctly.
Also, the confidences seem to vary a lot, with both close and distant languages. In
the future, I plan to take a deeper look into the cross-lingual classification results
and investigate, what could be the possible causes for the model’s behaviour.

4.4.3 Analysis of Linguistic Similarity Metrics

The correlation of EzGlot’s similarity metric was higher than those of eLin-
guistics’ or WALS’ as can be noted from Tables 4.7 and 4.8. Being based on
lexical similarity, it would suggest that the used multilingual models heavily rely
on lexical information. However, when considering only the zero-shot classification
results (Tables 4.9 and 4.10), EzGlot’s similarity metric changed to showing no
correlation with the transfer performance at all. This shows that they do not rely
only on lexical features and that other linguistic features need to be considered
when choosing the source language for cross-lingual transfer.

To my surprise, the correlation of eLinguistics’ metric was higher than the
correlation of the multidomain metric I quantified from WALS despite of being
calculated only by comparing a predetermined set of phonetic consonants. Possibly,
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the choice of including only the features common among all of the proposed
languages could have caused too many irrelevant features to be included. This
might have resulted in bias in the metric calculation. In the future, I will aim for
a better quantification of the WALS database in order to develop an even more
effective and comprehensive similarity metric, also by incorporating the other two
metrics.

Table 4.13: Target languages, best sources and their similarity ranks for eLinguistics
and WALS metrics

Target Best source eLinguistics WALS

Danish German 2 1
English Danish 1 1
German Russian 3 3
Japanese Russian 4 4
Korean Russian 2 3
Polish Russian 1 1
Russian Polish 1 1

However, even though having the highest correlation, the eLinguistics metric
has its weaknesses due to being based on only one aspect of language. Looking at
Table 4.2 one can see that eLinguistics shows Japanese being very distant from
Korean, being at the same level as Polish and Russian, which is in fact not true
due to similarities in vocabulary and grammar between Japanese and Korean. The
WALS metric on the other hand is obviously more robust to errors like this as can
be seen from Table 4.4. This is most likely thanks to it being based on multiple
linguistic features instead of only one as is the case with eLinguistics metric. Table
4.13 shows that on average the metrics look equally good if they were used for
transfer language selection. Only difference being that when using WALS, the best
transfer option was chosen more often.

The fact that the similarity metrics of eLinguistics and WALS correlated with
transfer language efficacy means that they can be used for the selection process. So,
instead of making a decision based on intuition or simply choosing any language
from the same language family, one can check the similarity of the target language
with high-resource languages that have proper data available and make a more
informed and effective decision, at least for offensive language identification. This
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allows for more efficient model development.

4.4.4 Ethical Considerations

Being able to choose an optimal transfer language can greatly aid in the task
of detecting harmful language like hate speech and cyberbullying, especially when
dealing with low-resource languages. The fact that there are thousands of languages
used every day in online communication and social media, of which only a small
fraction have proper data to train the detection models on, shows the amount of
potential this method has. This will make it possible to detect offensive content as
early and effectively as possible to prevent its serious consequences and control its
spread. The method ultimately aids in reducing the damages abusive and harmful
content causes to the society. Also, it can reduce the human effort required to keep
offensive content like cyberbullying and hate speech at bay, release the society’s
resources for development in other fields and ease the burden on those who have to
deal with this serious problem in any way.

To take a look at the ethicality of the used transformer models, I need to inspect
the data used for their pretraining. The corpora used for pretraining are from
Wikipedia (mBERT) and CommonCrawl (XLM-R) [134]. These differ greatly in
domain as Wikipedia consists only of well structured documents written in formal
language, whereas CommonCrawl, being basically a snapshot of the Web, might
contain almost anything from structured text (Wikipedia) to more natural texts
like blogs. This means that while Wikipedia is already mostly internally detoxified
due to its ethical guidelines and moderation, the CommonCrawl data most likely
contains also unethical matter not only because of the inclusion of more natural
texts like blogs or product reviews, but also as the result of media bias induced by
the addition of news data. Paradoxically, the fact that XLM-R is also pretrained on
possibly toxic content could be a contributing factor to its higher performance in the
cyberbullying detection task. In order to investigate the effect of including possibly
unethical material in model pretraining, I calculated the correlation between the
proportion of possibly unethical text (non-Wikipedia) in the corpus and classifier
performance.

As the exact amounts of Wikipedia data used in the pretraining were not
available, I ranked the proposed languages based on the approximate proportions
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[134] of unethical text and calculated Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
between the approximate proportions and the classifier scores9. This resulted in
Spearman ρ = 0.036, meaning that I could not find a correlation between using
possibly unethical data in pretraining and the performance of a fine-tuned model.
However, due to the limited scope of this research, further study is required to
investigate the effect of including unethical text in the pretraining process.

In addition to containing texts from different domains, the corpora also holds
different amount of data for different languages. This could cause initial bias in the
language coverage, which could also have an impact on the performance. Looking at
the amount of data used from the proposed languages, the pretraining corpora sizes
with XLM-R vary from 300GB (English) to 45GB (Polish). In order to determine
whether the results are biased by the amount of pretraining data, I calculated the
correlation between the pretraining corpus size and classifier performance. The
results were shown in Table 4.14.

Table 4.14: Upper: Pretraining corpus size and average classifier performance (F1),
lower: Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coefficient for pretraining corpus size
and average F1

Language Size (GB) F1 (XLM-R)

English 300.8 0.47
Russian 278.0 0.65
Japanese 69.3 0.57
German 66.6 0.62
Korean 54.2 0.44
Danish 45.8 0.51
Polish 44.6 0.58

Pearson ρ: 0.085 p-value: 0.86
Spearman ρ: 0.071 p-value: 0.88

In the case of the proposed languages, I was not able to notice that the pretraining
corpus size influenced the results. However, further research is required to investigate
the possible bias in pretrained multilingual models considering the used pretraining

9Here, I used only Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient without Pearson’s correlation
coefficient, since, although it was possible to deduce the relative approximate proportions, the
exact numbers were not mentioned in the literature.
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corpora sizes for each language.

4.4.5 Limitations

Naturally, the pretraining data size should have an effect to the classifier’s
performance even though I didn’t find any correlation. One of the factors in the
overall high performance of the Russian model could be the high pretraining data
size. However, the English model performed poorly despite of being pretrained
on the largest corpus. Unfortunately it is impossible to account for this unless I
pretrain the models ourselves. The point of these experiments was to concentrate
on optimizing the usage of existing resources, but I consider pretraining the models
with similar corpora for the next steps of the research in order to have a more
uniform setup and to reduce the amount of confounding factors.

Another factor is the differences between the fine-tuning datasets. The dataset
size and the ratio of positive and negative class being one that could bias the results.
However, I couldn’t find a correlation between these factors and the classifier
performance. Another difference comes with the dataset domains. Cyberbullying,
hate speech and toxic language have their innate differences and could impact
the transfer performance in a cross-domain case [138]. Unfortunately fixing these
issues would require the collection and annotation of all of the datasets as quality
datasets are already scarce when considering many of the used languages. Also, the
main goal of the paper was to aid in the creation of offensive language detection
models for especially low-resource languages using what is currently available. In
the future, when one becomes available, the plan is to repeat the experiments on
a fully cross-lingual offensive language dataset created as uniformally as possible
apart from language.

4.4.6 Future Research

In the future, I am planning to re-quantify the WALS database in order to
develop an even more effective and comprehensive similarity metric. In the current
implementation, many features were cut out due to the data being too sparse.
One option here would be to calculate the features separately for each language
pair. This would allow to capture more features per language, but would lead to
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inconsistencies when comparing languages as a different amount of features would
be used. Another solution would be to determine which features have the strongest
correlation with the cross-lingual transfer performance and then create the metric
based on those features. Also, it would be a great aid if the WALS project received
more attention and the feature matrix became more populated.

I am hypothesizing that this method could be useful as a general method
also for other Natural Language Processing tasks outside of offensive language
identification. This would help the model developer to make a more effective and
justifiable decision instead of relying on intuition or simply choosing a language
from the same family. I need to confirm the effectiveness of the selection method
also for other tasks like sentiment analysis [139, 140], dependency parsing [141,
132, 142], named entity recognition [132, 143]. This will be explored in the next
Chapter.

I plan to implement the method in the development of a multilingual cyberbul-
lying detection application. With a proper transfer language selection procedure, it
is possible to deal with some of the difficulties encountered earlier with languages
lacking data. Furthermore, the linguistic features described in WALS could help
find new insights about the features of offensive content in order to further practical
research on cyberbullying and hate speech and ways of their mitigation.



Chapter 5

Generalization of Transfer Language
Selection Method

In this Chapter, I propose to investigate the possibility that different linguistic
similarity metrics could be utilized when trying to find possible source language
candidates for cross-lingual transfer also for other tasks than abusive language
detection. I hypothesize that linguistic similarity correlates with cross-lingual
transfer efficacy, meaning that by using more similar languages one would achieve
higher model performance.

In this research I concentrated on three different Natural Language Processing
tasks, namely, sentiment analysis, named entity recognition and dependency parsing.
I used datasets from eight different languages, namely English, German, Danish,
Polish, Croatian, Russian, Japanese and Korean. The languages were chosen as
they have relatively high quality datasets available. Also, the languages represent
different language families (English, German, Danish - Germanic; Polish, Russian,
Croatian - Slavic; Japanese, Korean - Koreano-Japonic language family). This also
gives the opportunity to further study the efficacy of cross-lingual transfer learning
between and within language family groups.

In practice, similarly as in the previous Chapter, I fine-tuned mBERT and
XLM-R, this time on three different Natural Language Processing tasks (sentiment
analysis, named entity recognition and dependency parsing) using eight different
languages (English, German, Danish, Polish, Russian, Croatian Japanese, Korean)
and then perform zero-shot prediction on the rest of the languages of the proposed
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set. I calculated the linguistic similarity between all of the proposed languages
using three different linguistic similarity metrics, EzGlot, eLinguistics and an
improved version of the quantified model based on the World Atlas of Language
Structures. I then calculated the correlation between the zero-shot cross-lingual
transfer performance and linguistic similarity to show the effectiveness of the
method.

5.1 Tasks

This research concentrate on three different NLP tasks. Sentiment analysis as
a document classification task. Named entity recognition as a token classification
task. And lastly, dependency parsing for understanding the importance of syntax
and grammar in cross-lingual transfer.

I hypothesize that the zero-shot cross-lingual transfer performance correlates
with the linguistic similarity of the source and target languages. In order to confirm
the hypothesis, I used datasets from eight different languages, namely English,
German, Danish, Polish, Russian, Croatian, Japanese and Korean for all of the
tasks. I chose these languages as they had high quality datasets compared to
other options and because the languages represent three different language families
(English, German, Danish - Germanic; Polish, Russian, Croatian - Slavic; Japanese,
Korean - Koreano-Japonic language family). This also gives the opportunity to
study the efficacy of cross-lingual transfer learning between and within different
language family groups.

5.1.1 Sentiment Analysis

In the field of NLP, sentiment analysis is one of the most active research areas
[144]. The recent research in sentiment analysis, as with many other NLP tasks,
has mainly focused on using deep neural networks and pretrained language models
[145, 146, 147, 148, 149]. The popularization of multilingual transformer models
has made it possible to utilize cross-lingual transfer in order to train models for
low-resource languages.

Rasooli et al. [150] used a set of 16 languages from different language families,
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namely Indo-European, Turkic, Afro-Asiatic, Uralic, and Sino-Tibetan, to learn a
sentiment analysis model. Their experiments showed that for most target languages
the best result can be obtained by leveraging from multiple source languages at
the same time. Also, datasets of a similar genre and domain tended to yield higher
results when compared to out-of-domain and dissimilar genres.

Pelicon et al. [151] used zero-shot cross-lingual transfer to classify Croatian news
articles with an mBERT model fine-tuned using Slovene data with good results. In
addition, Kumar et al. [152] used XLM-R and performed cross-lingual transfer from
English to Hindi. Their model compared favorably to the used benchmarks and
gives an effective solution to the analysis of sentiments in a resource-poor scenario.

The majority of the sentiment analysis datasets used in this research consists
of product reviews, as I attempted to keep the domain the same throughout the
languages. However, for some languages, I was unable to find such data, most
notably Croatian, which consists of news articles. I also had to adjust the labels of
some of the datasets so that they would match among all of the languages. Training
and evaluation splits were retained from original datasets if possible, otherwise
datasets were split to 80% training and 20% evaluation.

For this research I used the Multilingual Amazon Reviews Corpus [153], which
covers English, Japanese and German from the proposed languages. The dataset
contains over 200,000 reviews for each language collected between 2015 and 2019.
The reviews are labeled from one to five stars. However, as the other datasets used
in this research used a two-point scale (positive, negative), I adjusted the labels
accordingly (positive: 5 and 4 stars, negative: 2 and 1 stars).

For Danish, I used a dataset containing almost 45,000 reviews crawled from
Trustpilot by Alessandro Gianfelici 1. For Polish, I used the PolEmo 2.0 corpus
[154]. This dataset contains over 8,000 reviews from the domains of medicine,
hotels, products and school. For both of these datasets, I also had to adjust the
labels of this dataset to a two-point scale similarly to the Amazon Reviews dataset.

The Russian dataset used in this research was a product review dataset by
Smetatnin et al. [155]. The dataset consists of 90,000 automatically labeled reviews
on the topic "Women’s Clothes and Accessories", split evenly among three classes
(positive, neutral, negative). The Croatian dataset is the same used by Pelicon et

1https://github.com/AlessandroGianfelici/danish_reviews_dataset

https://github.com/AlessandroGianfelici/danish_reviews_dataset
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al. [151], containing around 2,000 news articles. The articles were collected from
24sata, one of the leading Croatian media companies. The annotations were done
by 6 people using a five-level Likert scale. The annotations were later adjusted to a
three-point scale by the authors. For the purpose of the experiments, in case of
both datasets, I left out the neutral reviews in order to binarize the labels.

The Korean dataset used in this research was Naver sentiment movie corpus
v1.0 2. The dataset consists of Naver Movie reviews, with 100,000 positive and
negative samples. The reviews were originally rated from one to ten, but the
creators binarized the dataset prior to publishing.

5.1.2 Named Entity Recognition

The research on Named Entity Recognition (NER) has also shifted towards
using Deep Neural Networks and most recently, pretrained transformer models [156,
157, 158]. Cross-lingual transfer has also been applied to NER in multiple research.
Fritzler et al. [159] used a metric-learning method to at the time outperform a
state-of-the-art recurrent neural network method and showed to be capable in both
few-shot and zero-shot settings. Moon. et al. [160] used multilingual BERT to
fine-tune a NER model in multiple languages and showed it to be more effective than
a model fine-tuned only on a single language. This demonstrates that the model
can leverage knowledge from other languages in order to improve its performance
on one.

Hvingelby et al. [161] presented a Danish NLP resource based on the Danish
Universal Dependencies treebank and showed that transferring from other Germanic
languages, especially from English and Norwegian, to Danish can yield good results
when using mBERT. However, using other Germanic languages in addition to
Danish did not give any better results compared to fine-tuning only with Danish in
their case.

Entity projection [162, 163] has been used to generate pseudo-labeled datasets
for low-resource NER datasets with the help of parallel corpora. However, it
has been shown by Weber and Steedman [164] that entity projection can be
outperformed by cross-lingual transfer and XLM-RoBERTa. The reason behind

2https://github.com/e9t/nsmc

https://github.com/e9t/nsmc
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this could be explained by the discovery by Lauscher et al. [101], who showed that
transfer performance with English as the source correlates with the similarity of
the languages when dealing with a NER task.

In this study, I used the WikiANN [165] multilingual NER dataset also used by
XTREME benchmark [90] for all of the proposed languages. WikiANN consists
of Wikipedia articles annotated with LOC (location), PER (person), and ORG
(organisation) NER tags. I used the version by Rahimi et al. [166], which has a
balanced train, development, and test splits and supports 176 of the 282 languages
from the original WikiANN corpus.

5.1.3 Dependency Parsing

Cross-lingual transfer in dependency parsing (DEP) has been studied for some
time before the advent of multilingual transformer models [167, 168, 169, 170].
These studies mainly used deep neural network-based methods on parallel corpora.
The research by Duong et al. [95] discussed earlier in Section 2.3.2 was also
conducted on a dependency parsing task. Instead of using parallel corpora, their
research was built around syntactic cross-lingual word embeddings [171] trained
over POS contexts to emphasize syntax.

Multilingual transformer models have also seen success in the dependency
parsing task [132, 172, 173]. Most notably, in their study, Lauscher et al. [101]
discovered that structural and syntactic similarities between languages are the
most determining factor when it comes to the success of cross-lingual transfer for
lower-level tasks like POS-tagging and DEP.

The dataset used for all of the proposed languages in this study was the Universal
Dependencies v2 [174], a widely used resource in NLP as well as in linguistic research.
The dataset was also used in the XTREME [90] benchmark and in the research
by Lauscher et al. [101] described earlier. Universal Dependencies is a framework
for a consistent annotation of grammar, including parts-of-speech, morphological
features, and syntactic dependencies across a total of more than 100 languages.
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5.2 Experiments

5.2.1 Setup

For the experiments I used the same models as in the previous Chapter (mBERT,
XLM-R) in a zero-shot setting with the three proposed tasks. In order to measure
the correlation between cross-lingual transfer performance and linguistic similarity,
we used eLinguistics [77], EzGlot [78] and the metric quantified from WALS [83].
These are the same metrics I used in the previous Chapter. The similarity matrices
are shown in Table 5.1 for eLinguistics, Table 5.2 for EzGlot and Table 5.3 for the
metric quantified from WALS.

Table 5.1: eLinguistics metric between all applied languages

Danish English German Croatian Polish Russian Japanese Korean

Danish 0.00 20.60 38.20 66.20 68.20 66.20 95.20 97.20
English 20.60 0.00 30.80 60.30 66.90 60.30 88.30 90.00
German 38.20 30.80 0.00 64.50 68.10 64.50 87.40 95.50
Croatian 66.20 60.30 64.50 0.00 10.70 5.60 90.70 87.20
Polish 68.20 66.90 68.10 10.70 0.00 5.10 93.30 89.50
Russian 66.20 60.30 64.50 5.60 5.10 0.00 93.30 89.50
Japanese 95.20 88.30 87.40 90.70 93.30 93.30 0.00 88.00
Korean 97.20 90.00 95.50 87.20 89.50 89.50 88.00 0.00

Table 5.2: EzGlot metric between all of the proposed languages

Danish English German Croatian Polish Russian Japanese Korean

Danish 100 9 17 N/A 13 N/A N/A 9
English 6 100 28 6 19 14 7 26
German 6 15 100 4 8 4 N/A 5
Croatian N/A 4 5 100 14 9 N/A 5
Polish 6 12 9 14 100 15 N/A 5
Russian N/A 11 7 11 19 100 N/A 11
Japanese N/A 2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 100 8
Korean 1 5 2 1 1 3 4 100

In previous Chapter, I quantified a novel linguistic similarity metric from the
WALS database based on the features all of the proposed languages shared. One
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of the problems of the metric was that as the amount of languages increased,
the amount of features shared with them decreased due to missing values in the
database. This time I attempted to counter this by selecting all of the features that
would have a defined value for both languages in all possible language pairs instead
of having to be shared between all of the languages. The language pairs were
formed from the proposed languages (English, German, Danish, Polish, Russian,
Croatian, Japanese and Korean). Otherwise, the process remained the same. In
short, I converted the possible feature values into numeric and calculated an average
euclidean distance between all language pairs.

Table 5.3: WALS metric between all of the proposed languages

Danish English German Croatian Polish Russian Japanese Korean

Danish 0.000 0.109 0.140 0.167 0.197 0.155 0.236 0.202
English 0.109 0.000 0.136 0.179 0.164 0.141 0.252 0.209
German 0.140 0.136 0.000 0.221 0.196 0.140 0.248 0.225
Croatian 0.167 0.179 0.221 0.000 0.160 0.080 0.272 0.229
Polish 0.197 0.164 0.196 0.160 0.000 0.097 0.249 0.210
Russian 0.155 0.141 0.140 0.080 0.097 0.000 0.225 0.196
Japanese 0.236 0.252 0.248 0.272 0.249 0.225 0.000 0.108
Korean 0.202 0.209 0.225 0.229 0.210 0.196 0.108 0.000

In practice, I fine-tuned both of the models (mBERT, XLM-R) with all of the
proposed languages (English, German, Danish, Polish, Russian, Croatian, Japanese
and Korean) for all of the tasks. This produced a total of 16 models for each task,
a total 64 models. After fine-tuning, I evaluated the models with test datasets from
all of the previously mentioned languages to compute the cross-lingual zero-shot
transfer scores. I did not use a train-dev-test, but only train-test scenario for
evaluation, because the test dataset has nothing to do with the training dataset in
a zero-shot task. I also do not aim at optimizing for each dataset, or creating a
product, but rather study general properties. I evaluated the models with a macro
F1-score for sentiment analysis and NER, and Label Attachment Score (LAS) for
the dependency parsing task.

After finishing the evaluations for all of the fine-tuned models, similarly as
in the previous Chapter, I took a look at the correlation between the zero-shot
cross-lingual transfer scores and linguistic similarity. This was done by using the
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three previously introduced linguistic similarity metrics (eLinguistics, EzGlot and
WALS). I computed Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlations between the models’
cross-lingual zero-shot transfer scores and the language similarity measures. The
models were fine-tuned by using PyTorch and the Huggingface Transformers library
[175]. The hardware used was an Nvidia GTX 1080Ti GPU.

5.2.2 Results

Both of the multilingual transformer models (mBERT, XLM-R) were fine-tuned
with all of the proposed languages for each task (sentiment analysis, NER, DEP)
introduced earlier. The models were fine-tuned using only the training dataset
from a single language before the evaluation step. The model evaluation scores are
presented in Tables 5.4 and 5.5 for sentiment analysis, Tables 5.6 and 5.7 for NER
and Tables 5.8 and 5.9 for DEP.

Table 5.4: Sentiment analysis: F1-scores for mBERT

TARGET
Danish English German Croatian Polish Russian Japanese Korean

Danish 0.976 0.875 0.951 0.941 0.934 0.876 0.800 0.881
English 0.942 0.935 0.935 0.921 0.921 0.849 0.645 0.838
German 0.901 0.816 0.971 0.908 0.889 0.828 0.711 0.741

SOURCE Croatian 0.952 0.883 0.948 0.973 0.940 0.863 0.802 0.881
Polish 0.952 0.876 0.948 0.948 0.967 0.861 0.771 0.878

Russian 0.949 0.862 0.939 0.938 0.933 0.957 0.774 0.867
Japanese 0.908 0.799 0.903 0.894 0.870 0.807 0.914 0.869

Korean 0.940 0.848 0.935 0.930 0.909 0.850 0.815 0.957

Table 5.5: Sentiment analysis: F1-scores for XLM-R

TARGET
Danish English German Croatian Polish Russian Japanese Korean

Danish 0.972 0.857 0.932 0.934 0.926 0.869 0.749 0.846
English 0.939 0.925 0.920 0.922 0.916 0.844 0.705 0.816
German 0.882 0.791 0.966 0.890 0.871 0.816 0.671 0.711

SOURCE Croatian 0.945 0.859 0.925 0.969 0.929 0.876 0.763 0.835
Polish 0.946 0.853 0.929 0.939 0.960 0.865 0.632 0.834

Russian 0.918 0.792 0.895 0.913 0.901 0.953 0.726 0.832
Japanese 0.888 0.793 0.880 0.871 0.851 0.773 0.905 0.832

Korean 0.921 0.804 0.903 0.911 0.880 0.824 0.690 0.953

Looking at the results, it can clearly be said that XLM-R outperformed mBERT
in all of the tasks. The only exception to this was the sentiment analysis task,
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Table 5.6: NER: F1-scores for mBERT

TARGET
Danish English German Croatian Polish Russian Japanese Korean

Danish 0.957 0.813 0.801 0.480 0.763 0.791 0.675 0.640
English 0.778 0.930 0.827 0.744 0.852 0.729 0.773 0.652
German 0.770 0.866 0.936 0.751 0.879 0.805 0.766 0.648

SOURCE Croatian 0.667 0.710 0.748 0.876 0.727 0.770 0.707 0.622
Polish 0.691 0.676 0.702 0.695 0.956 0.648 0.754 0.625

Russian 0.759 0.825 0.764 0.761 0.867 0.946 0.759 0.564
Japanese 0.754 0.827 0.761 0.659 0.693 0.743 0.926 0.673

Korean 0.602 0.694 0.668 0.670 0.675 0.705 0.700 0.867

Table 5.7: NER: F1-scores for XLM-R

TARGET
Danish English German Croatian Polish Russian Japanese Korean

Danish 0.975 0.868 0.876 0.723 0.958 0.910 0.873 0.755
English 0.955 0.941 0.941 0.820 0.961 0.934 0.920 0.781
German 0.960 0.926 0.948 0.846 0.975 0.930 0.918 0.765

SOURCE Croatian 0.920 0.842 0.872 0.911 0.919 0.889 0.834 0.723
Polish 0.949 0.885 0.897 0.877 0.981 0.897 0.891 0.740

Russian 0.923 0.908 0.915 0.611 0.951 0.951 0.880 0.737
Japanese 0.955 0.909 0.920 0.847 0.961 0.926 0.936 0.789

Korean 0.827 0.752 0.799 0.491 0.751 0.820 0.840 0.900

Table 5.8: DEP: LAS-scores for mBERT

TARGET
Danish English German Croatian Polish Russian Japanese Korean

Danish 0.860 0.545 0.631 0.619 0.556 0.647 0.092 0.026
English 0.652 0.891 0.670 0.624 0.570 0.653 0.165 0.021
German 0.635 0.603 0.842 0.672 0.613 0.733 0.130 0.062

SOURCE Croatian 0.581 0.607 0.633 0.893 0.645 0.778 0.124 0.030
Polish 0.520 0.518 0.577 0.676 0.924 0.760 0.112 0.023

Russian 0.594 0.604 0.643 0.730 0.666 0.878 0.131 0.020
Japanese 0.132 0.148 0.163 0.114 0.117 0.126 0.926 0.033

Korean 0.058 0.065 0.060 0.035 0.045 0.054 0.035 0.293

Table 5.9: DEP: LAS-scores for XLM-R

TARGET
Danish English German Croatian Polish Russian Japanese Korean

Danish 0.888 0.679 0.725 0.706 0.672 0.715 0.095 0.366
English 0.733 0.911 0.728 0.720 0.700 0.716 0.112 0.364
German 0.712 0.681 0.854 0.751 0.732 0.784 0.066 0.405

SOURCE Croatian 0.639 0.668 0.702 0.910 0.798 0.818 0.069 0.375
Polish 0.614 0.603 0.676 0.780 0.945 0.804 0.049 0.384

Russian 0.642 0.645 0.722 0.801 0.796 0.890 0.101 0.378
Japanese 0.118 0.132 0.172 0.098 0.122 0.106 0.937 0.317

Korean 0.326 0.292 0.381 0.298 0.325 0.304 0.183 0.877
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where mBERT slightly outperformed XLM-R. It can be noted from the results that
the highest transfer scores usually belong to the languages in the same language
family as the source language (English, German, Danish - Germanic; Croatian,
Polish, Russian - Slavic; Japanese, Korean - Koreano-Japonic). Also, most of the
time there is a clear difference in the scores when evaluating with the same language
as the source compared to zero-shot cross-lingual transfer. The exceptions to this
are the sentiment analysis task for both models and the NER task for XLM-R.

In dependency parsing, XLM-R slightly outperformed mBERT as expected.
However, in the sentiment analysis task mBERT scored slightly higher than XLM-R
overall, with both models scoring high across all language pairs. Some language
pairs even achieving zero-shot cross-lingual transfer F-score of over 0.95. In this
task, there seems not to be a clear pattern what kind of language pairs tend to
yield higher performance. For example, Slavic languages seem to work better as
sources for Danish compared to German languages in the case of both models. The
scores are also similarly high across the board for the NER task with XLM-R,
with the model being able to achieve very high scores with zero-shot transfer. The
performance difference between mBERT and XLM-R is also more noticeable in the
case of NER.

As can be seen from Table 5.10, both Japanese and Korean worked decently
well as cross-lingual transfer sources for both sentiment analysis and NER tasks,
besides being very different from the other languages used in the experiments as
they are the only non Indo-European languages. However, in the case of DEP
their performance is extremely low. Except for this case with DEP, all of the
proposed languages seem to be quite equal as cross-lingual transfer sources in
general. Interestingly, German, Croatian and Russian seem to perform slightly
better overall compared to the other languages, especially with mBERT. A similar
phenomenon was also experienced by Turc et al. [94] and in the previous Chapter
with cyberbullying detection.

5.2.3 Effect of Linguistic Similarity

I calculated the correlation between the zero-shot cross-lingual transfer results
of the two models and each of the three proposed linguistic similarity metrics
(EzGlot, eLinguistics, WALS) in all proposed NLP tasks using both Pearson’s and
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Table 5.10: Average scores for each source language on each task

mBERT XLM-R

Sentiment NER DEP Sentiment NER DEP

Danish 0.904 0.740 0.497 0.886 0.867 0.606
English 0.873 0.786 0.531 0.874 0.907 0.623
German 0.845 0.803 0.536 0.825 0.909 0.623
Croatian 0.905 0.728 0.536 0.888 0.864 0.622
Polish 0.900 0.719 0.514 0.870 0.890 0.607
Russian 0.902 0.781 0.533 0.866 0.860 0.622
Japanese 0.871 0.754 0.220 0.849 0.905 0.250
Korean 0.898 0.698 0.081 0.861 0.773 0.373

Spearman’s correlation coefficients (ρ-value). I ignored some of the language pairs
when calculating the correlations with the EzGlot metric as some of the similarity
values were missing. The correlation analysis results are shown in Table 5.11 for
sentiment analysis, Table 5.12 for NER, Table 5.13 for DEP.

Table 5.11: Sentiment analysis: Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coefficients
for model F1 scores and linguistic similarity metrics

Pearson Spearman

XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT

ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value

WALS -0.297 0.017 -0.645 0.000 -0.331 0.008 -0.537 0.000
EzGlot 0.389 0.005 0.729 0.000 0.533 0.000 0.586 0.000
eLinguistics -0.355 0.004 -0.648 0.000 -0.413 0.001 -0.652 0.000

Table 5.12: NER: Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coefficients for model F1
scores and linguistic similarity metrics

Pearson Spearman

XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT

ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value

WALS -0.514 0.000 -0.500 0.000 -0.510 0.000 -0.486 0.000
EzGlot 0.494 0.000 0.427 0.002 0.464 0.001 0.401 0.004
eLinguistics -0.580 0.000 -0.517 0.000 -0.608 0.000 -0.553 0.000
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Table 5.13: DEP: Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coefficients for model LAS
scores and linguistic similarity metrics

Pearson Spearman

XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT

ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value

WALS -0.781 0.000 -0.718 0.000 -0.844 0.000 -0.693 0.000
EzGlot 0.588 0.000 0.516 0.000 0.694 0.000 0.561 0.000
eLinguistics -0.845 0.000 -0.840 0.000 -0.897 0.000 -0.867 0.000

Looking at the results, one can say that for both Pearson’s and Spearman’s
correlation, the results show that there is mostly a strong correlation between
WALS and eLinguistics metrics and the cross-lingual zero-shot transfer score and a
strong-moderate correlation between the EzGlot metric and the transfer scores for
all of the tasks except sentiment analysis where the correlation is noticeably lower
for XLM-R, staying at a moderate level with all of the linguistic similarity metrics.

The strongest correlations are found in the dependency parsing task with XLM-
R, with the highest absolute Spearman’s correlation being 0.897 with eLinguistics
metric. The second strongest correlation is found in NER. The sentiment analysis
task has the weakest correlations overall. Also, the results show that p-value <
0.05 for all of the tasks, models and metrics, indicating statistical significance.
For both of the models, the correlation for WALS and eLinguistics metrics are
generally higher than EzGlot, except in the case of sentiment analysis, where
EzGlot’s correlation is slightly higher for both Pearson and Spearman. Also, the
correlations were generally slightly stronger with mBERT in sentiment analysis,
while XLM-R had higher correlations in both NER and DEP tasks.

However, the results changed drastically for all tasks except dependency parsing,
when I removed the anchor points of same source-target language pairs (monolingual
scenarios), leaving only the zero-shot transfer results. This was necessary to do
in order remove the bias brought by the monolingual data points, as the scores
are higher and the languages would also be the most similar (same). The results
after removing the same source-target language pairs are shown in Table 5.14 for
sentiment analysis, Table 5.15 for NER, Table 5.16 for DEP.

First of all, for both eLinguistics and WALS similarity metrics, the correlations
generally dropped from strong to moderate for the NER task, while EzGlot’s
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correlation fell close to zero in both of these tasks and also lost all statistical
significance. Interestingly, for sentiment analysis, the result looks completely
opposite. EzGlot’s metric only fell slightly while WALS’ and eLinguistics’ correlation
plummeted down and lost statistical significance for XLM-R in this task. The
correlations in the dependency parsing task only dropped slightly for all of the
linguistic similarity metrics. Also, after removing the same source-target language
pairs, the strongest correlations are still found in DEP, followed by NER, while
sentiment analysis still has the weakest correlations.

Table 5.14: Sentiment analysis: Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coefficients
for model F1 scores and linguistic similarity metrics for zero-shot only

Pearson Spearman

XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT

ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value

WALS -0.111 0.415 -0.262 0.051 -0.168 0.216 -0.315 0.018
EzGlot 0.327 0.035 0.303 0.051 0.403 0.008 0.313 0.044
eLinguistics -0.229 0.090 -0.392 0.003 -0.284 0.034 -0.487 0.000

Table 5.15: NER: Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coefficients for model F1
scores and linguistic similarity metrics for zero-shot only

Pearson Spearman

XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT

ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value

WALS -0.336 0.011 -0.347 0.009 -0.316 0.017 -0.293 0.028
EzGlot 0.173 0.274 0.120 0.448 0.170 0.282 0.095 0.549
eLinguistics -0.453 0.000 -0.384 0.003 -0.458 0.000 -0.389 0.003

5.3 Discussion

5.3.1 Transfer Language Performance

XLM-R outperforming mBERT generally matches the expectations, as it also
did so on a variety of benchmark tasks [90, 91]. The reason behind this most
likely is the fact that XLM-R uses a vastly larger amount of data for pretraining
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Table 5.16: DEP: Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coefficients for model LAS
scores and linguistic similarity metrics for zero-shot only

Pearson Spearman

XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT

ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value

WALS -0.738 0.000 -0.661 0.000 -0.769 0.000 -0.588 0.000
EzGlot 0.421 0.005 0.373 0.015 0.488 0.001 0.349 0.024
eLinguistics -0.795 0.000 -0.822 0.000 -0.848 0.000 -0.842 0.000

compared to mBERT. The performance difference between the two models is the
most clear in the NER task.

According to the results, simply choosing English as the transfer source did
not yield top results most of the time, sometimes even as a source language to
other languages in the Germanic language group. For example, it had a lower
than average performance in sentiment analysis and an average performance in
the other two tasks probably due to its simplicity when compared to both Danish
and German. It was also slightly outperformed by Slavic languages in some cases
when used as a source for other Germanic languages. Another reason could be the
influence of French [176, 177, 178], which might further distance it from the other
Germanic languages. Also, the differences in morphology could be a factor here.
Danish and German probably work better with each other due to a great amount
of historic mutual influence.

In sentiment analysis, the models achieved slightly better scores with English
and it was on-par with other Germanic languages. However, all of the Slavic
languages still tended to work slightly better as transfer sources. These results show
that other languages should also be considered over English as the cross-lingual
transfer source if available. For the other two tasks, NER and DEP, English
performed well and showed to be a good transfer source for the other two Germanic
languages.

In most cases, using languages from the same language family as the source
language yielded the highest cross-lingual transfer scores. This matches with the
typical intuition-based selection process used to select source language for cross-
lingual transfer. However, relying only on intuition and looking purely at language
families when when selecting the transfer language will lead to diminished results
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in some cases.
One example would be taking Polish as the target language for DEP task.

One could expect that in this case, the best transfer languages would be Croatian
and Russian, but looking at the results (Tables 5.6 and 5.7) German had a higher
cross-lingual transfer score even though it is from the Germanic language family, not
Slavic. This could be, for example, due to mutual influence of these two languages.
The grammar of both Danish and English is relatively simple compared to German,
which could aid them in generalizing better with one another. Looking at the scores,
it can be noted that German is a good source for both Germanic and Slavic languages,
which could mean that the historical mutual influence between the Germans and
Slavs could be a factor here. Furthermore, German, in addition to having a higher
average performance on most tasks, tended to also work exceptionally well also as
a source language for other Slavic languages, most likely because of the reasons
discussed above.

In addition, Japanese and Korean did not achieve good scores with one another,
contrary to the expectations, and were even slightly outperformed by other languages
approximately half of the time, even though being more similar with each other
compared to any of the other proposed languages. Here the reason could be, for
example, the differences in the writing systems, as neither of these two languages
use alphabets and their systems also greatly differ from each other.

Also, both Russian and Croatian had a higher than average performance on
most of the tasks. This was similar to the previous Chapter where Russian
performed exceptionally well as a transfer source for offensive language identification.
However, unlike in the cyberbullying task, Russian did not perform noticeably well
as the transfer language source for Korean and Japanese. Thus the phenomenon
experienced previously is most likely related to the topic of offensive language
identification itself or to the properties of these specific datasets. I will investigate
this in later research. Also, Japanese and Korean had a satisfying performance
as source languages for most of the tasks, even though they are fundamentally
different from all of the other languages used, as they are the only non Indo-
European languages in the proposed set. This demonstrates that multilingual
transformer models are also able to leverage knowledge even from very distant
languages.
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5.3.2 Analysis of Linguistic Similarity Metrics

The correlation between cross-lingual transfer performance and the similarity
metrics were strong or moderate with all of the proposed metrics, which would
suggest that using even a single feature such as lexical information or by comparing
phonetic consonants is still effective to some extent. However, when considering
only the zero-shot transfer results, EzGlot’s similarity metric’s correlation dropped
drastically and out of statistical significance in the NER task. This shows that
it does not necessarily rely on lexical features and that other linguistic features
need to be considered when choosing the source language for NER. On the other
hand, the opposite happened in the sentiment analysis task, with both WALS
and eLinguistics metrics’ correlation dropping drastically and out of statistical
significance. This hints the importance of lexical similarity when choosing the
source language for sentiment analysis tasks.

Surprisingly, even though using only a predefined set of phonetic consonants
for its calculation, the correlation of eLinguistics’ similarity metric was stronger in
all tasks compared to the the correlation of the WALS metric, which I quantified
from the WALS database using linguistic features from multiple domains. The
reason behind this could be that including all of the common features between each
language pair could have caused too many irrelevant features to be included. This
can cause a possible bias the metric calculation. In the future, I will take another
glance at the WALS database, aiming for a better quantification by looking at
the importance of each feature group (syntactic, lexical, phonetic, etc.) [101] and
weighing accordingly while filtering out redundant features in order to develop an
even more effective and comprehensive similarity metric.

However, as shown in the previous Chapter, the eLinguistics metric also has
its weak points as it is based on only a single aspect of language, even though its
correlation being the strongest. One can see from Table 5.1 that eLinguistics shows
Japanese being very distant from Korean, being at the same level as Polish and
Russian, with Croatian being seemingly closer to Korean than Japanese, which is
not true due to the similarities in the vocabulary and grammar of Japanese and
Korean. Taking a look at Table 5.3, it is clear that the WALS metric is a lot more
robust to this kind of errors. The reason most likely is that instead of using only a
single linguistic feature like the eLinguistics metric, the WALS metric is based on a
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large amount of features spanning over multiple domains.

5.3.3 Task-Specific Analysis

Looking at the results of the sentiment analysis task, it is clear that the results
are very high across the board and the score differences between language groups
are also a lot smaller, with sometimes languages from other language groups than
the target emerging as the best performers. This is the case for example with
Danish, as Croatian achieved the highest zero-shot transfer scores for both mBERT
and XLM-R instead of another Germanic language.

A trait only observed in this task was that EzGlot was the only metric keeping
the correlation in the zero-shot setting, hinting the importance of lexical features.
One could argue that the reason behind the overall high scores might be due to
the task being too easy, as it simply required the classification of the entries into
positive and negative. This has also been shown in other research [179]. However,
this also shows that it could be possible to achieve at least close to state-of-the-art
results with multilingual transformer models in a zero-shot cross-lingual setting.
This raises questions about how to improve the cross-lingual models to better utilize
cross-lingual transfer. In the future, it would be useful to further investigate the
models’ behaviour in zero-shot setting. This could also be useful in the further
development of measures to support low-resource languages.

For mBERT, the zero-shot results of the NER task look clearly lower than with
same language pairs and quite even across all of the proposed languages and the
languages belonging to the same group having generally a slightly higher score.
However, the results of XLM-R closely resemble those of the sentiment analysis task
as the results are high across all language pairs. This further shows the potential
these models have in relieving the issues with low-resource languages. Also, there
is a moderate correlation between the zero-shot transfer performance and linguistic
similarity for both WALS and eLinguistics metrics, meaning they can be used in
the transfer language selection process.

The results in DEP also seem clearly lower than with same language pairs and
even across the board. The languages belonging to the same group also generally
have a slightly higher score. As the task requires the understanding of syntax and
grammar and the scores are still reasonably high overall, the results also support
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the studies claiming that the cross-lingual transformer models are able to learn
grammar without explicit information [180].

On the other hand, Japanese and Korean, unlike in previous tasks, had very poor
performance as source languages while also being very difficult target languages.
This could mean that the model is unable to generalize to the syntax and grammar
of Indo-European languages with Japonic-Koreanic languages and vice versa. The
reason might be due to the differences in writing systems. Here, both models
keep a strong correlation between the zero-shot transfer performance and linguistic
similarity for both WALS and eLinguistics metrics in a zero-shot setting, meaning
they can be used in the transfer language selection process.

As both of the eLinguistics and WALS similarity metrics correlated with transfer
language performance for NER and DEP, they can be used for the cross-lingual
transfer language selection process, at least for these tasks. In addition, a metric
focusing on lexical features (EzGlot) could be used for sentiment analysis. Based
on these results, it is better to look for high-resource languages that have proper
data available and are as close as possible to the target language based on these
similarity metrics instead of making a decision based on intuition or simply blindly
choosing any language from the same language family. This allows one to make a
more informed and effective decision and makes model development more efficient.

5.3.4 Future Research

In the future, I am planning to analyze, what kind of linguistic features are
the most important from the point of view of cross-lingual transfer. A solution
could be grouping the features presented in WALS into syntactic, lexical, phonetic,
etc., and calculating, which feature group has the strongest correlation with the
cross-lingual transfer performance. I could then re-quantify the WALS database
using this information in order to develop an even more effective and comprehensive
similarity metric. It would also be beneficial if the WALS project received more
attention and the feature matrix became more densely populated.

As shown by the DEP task, the models might be able to learn syntax and
grammar without any explicit information. This could mean that adding explicit
syntactic and grammatical information to the pre-training process of the models
might also improve their performance. I will take a look at this in the future. Also,
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as the models achieved zero-shot transfer scores rivaling those of the monolingual
settings, especially in sentiment analysis, it would be useful to perform an in-depth
investigation about the models’ behaviour in a zero-shot transfer learning setting
to possibly find insights on how to improve their transfer learning capabilities.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, I presented the results in improving automatic cyberbullying
detection with Feature Density and Cross-Lingual Zero-Shot transfer. I showed
that in order to hasten the development of detection systems, it is possible to both
optimize the model training process using Feature Density and to train models for
languages lacking data by leveraging knowledge from more high-resource ones.

The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

1. Feature Density can be utilized to reduce of the number of required experi-
ments iterations.

2. Dataset complexity cannot be measured with Feature Density alone.

3. Linguistic preprocessing can improve classifier performance.

4. Zero-shot cross-lingual transfer has potential in achieving results close to that
of monolingual settings.

5. A suitable transfer language can be found by using Linguistic similarity for
many NLP tasks.

6. Selecting a transfer language based on intuition or simply by language family
often results in performance.

116
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7. The linguistic similarity metric quantified from World Atlas of Language
Structures is comparably robust.

I began this thesis with an overview of previous research, including research
on cyberbullying detection, model training efficiency and cross-lingual transfer
(Chapter 2).

In Chapter 3, I presented the research on Feature Density and linguistically-
backed preprocessing methods, applied in cyberbullying detection. Both concepts
are relatively novel to the field. I studied the effectiveness of Feature Density using
a variety of linguistically-backed feature preprocessing methods to estimate dataset
complexity and classifier performance.

From the results I concluded that most of the classifier performances, excluding
CNNs, had a strong negative correlation with FD, which means weaker performance
if a lot of linguistic information is added. Depending on the dataset and classifier,
the best performance was in most cases between 50-200% of the base FD (TOK). For
CNNs, I was unable confirm the positive correlation between classifier performance
and FD for the Japanese dataset as there was usually only a very weak positive
or no correlation between FD and the classifier performance. Still, there could be
potential in the higher FD preprocessing types for CNNs. I also discovered that the
best results for English were usually obtained by slightly increasing the base feature
density, while for the Japanese and Polish dataset it was the opposite. The reason
behind this is probably due to the difference in language complexity of English
compared to Japanese and Polish.

The results indicated that natural language dataset complexity cannot be
measured by using Lexical Density or Feature Density alone, even if it could be
used to measure the complexity of the language itself. However, I found out that
the relative change in Feature Density when lemmatizing each dataset matches
the ranking of the dataset scores. I also noticed that even with datasets of similar
sizes and topics, but with different languages, there can be huge differences in
classification results. This means it is not enough to develop the tools and models
with just English in mind, as it is a much less complex language when compared to
others like Japanese or Polish. Which means state-of-the-art results achieved for
English are not representative globally for the task in question, but rather locally,
for the task done in this particular language.
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Using tokens worked slightly better for English while lemmas were better for
Japanese and especially Polish. The reason being most likely related to the complex-
ity of the language, as the base feature density for tokens is too high in Japanese
and Polish for classifiers to correctly generalize on the dataset of this size and
thus lowering the complexity by lemmatizing resulted in an increased performance.
Chunking and dependencies generally had a poor performance but dependencies still
showed some potential with neural networks. From the supplementary preprocesing
methods, stopwords and POS tagging generally resulted in positive results, except
for the questionable use of stopwords with the Japanese dataset. NER showed
mixed results, being usable mainly with Japanese while alphabetic filtering had
poor results with all of the datasets due to non-alphabetic tokens also carrying
useful information, at least in the context of cyberbullying detection. In gen-
eral, the preprocessing had a positive effect on the scores which proves that using
linguistically-backed preprocessing can be used to increase classifier performance,
at least in the context of cyberbullying. I also discovered that parts of speech
information can be used with tokens or lemmas to produce the most stable and
high performance feature sets.

I proposed that the method can be applied by first discarding the FD ranges
where the overall weakest feature sets are (POS, CHNK, etc.). Then running a
small subset of the experiments with a set interval between preprocessing type
feature densities and iterate around the most probable peak to find the maximum
performance. I concluded that the method could save as much as driving a new car
for almost 50 kilometers in greenhouse gas emissions when training a simple CNN
model with the English dataset by discarding the weakest feature sets. I assume
that the method could also be applied to more modern models than those used in
this study.

In Chapter 4, I studied the selection of transfer languages for automatic cy-
berbullying detection. I demonstrated the effectiveness of cross-lingual transfer
learning for zero-shot offensive language identification on a target language. This
way it is possible to leverage existing data from higher-resource languages in order
to improve the performance of languages lacking proper data. I showed that there
is a strong correlation between the proposed linguistic similarity metrics and the
cross-lingual transfer performance. As the languages get more distant, the transfer
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performance decreases. This makes it possible to choose an optimal transfer lan-
guage by comparing the similarity of languages instead of relying on intuition. As
shown by the experiments, choosing languages from the same language family is
not always the best option. Instead, one should use different linguistic features to
compare the languages before selection and base the choice on a linguistic similarity
metric instead. The experiments also showed that lexical information alone is not
enough to determine the optimal transfer languages.

I also showed that it is possible to achieve good performance on the target
language in a zero-shot cross-lingual transfer setting. This helps in developing better
detection systems for offensive language identification, especially when dealing with
low-resource languages. This is particularly important because of the severity of
the problem and the fact that social media is used in thousands of languages, of
which only a small fraction even have proper data to train the detection models on.

Lastly, I developed a novel linguistic similarity metric consisting of various
linguistic features by using the WALS database. The proposed method did not
show the strongest correlation with the transfer performance, but it still showed
potential as a metric that could be useful for the selection process, especially if
given a more refined or inclusive feature set. In the future, I will aim for a better
quantification of the WALS database in order to develop an even more effective
and comprehensive linguistic similarity metric.

The proposed method for cross-lingual transfer language selection could also be
useful as a general method for other Natural Language Processing tasks, not only
for harmful online content detection. This was explored in Chapter 5.

In Chapter 5, I studied generalizability of the method developed in the previous
Chapter using three different NLP tasks, namely, sentiment analysis, NER, and
dependency parsing. I showed the effectiveness of cross-lingual zero-shot transfer
learning with a total of eight languages from three language families. In this way,
existing data from higher-resource languages may be used to improve the perfor-
mance of languages that lack sufficient data also for other tasks than cyberbullying
detection.

I found a strong correlation between the suggested linguistic similarity metrics
and cross-lingual transfer performance. This shows that the proposed method for
cross-lingual transfer language selection could also be useful as a general method
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for other Natural Language Processing tasks, at least based on the proposed tasks.
The experiments also demonstrated that lexical information alone is insufficient to
determine the optimal transfer languages at least for the tasks of NER and DEP. I
also showed that it is possible to achieve good performance on the target language
in a zero-shot cross-lingual transfer setting with multiple NLP tasks. This helps in
developing better systems, especially when dealing with low-resource languages.

I improved a novel linguistic similarity metric consisting of various linguistic
features by using the WALS database. However, the proposed method still did
not show the strongest correlation with the transfer performance. In the future, I
will reassess the importances of the linguistic features used in the similarity metric
calculation in order to have a more refined feature set, aiming to create an even
more effective and comprehensive linguistic similarity metric.

Lastly, even though the overall high scores in the sentiment analysis task might
be caused by the task being too easy, it also shows that it could be possible to
achieve results close to those of a monolingual fine-tuning in a zero-shot cross-lingual
transfer setting. This means it could be useful to thoroughly investigate the models’
behaviour in zero-shot setting in order to find insights to improving their transfer
capabilities. Also, as the DEP task demonstrated that the models might have
a capability to understand grammar, adding explicit syntactic and grammatical
information to the models’ pre-training could also increase performance.

Ultimately, this research enables faster and more efficient development of cyber-
bullying detection systems by reducing the number of required experiment iterations
and increasing model performance. Furthermore, the research makes it possible to
create systems for languages lacking data without having to go through the costly
process of collecting and annotating datasets.

6.2 Future Work

The usage of high Feature Density preprocessings, namely dependency parsing,
showed potential with CNNs with English and Japanese datasets and needs to
be confirmed with larger datasets in the future. Also, more exact ideal feature
densities need to be confirmed for each classifier and language by using datasets of
different sizes to make the ranking of classifiers by FD as accurate as possible.
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Due to the linguistic complexity of the Polish language, more data would most
likely be required to make the use of neural networks viable. The effect of FD with
neural networks in Polish needs to be explored further using a larger dataset in the
future.

In order to use FD as a measure to estimate the complexity of a dataset, a more
in depth study with more datasets of different sizes, topics and languages is required.
Even if the complexity of languages cannot be perfectly quantified by a simple
measure like Feature Density, there could be other measures or a combination of
them that might be useful in better ranking datasets in terms of complexity.

Linguistic preprocessings had a positive effect on the scores, which shows their
potential as a method for increasing classifier performance. In the future, pretraining
the linguistic embeddings on a larger corpus need to be experimented on instead of
relying on a small dataset. The effects of linguistic preprocessing should be also
confirmed with other models, such as recurrent neural networks and the state-of-
the-art pretrained language models like BERT. Also, the plan is to do a qualitative
evaluation on the different kinds of linguistic embeddings in order to analyze their
effects more deeply. Also I am going to train the embeddings on larger datasets and
measure the classification performance on other languages to confirm and further
explore the results of this study.

Furthermore, the plan is to analyze, what kind of linguistic features are the
most important from the point of view of cross-lingual transfer. A solution could be
grouping the features presented in WALS into syntactic, lexical, phonetic, etc., and
calculating, which feature group has the strongest correlation with the cross-lingual
transfer performance. It could be possible to then re-quantify the WALS database
using this information in order to develop an even more effective and comprehensive
similarity metric. It would also be beneficial if the WALS project received more
attention and the feature matrix became more densely populated.

As shown by the DEP task, the models might be able to learn syntax and
grammar without any explicit information. This could mean that adding explicit
syntactic and grammatical information to the pre-training process of the models
might also improve their performance. I will take a look at this in the future. Also,
as the models achieved zero-shot transfer scores rivaling those of the monolingual
settings, especially in sentiment analysis, it would be useful to perform an in-depth
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investigation about the models’ behaviour in a zero-shot transfer learning setting
to possibly find insights on how to improve their transfer learning capabilities.



Appendix A

F-scores and Standard Errors of
Classifier-Preprocessing Pairs

Table A.1: English dataset: F-scores and average standard error for classifier-
preprocessing pairs (F1±stderr)

LBFGS LR NewtonLR LinearSVM SGD SVM KNN NaiveBayes RandForest

CHNK 0.727±0.234 0.726±0.242 0.718±0.257 0.736±0.237 0.570±0.390 0.674±0.247 0.613±0.366
CHNKALPHA 0.684±0.262 0.681±0.259 0.669±0.266 0.683±0.263 0.607±0.339 0.643±0.263 0.647±0.324
CHNKNER 0.718±0.238 0.723±0.236 0.721±0.248 0.737±0.234 0.582±0.385 0.669±0.248 0.603±0.379
CHNKNERALPHA 0.675±0.262 0.676±0.260 0.663±0.271 0.663±0.267 0.599±0.341 0.641±0.262 0.618±0.336
CHNKNERR 0.688±0.257 0.695±0.258 0.702±0.265 0.699±0.257 0.580±0.380 0.653±0.255 0.603±0.368
CHNKNERRALPHA 0.660±0.269 0.663±0.268 0.651±0.277 0.657±0.276 0.603±0.335 0.626±0.267 0.616±0.343
CHNKNERRSTOP 0.686±0.265 0.684±0.267 0.684±0.274 0.694±0.264 0.577±0.378 0.629±0.259 0.635±0.325
CHNKNERRSTOPALPHA 0.618±0.280 0.617±0.282 0.591±0.288 0.607±0.287 0.404±0.233 0.598±0.276 0.620±0.304
CHNKNERSTOP 0.724±0.241 0.724±0.241 0.715±0.254 0.724±0.241 0.582±0.389 0.663±0.251 0.635±0.339
CHNKNERSTOPALPHA 0.666±0.261 0.661±0.265 0.644±0.279 0.668±0.260 0.386±0.218 0.615±0.268 0.659±0.301
CHNKSTOP 0.722±0.241 0.721±0.239 0.711±0.256 0.723±0.239 0.577±0.379 0.670±0.247 0.667±0.308
CHNKSTOPALPHA 0.629±0.277 0.637±0.274 0.606±0.286 0.619±0.277 0.395±0.226 0.608±0.271 0.649±0.305
DEP 0.617±0.354 0.619±0.349 0.568±0.398 0.587±0.381 0.243±0.094 0.617±0.280 0.536±0.435
DEPALPHA 0.609±0.349 0.612±0.346 0.588±0.372 0.601±0.356 0.314±0.156 0.600±0.288 0.545±0.416
DEPNER 0.624±0.339 0.621±0.341 0.574±0.391 0.585±0.379 0.242±0.092 0.611±0.279 0.528±0.443
DEPNERALPHA 0.585±0.308 0.589±0.311 0.561±0.317 0.579±0.317 0.213±0.069 0.607±0.282 0.578±0.384
DEPNERR 0.610±0.350 0.614±0.341 0.571±0.389 0.587±0.381 0.241±0.094 0.611±0.283 0.533±0.426
DEPNERRALPHA 0.606±0.352 0.605±0.355 0.589±0.367 0.602±0.359 0.312±0.156 0.596±0.293 0.537±0.418
DEPNERRSTOP 0.602±0.358 0.599±0.360 0.564±0.395 0.568±0.393 0.273±0.125 0.615±0.291 0.543±0.421
DEPNERRSTOPALPHA 0.584±0.366 0.584±0.365 0.560±0.386 0.581±0.376 0.386±0.223 0.599±0.313 0.544±0.421
DEPNERSTOP 0.611±0.348 0.602±0.352 0.564±0.397 0.576±0.386 0.274±0.119 0.604±0.284 0.527±0.438
DEPNERSTOPALPHA 0.535±0.313 0.531±0.314 0.523±0.319 0.523±0.310 0.297±0.151 0.543±0.287 0.563±0.372
DEPSTOP 0.606±0.365 0.595±0.367 0.562±0.400 0.571±0.399 0.276±0.122 0.616±0.288 0.544±0.426
DEPSTOPALPHA 0.586±0.371 0.587±0.365 0.564±0.386 0.588±0.387 0.388±0.221 0.594±0.309 0.539±0.415
LEM 0.781±0.180 0.786±0.187 0.784±0.190 0.790±0.182 0.634±0.326 0.715±0.221 0.724±0.253
LEMALPHA 0.755±0.195 0.764±0.198 0.745±0.204 0.765±0.198 0.294±0.179 0.703±0.225 0.718±0.244
LEMNER 0.784±0.187 0.782±0.183 0.787±0.182 0.792±0.176 0.631±0.330 0.710±0.224 0.716±0.261
LEMNERALPHA 0.763±0.197 0.764±0.196 0.765±0.203 0.767±0.194 0.637±0.315 0.699±0.227 0.710±0.255
LEMNERR 0.740±0.217 0.737±0.219 0.742±0.217 0.740±0.214 0.601±0.335 0.692±0.234 0.697±0.280
LEMNERRALPHA 0.729±0.222 0.728±0.222 0.725±0.227 0.725±0.222 0.614±0.321 0.685±0.237 0.699±0.282
LEMNERRSTOP 0.737±0.220 0.734±0.221 0.726±0.228 0.732±0.220 0.609±0.329 0.682±0.235 0.727±0.245
LEMNERRSTOPALPHA 0.732±0.222 0.732±0.225 0.714±0.236 0.727±0.227 0.624±0.323 0.674±0.239 0.723±0.249
LEMNERSTOP 0.782±0.185 0.783±0.187 0.782±0.186 0.792±0.179 0.634±0.330 0.706±0.225 0.745±0.230
LEMNERSTOPALPHA 0.770±0.195 0.767±0.195 0.752±0.201 0.767±0.200 0.640±0.304 0.693±0.226 0.739±0.231
LEMPOS 0.778±0.204 0.778±0.198 0.788±0.202 0.790±0.202 0.517±0.365 0.711±0.222 0.663±0.310
LEMPOSALPHA 0.768±0.204 0.772±0.210 0.772±0.211 0.768±0.209 0.522±0.210 0.700±0.228 0.654±0.298
LEMPOSS 0.764±0.202 0.765±0.207 0.769±0.205 0.767±0.202 0.564±0.359 0.713±0.227 0.658±0.270
LEMPOSSALPHA 0.760±0.200 0.758±0.204 0.753±0.213 0.758±0.209 0.406±0.254 0.705±0.230 0.669±0.259
LEMPOSSSTOP 0.763±0.189 0.766±0.187 0.767±0.186 0.774±0.177 0.566±0.296 0.709±0.219 0.706±0.327
LEMPOSSSTOPALPHA 0.762±0.198 0.766±0.193 0.748±0.194 0.765±0.190 0.490±0.297 0.702±0.227 0.713±0.314
LEMPOSSTOP 0.780±0.187 0.781±0.191 0.788±0.183 0.788±0.186 0.642±0.285 0.708±0.222 0.708±0.261
LEMPOSSTOPALPHA 0.770±0.193 0.769±0.195 0.766±0.202 0.768±0.191 0.669±0.282 0.696±0.227 0.718±0.256
LEMSTOP 0.787±0.183 0.786±0.185 0.784±0.192 0.791±0.181 0.641±0.320 0.713±0.221 0.754±0.229
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LEMSTOPALPHA 0.772±0.190 0.766±0.192 0.766±0.196 0.773±0.193 0.357±0.203 0.702±0.227 0.747±0.220
POSS 0.487±0.291 0.487±0.290 0.488±0.293 0.491±0.292 0.522±0.368 0.498±0.306 0.556±0.392
POSSALPHA 0.488±0.290 0.486±0.290 0.488±0.294 0.498±0.290 0.526±0.357 0.498±0.306 0.552±0.396
POSSSTOP 0.477±0.287 0.477±0.287 0.471±0.282 0.467±0.283 0.518±0.389 0.486±0.297 0.540±0.388
POSSSTOPALPHA 0.469±0.283 0.470±0.284 0.471±0.288 0.465±0.280 0.517±0.407 0.478±0.297 0.525±0.376
TOK 0.793±0.182 0.788±0.182 0.793±0.182 0.796±0.173 0.632±0.337 0.716±0.221 0.711±0.272
TOKALPHA 0.768±0.197 0.768±0.193 0.757±0.202 0.773±0.191 0.271±0.175 0.705±0.224 0.721±0.261
TOKNER 0.789±0.185 0.785±0.179 0.788±0.182 0.789±0.183 0.609±0.344 0.708±0.225 0.703±0.271
TOKNERALPHA 0.768±0.194 0.771±0.194 0.763±0.200 0.776±0.189 0.628±0.325 0.696±0.230 0.701±0.270
TOKNERR 0.741±0.215 0.744±0.218 0.737±0.219 0.743±0.216 0.600±0.337 0.696±0.231 0.688±0.281
TOKNERRALPHA 0.734±0.215 0.735±0.220 0.735±0.228 0.730±0.217 0.624±0.320 0.683±0.235 0.681±0.280
TOKNERRSTOP 0.736±0.220 0.736±0.222 0.728±0.224 0.732±0.223 0.609±0.333 0.680±0.239 0.730±0.244
TOKNERRSTOPALPHA 0.728±0.225 0.731±0.222 0.727±0.237 0.723±0.229 0.623±0.319 0.675±0.243 0.721±0.249
TOKNERSTOP 0.785±0.186 0.791±0.186 0.790±0.186 0.790±0.181 0.635±0.324 0.703±0.228 0.732±0.230
TOKNERSTOPALPHA 0.773±0.197 0.771±0.191 0.762±0.208 0.774±0.193 0.646±0.309 0.691±0.233 0.737±0.236
TOKPOS 0.781±0.199 0.783±0.199 0.791±0.203 0.798±0.193 0.565±0.378 0.713±0.222 0.656±0.313
TOKPOSALPHA 0.775±0.203 0.775±0.206 0.778±0.214 0.784±0.208 0.576±0.191 0.699±0.223 0.653±0.304
TOKPOSS 0.766±0.203 0.768±0.200 0.767±0.201 0.783±0.195 0.549±0.372 0.715±0.224 0.648±0.268
TOKPOSSALPHA 0.765±0.195 0.761±0.196 0.763±0.196 0.767±0.192 0.378±0.277 0.709±0.228 0.662±0.258
TOKPOSSSTOP 0.763±0.184 0.765±0.184 0.767±0.182 0.773±0.174 0.563±0.307 0.704±0.223 0.703±0.317
TOKPOSSSTOPALPHA 0.774±0.192 0.773±0.193 0.774±0.189 0.771±0.186 0.671±0.302 0.694±0.223 0.722±0.318
TOKPOSSTOP 0.786±0.187 0.783±0.186 0.794±0.182 0.792±0.179 0.645±0.286 0.700±0.225 0.711±0.262
TOKPOSSTOPALPHA - - - - - - -
TOKSTOP 0.793±0.180 0.790±0.182 0.784±0.188 0.794±0.180 0.644±0.327 0.708±0.222 0.758±0.216
TOKSTOPALPHA 0.775±0.188 0.776±0.190 0.766±0.199 0.776±0.192 0.342±0.194 0.700±0.228 0.745±0.217
Avg F1 0.705 0.705 0.696 0.704 0.508 0.660 0.655
Avg STDE 0.241 0.241 0.250 0.244 0.281 0.249 0.312
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AdaBoost XGBoost MLP CNN1 CNN2 AvgF1 AvgSTDE

CHNK 0.649±0.298 0.667±0.289 0.724±0.310 0.657±0.256 0.666±0.278 0.677 0.284
CHNKALPHA 0.616±0.302 0.676±0.291 0.695±0.385 0.587±0.337 0.583±0.429 0.648 0.310
CHNKNER 0.630±0.299 0.673±0.292 0.722±0.318 0.654±0.196 0.642±0.287 0.673 0.280
CHNKNERALPHA 0.609±0.301 0.649±0.304 0.684±0.390 0.557±0.282 0.614±0.426 0.637 0.308
CHNKNERR 0.608±0.310 0.642±0.305 0.704±0.320 0.645±0.262 0.662±0.288 0.657 0.294
CHNKNERRALPHA 0.599±0.312 0.653±0.302 0.674±0.412 0.566±0.288 0.600±0.437 0.631 0.315
CHNKNERRSTOP 0.621±0.308 0.652±0.300 0.693±0.365 0.402±0.264 0.344±0.223 0.608 0.291
CHNKNERRSTOPALPHA 0.582±0.312 0.648±0.298 0.623±0.445 0.451±0.314 0.340±0.370 0.558 0.308
CHNKNERSTOP 0.652±0.291 0.679±0.285 0.720±0.296 0.501±0.200 0.298±0.195 0.635 0.268
CHNKNERSTOPALPHA 0.625±0.301 0.656±0.291 0.647±0.443 0.431±0.340 0.406±0.286 0.589 0.293
CHNKSTOP 0.648±0.290 0.679±0.279 0.715±0.278 0.386±0.257 0.342±0.196 0.630 0.268
CHNKSTOPALPHA 0.654±0.290 0.664±0.285 0.628±0.431 0.455±0.277 0.374±0.317 0.577 0.293
DEP 0.566±0.344 0.598±0.349 0.594±0.319 0.682±0.214 0.694±0.249 0.577 0.314
DEPALPHA 0.552±0.352 0.604±0.346 0.598±0.392 0.606±0.396 0.62±0.418 0.571 0.349
DEPNER 0.564±0.350 0.595±0.356 0.592±0.325 0.686±0.211 0.692±0.263 0.576 0.314
DEPNERALPHA 0.497±0.287 0.593±0.328 0.603±0.432 0.606±0.351 0.623±0.407 0.553 0.316
DEPNERR 0.562±0.350 0.596±0.357 0.595±0.334 0.670±0.227 0.695±0.299 0.574 0.319
DEPNERRALPHA 0.556±0.349 0.595±0.354 0.593±0.440 0.585±0.311 0.622±0.415 0.567 0.347
DEPNERRSTOP 0.572±0.350 0.600±0.354 - 0.726±0.225 0.702±0.249 0.579 0.320
DEPNERRSTOPALPHA 0.561±0.357 0.595±0.361 0.574±0.449 0.583±0.328 0.619±0.444 0.564 0.366
DEPNERSTOP 0.563±0.360 0.604±0.360 0.577±0.341 0.725±0.219 0.708±0.248 0.578 0.321
DEPNERSTOPALPHA 0.422±0.239 0.576±0.346 0.564±0.465 0.630±0.321 0.632±0.409 0.528 0.321
DEPSTOP 0.576±0.349 0.603±0.358 0.584±0.330 0.741±0.209 0.648±0.271 0.577 0.324
DEPSTOPALPHA 0.568±0.363 0.595±0.365 0.578±0.446 0.629±0.352 0.625±0.386 0.570 0.364
LEM 0.720±0.222 0.744±0.225 0.786±0.258 0.670±0.193 0.665±0.265 0.733 0.225
LEMALPHA 0.705±0.242 0.748±0.222 0.754±0.286 0.610±0.208 0.651±0.283 0.684 0.224
LEMNER 0.720±0.237 0.742±0.227 0.780±0.274 0.680±0.190 0.613±0.268 0.728 0.228
LEMNERALPHA 0.707±0.247 0.742±0.238 0.768±0.299 0.662±0.203 0.671±0.284 0.721 0.238
LEMNERR 0.683±0.260 0.724±0.246 0.749±0.286 0.658±0.203 0.663±0.231 0.702 0.245
LEMNERRALPHA 0.680±0.260 0.710±0.244 0.740±0.267 0.645±0.277 0.652±0.289 0.694 0.256
LEMNERRSTOP 0.690±0.258 0.720±0.242 0.741±0.343 0.371±0.306 0.364±0.214 0.653 0.255
LEMNERRSTOPALPHA 0.682±0.255 0.704±0.247 0.737±0.310 0.372±0.214 0.348±0.267 0.647 0.251
LEMNERSTOP 0.725±0.231 0.742±0.222 0.780±0.298 0.429±0.198 0.378±0.215 0.690 0.224
LEMNERSTOPALPHA 0.716±0.237 0.738±0.233 0.768±0.343 0.460±0.210 0.414±0.216 0.685 0.233
LEMPOS 0.727±0.264 0.741±0.244 0.783±0.251 0.665±0.194 0.640±0.264 0.715 0.243
LEMPOSALPHA 0.713±0.272 0.727±0.252 0.775±0.340 0.664±0.213 0.695±0.250 0.711 0.241
LEMPOSS 0.679±0.251 0.717±0.249 0.773±0.335 0.662±0.262 0.736±0.271 0.714 0.253
LEMPOSSALPHA 0.674±0.266 0.712±0.249 0.756±0.306 0.603±0.217 0.715±0.313 0.689 0.243
LEMPOSSSTOP 0.691±0.225 0.720±0.230 0.773±0.291 0.683±0.221 0.725±0.234 0.729 0.232
LEMPOSSSTOPALPHA 0.681±0.236 0.714±0.238 0.757±0.296 0.593±0.263 0.716±0.320 0.701 0.247
LEMPOSSTOP 0.721±0.232 0.735±0.231 0.783±0.353 0.715±0.260 0.707±0.270 0.738 0.238
LEMPOSSTOPALPHA 0.722±0.241 0.730±0.239 0.778±0.294 0.669±0.265 0.698±0.227 0.729 0.234
LEMSTOP 0.732±0.228 0.752±0.219 0.789±0.321 0.403±0.197 0.327±0.205 0.688 0.224
LEMSTOPALPHA 0.712±0.236 0.745±0.220 0.764±0.327 0.377±0.212 0.329±0.210 0.651 0.219
POSS 0.509±0.330 0.555±0.379 0.488±0.481 0.540±0.481 0.536±0.481 0.513 0.365
POSSALPHA 0.518±0.331 0.549±0.381 0.493±0.481 0.538±0.481 0.534±0.481 0.514 0.365
POSSSTOP 0.496±0.317 0.533±0.369 0.484±0.481 0.431±0.481 0.434±0.481 0.485 0.362
POSSSTOPALPHA 0.484±0.303 0.511±0.354 0.491±0.481 0.428±0.481 0.484±0.481 0.483 0.360
TOK 0.728±0.234 0.748±0.223 0.796±0.298 0.659±0.191 0.661±0.258 0.735 0.229
TOKALPHA 0.705±0.246 0.742±0.224 0.756±0.282 0.643±0.196 0.652±0.310 0.688 0.225
TOKNER 0.722±0.239 0.745±0.226 0.784±0.288 0.684±0.195 0.680±0.240 0.732 0.230
TOKNERALPHA 0.705±0.238 0.746±0.229 0.775±0.309 0.649±0.202 0.648±0.257 0.719 0.236
TOKNERR 0.671±0.263 0.719±0.246 0.749±0.291 0.655±0.200 0.631±0.275 0.698 0.249
TOKNERRALPHA 0.674±0.264 0.704±0.257 0.748±0.307 0.626±0.215 0.655±0.270 0.694 0.252
TOKNERRSTOP 0.678±0.260 0.710±0.253 0.751±0.303 0.406±0.212 0.317±0.225 0.651 0.247
TOKNERRSTOPALPHA 0.680±0.260 0.698±0.254 0.744±0.357 0.412±0.222 0.394±0.230 0.655 0.254
TOKNERSTOP 0.721±0.230 0.743±0.222 0.790±0.325 0.444±0.205 0.367±0.209 0.691 0.226
TOKNERSTOPALPHA 0.704±0.241 0.740±0.226 0.771±0.330 0.371±0.262 0.379±0.217 0.677 0.237
TOKPOS 0.720±0.270 0.739±0.255 0.787±0.344 0.626±0.201 0.705±0.227 0.722 0.250
TOKPOSALPHA 0.705±0.277 0.731±0.262 0.783±0.328 0.633±0.268 0.698±0.250 0.716 0.245
TOKPOSS 0.671±0.254 0.715±0.249 0.773±0.332 0.686±0.204 0.729±0.231 0.714 0.245
TOKPOSSALPHA 0.656±0.241 0.709±0.241 0.769±0.418 0.643±0.269 0.658±0.275 0.687 0.249
TOKPOSSSTOP 0.684±0.244 0.724±0.229 0.771±0.354 0.675±0.205 0.722±0.227 0.718 0.236
TOKPOSSSTOPALPHA 0.713±0.242 0.730±0.233 0.779±0.328 0.680±0.265 0.698±0.238 0.732 0.242
TOKPOSSTOP 0.733±0.230 0.739±0.232 0.789±0.338 0.706±0.200 0.691±0.226 0.739 0.228
TOKPOSSTOPALPHA - - - - - - -
TOKSTOP 0.736±0.227 0.749±0.218 0.787±0.368 0.355±0.199 0.321±0.207 0.685 0.226
TOKSTOPALPHA 0.714±0.231 0.744±0.215 0.765±0.337 0.452±0.215 0.425±0.210 0.665 0.218
Avg F1 0.649 0.682 0.703 0.580 0.576
Avg STDE 0.277 0.275 0.347 0.257 0.289
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Table A.2: Japanese dataset: F-scores and average standard error for classifier-
preprocessing pairs (F1, stderr)

LBFGS LR NewtonLR LinearSVM SGD SVM KNN NaiveBayes RandForest

CHNK 0.710±0.040 0.708±0.045 0.718±0.041 0.715±0.047 0.495±0.206 0.753±0.033 0.677±0.054
CHNKALPHA 0.714±0.028 0.719±0.029 0.709±0.031 0.702±0.040 0.510±0.179 0.740±0.027 0.684±0.043
CHNKNER 0.758±0.042 0.758±0.037 0.769±0.034 0.763±0.031 0.523±0.174 0.772±0.031 0.738±0.039
CHNKNERALPHA 0.751±0.031 0.755±0.030 0.757±0.031 0.751±0.034 0.555±0.159 0.767±0.029 0.725±0.040
CHNKNERR 0.752±0.030 0.751±0.030 0.756±0.032 0.745±0.038 0.517±0.151 0.757±0.030 0.727±0.044
CHNKNERRALPHA 0.733±0.046 0.736±0.040 0.744±0.035 0.737±0.037 0.529±0.163 0.745±0.023 0.712±0.034
CHNKNERRSTOP 0.745±0.036 0.744±0.040 0.753±0.026 0.737±0.038 0.524±0.165 0.739±0.040 0.729±0.042
CHNKNERRSTOPALPHA 0.731±0.042 0.730±0.048 0.741±0.036 0.723±0.037 0.539±0.160 0.730±0.026 0.718±0.053
CHNKNERSTOP 0.754±0.040 0.755±0.040 0.764±0.033 0.776±0.024 0.543±0.160 0.767±0.029 0.738±0.039
CHNKNERSTOPALPHA 0.758±0.037 0.755±0.032 0.760±0.032 0.761±0.027 0.528±0.171 0.750±0.022 0.721±0.045
CHNKSTOP 0.712±0.051 0.714±0.053 0.724±0.050 0.716±0.045 0.506±0.200 0.728±0.046 0.675±0.067
CHNKSTOPALPHA 0.695±0.049 0.701±0.050 0.714±0.048 0.700±0.049 0.518±0.191 0.721±0.034 0.666±0.071
DEP 0.678±0.069 0.681±0.070 0.685±0.066 0.680±0.055 0.495±0.188 0.682±0.061 0.608±0.124
DEPALPHA 0.669±0.074 0.668±0.074 0.681±0.067 0.674±0.065 0.464±0.194 0.674±0.061 0.593±0.137
DEPNER 0.727±0.053 0.727±0.045 0.742±0.035 0.746±0.033 0.502±0.171 0.724±0.040 0.708±0.059
DEPNERALPHA 0.730±0.046 0.731±0.048 0.741±0.032 0.748±0.036 0.427±0.248 0.718±0.043 0.707±0.065
DEPNERR 0.677±0.065 0.684±0.067 0.681±0.066 0.686±0.061 0.479±0.200 0.676±0.060 0.608±0.122
DEPNERRALPHA 0.667±0.074 0.671±0.077 0.675±0.066 0.674±0.070 0.461±0.187 0.670±0.055 0.585±0.137
DEPNERRSTOP 0.659±0.084 0.652±0.083 0.659±0.086 0.649±0.082 0.509±0.166 0.645±0.075 0.571±0.152
DEPNERRSTOPALPHA 0.617±0.108 0.617±0.109 0.619±0.109 0.618±0.102 0.493±0.167 0.627±0.099 0.534±0.180
DEPNERSTOP 0.717±0.055 0.716±0.053 0.728±0.047 0.723±0.034 0.544±0.130 0.701±0.041 0.693±0.062
DEPNERSTOPALPHA 0.715±0.050 0.711±0.050 0.722±0.039 0.713±0.041 0.448±0.237 0.731±0.032 0.695±0.063
DEPSTOP 0.655±0.083 0.658±0.079 0.658±0.082 0.653±0.076 0.507±0.166 0.647±0.074 0.575±0.148
DEPSTOPALPHA 0.627±0.109 0.623±0.105 0.622±0.100 0.622±0.094 0.499±0.169 0.628±0.093 0.537±0.168
LEM 0.803±0.020 0.799±0.022 0.817±0.017 0.802±0.026 0.592±0.115 0.823±0.020 0.771±0.032
LEMALPHA 0.800±0.021 0.808±0.032 0.824±0.024 0.807±0.022 0.587±0.115 0.815±0.022 0.758±0.030
LEMNER 0.806±0.028 0.801±0.032 0.818±0.023 0.816±0.022 0.633±0.110 0.823±0.029 0.790±0.022
LEMNERALPHA 0.809±0.028 0.807±0.022 0.827±0.020 0.823±0.014 0.612±0.102 0.827±0.029 0.797±0.026
LEMNERR 0.794±0.029 0.790±0.032 0.796±0.019 0.791±0.024 0.585±0.117 0.808±0.022 0.778±0.026
LEMNERRALPHA 0.797±0.027 0.796±0.021 0.805±0.027 0.793±0.021 0.585±0.114 0.811±0.024 0.781±0.032
LEMNERRSTOP 0.787±0.024 0.784±0.028 0.793±0.023 0.793±0.024 0.590±0.121 0.794±0.025 0.796±0.024
LEMNERRSTOPALPHA 0.790±0.024 0.791±0.027 0.798±0.026 0.793±0.025 0.587±0.130 0.796±0.027 0.788±0.031
LEMNERSTOP 0.799±0.030 0.798±0.025 0.819±0.028 0.823±0.021 0.632±0.099 0.831±0.026 0.802±0.028
LEMNERSTOPALPHA 0.805±0.025 0.808±0.029 0.830±0.024 0.826±0.020 0.643±0.100 0.834±0.014 0.802±0.019
LEMPOS 0.806±0.021 0.808±0.022 0.845±0.015 0.850±0.023 0.716±0.039 0.830±0.014 0.786±0.024
LEMPOSALPHA 0.807±0.026 0.803±0.035 0.838±0.017 0.846±0.019 0.704±0.030 0.828±0.026 0.778±0.037
LEMPOSS 0.815±0.023 0.817±0.017 0.851±0.021 0.842±0.017 0.711±0.178 0.855±0.025 0.785±0.033
LEMPOSSALPHA 0.825±0.020 0.823±0.030 0.848±0.018 0.837±0.019 0.734±0.035 0.847±0.020 0.770±0.039
LEMPOSSSTOP 0.816±0.025 0.818±0.028 0.850±0.018 0.846±0.017 0.529±0.038 0.851±0.018 0.774±0.031
LEMPOSSSTOPALPHA 0.819±0.036 0.817±0.025 0.841±0.025 0.829±0.016 0.722±0.037 0.844±0.022 0.779±0.034
LEMPOSSTOP 0.802±0.023 0.795±0.029 0.841±0.015 0.847±0.023 0.567±0.144 0.836±0.021 0.770±0.030
LEMPOSSTOPALPHA 0.791±0.017 0.789±0.024 0.830±0.026 0.836±0.019 0.700±0.028 0.837±0.022 0.768±0.035
LEMSTOP 0.799±0.028 0.801±0.026 0.813±0.019 0.802±0.024 0.614±0.132 0.812±0.032 0.785±0.030
LEMSTOPALPHA 0.803±0.031 0.804±0.030 0.813±0.025 0.807±0.031 0.619±0.132 0.821±0.025 0.776±0.032
POSS 0.645±0.038 0.646±0.030 0.634±0.039 0.627±0.046 0.558±0.051 0.620±0.035 0.645±0.041
POSSALPHA 0.646±0.036 0.650±0.039 0.635±0.051 0.619±0.067 0.557±0.055 0.618±0.032 0.644±0.038
POSSSTOP 0.641±0.034 0.643±0.016 0.634±0.030 0.637±0.050 0.553±0.083 0.626±0.038 0.638±0.022
POSSSTOPALPHA 0.615±0.034 0.616±0.034 0.603±0.063 0.610±0.052 0.506±0.125 0.614±0.045 0.610±0.035
TOK 0.801±0.024 0.797±0.022 0.813±0.023 0.806±0.021 0.592±0.144 0.817±0.022 0.766±0.029
TOKALPHA 0.801±0.020 0.799±0.025 0.807±0.019 0.804±0.020 0.584±0.135 0.817±0.019 0.761±0.031
TOKNER 0.814±0.028 0.812±0.027 0.830±0.018 0.828±0.020 0.718±0.118 0.835±0.018 0.763±0.031
TOKNERALPHA 0.798±0.025 0.800±0.021 0.816±0.015 0.820±0.026 0.610±0.117 0.825±0.018 0.790±0.028
TOKNERR 0.789±0.031 0.785±0.029 0.797±0.017 0.799±0.016 0.589±0.126 0.798±0.020 0.783±0.021
TOKNERRALPHA 0.791±0.022 0.792±0.027 0.802±0.024 0.792±0.024 0.567±0.126 0.797±0.019 0.778±0.029
TOKNERRSTOP 0.776±0.032 0.778±0.032 0.795±0.028 0.783±0.021 0.582±0.129 0.788±0.024 0.776±0.025
TOKNERRSTOPALPHA 0.785±0.024 0.787±0.035 0.796±0.022 0.795±0.025 0.571±0.127 0.783±0.032 0.778±0.029
TOKNERSTOP 0.803±0.026 0.805±0.031 0.825±0.022 0.824±0.026 0.608±0.114 0.822±0.014 0.790±0.031
TOKNERSTOPALPHA 0.794±0.030 0.794±0.031 0.819±0.035 0.820±0.015 0.616±0.116 0.820±0.019 0.797±0.031
TOKPOS 0.799±0.020 0.796±0.019 0.822±0.021 0.828±0.016 0.630±0.023 0.826±0.013 0.794±0.027
TOKPOSALPHA 0.808±0.015 0.807±0.022 0.844±0.025 0.852±0.022 0.706±0.041 0.828±0.018 0.777±0.040
TOKPOSS 0.815±0.025 0.812±0.014 0.843±0.022 0.835±0.023 0.695±0.191 0.849±0.018 0.775±0.025
TOKPOSSALPHA 0.788±0.032 0.789±0.028 0.829±0.022 0.833±0.014 0.716±0.022 0.823±0.015 0.752±0.045
TOKPOSSSTOP 0.823±0.025 0.814±0.024 0.834±0.027 0.828±0.014 0.713±0.036 0.848±0.022 0.767±0.029
TOKPOSSSTOPALPHA 0.817±0.023 0.822±0.019 0.837±0.021 0.835±0.013 0.518±0.041 0.846±0.020 0.764±0.036
TOKPOSSTOP 0.802±0.038 0.800±0.027 0.839±0.019 0.840±0.019 0.691±0.134 0.823±0.020 0.771±0.032
TOKPOSSTOPALPHA - 0.794±0.029 0.834±0.021 0.844±0.023 0.560±0.033 0.832±0.015 0.766±0.034
TOKSTOP 0.803±0.027 0.801±0.027 0.815±0.028 0.803±0.025 0.584±0.133 0.809±0.023 0.778±0.041
TOKSTOPALPHA 0.800±0.026 0.800±0.032 0.811±0.024 0.813±0.019 0.591±0.132 0.821±0.019 0.779±0.027
Avg F1 0.758 0.758 0.773 0.769 0.579 0.772 0.729
Avg STDE 0.037 0.037 0.034 0.033 0.126 0.031 0.054
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AdaBoost XGBoost MLP CNN1 CNN2 AvgF1 AvgSTDE

CHNK 0.592±0.122 0.632±0.091 0.761±0.029 0.771±0.026 0.635±0.026 0.681 0.063
CHNKALPHA 0.590±0.120 0.622±0.089 0.738±0.023 0.747±0.029 0.629±0.029 0.675 0.056
CHNKNER 0.696±0.057 0.714±0.041 0.796±0.019 0.789±0.039 - 0.734 0.049
CHNKNERALPHA 0.686±0.059 0.712±0.043 0.758±0.020 0.768±0.025 - 0.725 0.046
CHNKNERR 0.690±0.059 0.713±0.046 0.780±0.028 0.786±0.020 0.699±0.032 0.723 0.045
CHNKNERRALPHA 0.679±0.064 0.703±0.054 0.747±0.030 0.770±0.027 0.669±0.037 0.709 0.049
CHNKNERRSTOP 0.694±0.057 0.700±0.049 0.775±0.017 0.778±0.029 0.665±0.023 0.715 0.047
CHNKNERRSTOPALPHA 0.676±0.069 0.690±0.062 0.736±0.028 0.727±0.032 0.657±0.027 0.700 0.052
CHNKNERSTOP 0.696±0.053 0.709±0.047 0.784±0.027 0.791±0.025 - 0.737 0.047
CHNKNERSTOPALPHA 0.692±0.053 0.707±0.048 0.745±0.030 0.752±0.019 - 0.718 0.047
CHNKSTOP 0.580±0.123 0.629±0.092 0.753±0.023 0.746±0.030 0.688±0.021 0.681 0.067
CHNKSTOPALPHA 0.572±0.133 0.628±0.089 0.702±0.028 0.722±0.023 0.604±0.033 0.662 0.067
DEP 0.534±0.176 0.583±0.127 0.764±0.027 0.765±0.029 0.573±0.027 0.644 0.085
DEPALPHA 0.529±0.179 0.571±0.127 0.756±0.033 0.705±0.019 0.621±0.033 0.634 0.089
DEPNER 0.690±0.065 0.707±0.049 0.792±0.027 0.748±0.021 - 0.697 0.054
DEPNERALPHA 0.689±0.058 0.703±0.045 0.782±0.016 0.756±0.026 - 0.692 0.060
DEPNERR 0.520±0.184 0.578±0.128 0.791±0.035 0.773±0.026 0.590±0.037 0.645 0.087
DEPNERRALPHA 0.524±0.182 0.576±0.128 0.767±0.032 0.762±0.027 0.587±0.034 0.635 0.089
DEPNERRSTOP 0.514±0.190 0.549±0.152 0.783±0.018 0.761±0.025 0.479±0.034 0.619 0.095
DEPNERRSTOPALPHA 0.504±0.195 0.523±0.175 0.755±0.025 0.738±0.040 0.592±0.020 0.603 0.111
DEPNERSTOP 0.681±0.070 0.690±0.062 0.802±0.026 0.750±0.023 - 0.700 0.055
DEPNERSTOPALPHA 0.683±0.066 0.685±0.046 0.779±0.022 0.739±0.020 - 0.691 0.061
DEPSTOP 0.523±0.183 0.556±0.151 0.776±0.028 0.731±0.028 0.659±0.040 0.633 0.095
DEPSTOPALPHA 0.516±0.189 0.535±0.172 0.746±0.028 0.743±0.027 0.608±0.029 0.609 0.107
LEM 0.669±0.080 0.723±0.040 0.863±0.017 0.868±0.031 0.721±0.029 0.771 0.037
LEMALPHA 0.666±0.080 0.727±0.045 0.854±0.015 0.853±0.022 0.805±0.021 0.775 0.037
LEMNER 0.747±0.042 0.775±0.035 0.870±0.017 0.865±0.020 0.616±0.021 0.780 0.033
LEMNERALPHA 0.744±0.047 0.776±0.030 0.857±0.019 0.860±0.031 0.772±0.028 0.793 0.033
LEMNERR 0.744±0.044 0.763±0.037 0.843±0.018 0.811±0.021 0.654±0.022 0.763 0.034
LEMNERRALPHA 0.748±0.040 0.768±0.027 0.845±0.029 0.828±0.018 0.708±0.022 0.772 0.033
LEMNERRSTOP 0.740±0.037 0.756±0.039 0.839±0.019 0.836±0.016 0.807±0.016 0.776 0.033
LEMNERRSTOPALPHA 0.743±0.041 0.764±0.029 0.810±0.022 0.814±0.014 0.776±0.026 0.771 0.035
LEMNERSTOP 0.742±0.032 0.767±0.036 0.875±0.019 0.870±0.012 0.807±0.023 0.797 0.032
LEMNERSTOPALPHA 0.744±0.038 0.769±0.040 0.848±0.022 0.849±0.034 0.741±0.031 0.792 0.033
LEMPOS 0.742±0.051 0.768±0.026 0.868±0.021 0.870±0.025 0.619±0.024 0.792 0.025
LEMPOSALPHA 0.728±0.053 0.772±0.033 0.856±0.017 0.860±0.015 0.663±0.016 0.790 0.027
LEMPOSS 0.718±0.047 0.780±0.033 0.866±0.019 - 0.768±0.013 0.807 0.039
LEMPOSSALPHA 0.690±0.064 0.759±0.041 0.856±0.024 0.867±0.024 0.572±0.028 0.786 0.030
LEMPOSSSTOP 0.718±0.030 0.764±0.022 0.868±0.023 0.876±0.020 0.820±0.024 0.794 0.025
LEMPOSSSTOPALPHA 0.686±0.025 0.743±0.030 0.850±0.015 0.851±0.029 0.688±0.015 0.789 0.026
LEMPOSSTOP 0.730±0.034 0.769±0.018 0.868±0.022 0.877±0.027 0.808±0.025 0.793 0.034
LEMPOSSTOPALPHA 0.707±0.043 0.754±0.021 0.835±0.018 0.860±0.028 0.783±0.031 0.791 0.026
LEMSTOP 0.659±0.082 0.723±0.054 0.858±0.018 0.862±0.015 0.809±0.017 0.778 0.040
LEMSTOPALPHA 0.665±0.078 0.727±0.059 0.842±0.025 0.844±0.021 0.801±0.027 0.777 0.043
POSS 0.643±0.029 0.632±0.024 0.645±0.024 0.670±0.032 0.490±0.032 0.621 0.035
POSSALPHA 0.646±0.030 0.640±0.029 0.649±0.036 0.658±0.034 0.567±0.030 0.627 0.040
POSSSTOP 0.643±0.028 0.630±0.031 0.635±0.028 0.623±0.024 0.492±0.030 0.616 0.035
POSSSTOPALPHA 0.609±0.033 0.595±0.033 0.614±0.047 0.587±0.050 0.508±0.053 0.591 0.050
TOK 0.647±0.074 0.724±0.051 0.864±0.019 0.857±0.024 0.792±0.013 0.773 0.039
TOKALPHA 0.655±0.077 0.712±0.052 0.847±0.020 0.848±0.014 0.798±0.018 0.769 0.037
TOKNER 0.667±0.037 0.731±0.032 0.846±0.018 0.847±0.022 0.686±0.024 0.781 0.033
TOKNERALPHA 0.734±0.032 0.762±0.038 0.870±0.024 0.864±0.022 0.834±0.030 0.794 0.033
TOKNERR 0.729±0.037 0.756±0.040 0.838±0.028 0.844±0.016 0.793±0.022 0.775 0.034
TOKNERRALPHA 0.737±0.034 0.759±0.034 0.836±0.021 0.821±0.018 0.722±0.026 0.766 0.034
TOKNERRSTOP 0.727±0.039 0.756±0.034 0.835±0.020 0.843±0.014 0.709±0.027 0.762 0.035
TOKNERRSTOPALPHA 0.736±0.040 0.761±0.029 0.818±0.016 0.817±0.023 0.742±0.019 0.764 0.035
TOKNERSTOP 0.745±0.045 0.768±0.033 0.842±0.015 0.857±0.027 0.811±0.019 0.792 0.034
TOKNERSTOPALPHA 0.735±0.039 0.759±0.033 0.878±0.028 0.875±0.027 0.849±0.041 0.796 0.037
TOKPOS 0.730±0.042 0.763±0.036 0.846±0.025 0.847±0.022 0.773±0.031 0.788 0.025
TOKPOSALPHA 0.724±0.056 0.770±0.030 0.870±0.015 0.865±0.019 0.674±0.019 0.794 0.027
TOKPOSS 0.719±0.057 0.756±0.031 0.876±0.031 - 0.683±0.021 0.795 0.042
TOKPOSSALPHA 0.715±0.068 0.748±0.048 0.864±0.019 0.865±0.020 0.646±0.014 0.781 0.029
TOKPOSSSTOP 0.701±0.025 0.760±0.021 0.855±0.022 0.821±0.021 0.643±0.022 0.784 0.024
TOKPOSSSTOPALPHA 0.703±0.029 0.764±0.021 0.876±0.031 0.883±0.020 0.759±0.019 0.785 0.024
TOKPOSSTOP 0.715±0.030 0.763±0.025 0.839±0.014 0.857±0.022 0.615±0.014 0.780 0.033
TOKPOSSTOPALPHA 0.720±0.044 0.762±0.032 - - - 0.775 0.029
TOKSTOP 0.646±0.078 0.717±0.055 0.857±0.013 0.861±0.013 0.782±0.023 0.771 0.041
TOKSTOPALPHA 0.650±0.080 0.717±0.058 0.827±0.016 0.818±0.021 0.710±0.050 0.761 0.042
Avg F1 0.673 0.707 0.809 0.806 0.688
Avg STDE 0.049 0.023 0.026 0.031 0.036
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